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The main aim of this research study was to develop methods for metabolic profiling, a
process involving the identification of metabolites present in biological samples.
This thesis focuses on the application of Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance mass
spectrometry (FT-ICR MS) to metabolic profiling. The first part of this work examined
and optimised the processing of the data from the FT-ICR instrument into high quality
mass spectra. In the second part, the optimised mass spectra were analysed to determine
the molecular formulae of the compounds in a sample.
Three novel methods were developed to improve the quality of mass spectra and their
interpretation. The first, SIM-stitching, combined multiple, narrow spectra into a single,
wide spectrum; an approach newly adopted by several laboratories in the MS and meta-
bolomics communities. The second method employed a three-stage noise filter. Finally,
the mass spectra were analysed using constraints optimisation methods and utility theory.
It was discovered that SIM-stitching increased the effective sensitivity of the instrument
five-fold, allowing many more metabolites to be detected. The three-stage filter approach
showed how filter parameters can be selected to optimise noise reduction, and yielded
significant benefits over other methods typically used. It was found that constraints me-
thods can robustly and systematically identify the molecular formulae of compounds in a
spectrum.
A principal conclusion of this thesis is that optimised signal processing is essential to fully
capture the metabolic content of samples. A further conclusion is that constraints methods
can successfully be applied to metabolic profiling. Such methods have the potential to
radically improve the quality of the metabolic results obtained from FT-ICR MS.
In loving memory of my Grandfather, Richard Langford.
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The need to understand the state of health of an organism can be traced back to ancient
times when, for example, the sweetness of urine was recognised as an indicator of the
presence of diabetes in a person [5]. In those times, a human ‘taste-test’ was used to
measure the sugar level in the urine of a person, and from that deduce the ability of the
person’s body to control sugar levels; poor control can indicate that they are diabetic.
The human body’s control of sugar levels in the blood is just one example of the many
chemical processes that exist within organisms to support life.
The small-molecule compounds involved in such chemical processes are called metabolites
[6, 7, 8, 9, 10], of which around 3,000 are thought to exist in the human body [11], and up
to 200,000 are estimated to exist in the plant kingdom [12]. They include lipids, amino
acids, sugars, vitamins and hormones [13, 8].
When the organism processes are disturbed, for example as the result of external stress or
a disease, the chemical processes are altered and so the quantities of metabolites present in
the organism are affected. In the case of diabetes, an increase or decrease in the quantity
of sugar molecules in urine is one such effect, as discovered many years ago. Metabolomics
is the discipline of studying the metabolome, the collection of metabolites present in a cell,
organ or organism, in order to gain knowledge about the organism and its reaction to
external stressors, for example. Metabolites provide a direct and fast-changing indication
of the current chemical ‘situation’ within an organism, and hence metabolomics holds an
advantage over genomic, transcriptomic and proteomic approaches in assessing the current
phenotype of an organism [11]. The discussion of these methods is beyond the scope of this
thesis, suffice to say that they are all of great value in understanding biological organisms
to the extent that the rapidly developing field of ‘systems biology’ [14] is dedicated to the
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integration of these ‘omic’ methods together with advanced computing and mathematical
techniques.
Profiling the metabolome describes the process of identifying and quantifying all metabo-
lites of a certain class (e.g. lipids or carbohydrates) within a sample [12, 15]. Focussing
on a particular class of metabolites offers the benefit that the sample preparation can be
optimised for these compounds of interest [12]. Several different techniques are available
to measure metabolites, from simple chemical assays to highly complex mass spectrometry
(MS) instruments. The type of MS used in this work, Fourier transform ion cyclotron
resonance (FT-ICR) MS, is discussed in detail in Chapter 2. The stages involved in using
MS to profile the metabolome are shown in Figure 1.1. A mass spectrometer generates a
signal that, once processed into a mass spectrum, shown in Figure 1.2, allows the molecular
composition of the sample to be known in terms of molecular mass and a corresponding
intensity. Figure 1.2 shows a portion of the spectrum containing potentially three real
peaks, with corresponding m/z and intensity values for each. The mass spectra contain
information regarding the composition of the sample. The aim of the data mining stage
is to interpret the peaks in the spectra as molecules, and identify the composition of each
molecule. From the quantity of material published concerning analysis of MS data, it is
apparent that these data processing and mining stages are a bottleneck, as indicated in
the Figure 1.1.
Figure 1.1: The stages involved in profiling the metabolome. The
stages identified as a bottleneck are shaded.
Although this thesis uses FT-ICR MS to profile the metabolome, the methods developed
are more widely applicable. There are other types of MS that produce high resolution
mass spectra, including the orbitrap. The signal processing methods described in Chapters
3 and 4 are broadly applicable to such instruments. These techniques are also relevant
when measuring molecules other than metabolites, such as proteins. Proteins are generally
larger than metabolites, but mass spectrometry can be applied in the same manner, and
consequently similar problems arise. Furthermore, the profiling methods discussed in
Chapters 5 and 6 are not exclusively applicable to metabolomics data, but can be applied to
the problem of mining mass spectra of other, larger, molecule types; the task is essentially
the same.
The broad experimental challenges tackled in this work are three-fold. The first two
challenges are to increase the sensitivity of the mass spectrometer and to reduce noise,
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Figure 1.2: An example mass spectrum. A narrow portion of the
spectrum is enlarged, showing several peaks of varying abundance.
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as described in Section 1.2, and are applicable wherever MS is used in chemistry and
biochemistry. The contributions of this thesis, as described in Section 1.4, result in high
quality spectra that provide the chemist and biochemist with more information and less
noise. The third challenge addressed in this thesis is to identify the patterns present in
the complex, and even with the above improvements, noisy, mass spectra. As described in
Section 1.4, knowledge from the expert mass spectroscopist is captured and used to mine
the data contained in the spectra and identify the composition of the sample molecules.
In summary, the methods developed in this thesis aim to optimise the processing and
mining of mass spectrometry data, and consequently assist scientists in answering expe-
rimental questions by providing more information about the samples that they are inves-
tigating. For example, they have been applied by Taylor et al. [16], who demonstrated
the use of metabolomics in determining the mode of action of copper on the water flea
species Daphnia magna, a widely used subject for toxicity studies. After exposure to the
toxin, metabolites were extracted from the Daphnia magna using the protocol described
in the paper. FT-ICR MS was used to detect and quantify the metabolites in the extract.
A subset of metabolites was identified for which the concentration present in the extract
changed significantly after exposure to high concentrations of copper. Within the set of
metabolites identified as being affected by copper toxicity, a novel biological indicator for
copper toxicity was identified, N –acetylspermidine. This experiment thus showed how
FT-ICR MS metabolomics can be used to screen for Daphnia magna chemical toxicity,
and reveal new, valuable information to the biologist.
1.2 Challenges
Three major challenges are identified in the analysis of metabolomics data, as listed below.
From these challenges, the objectives of this thesis are drawn as listed in section 1.3.
1. As discussed in Chapter 2, the design of an FT-ICR mass spectrometer is such that
there is a compromise between mass accuracy and the sensitivity of the instrument
in detecting low abundance molecules. This is an important issue for two reasons.
Firstly, the quantity of some metabolites in the sample can be very low; indeed
Markley et al. [17] found that the variety of metabolites observed in a biological
sample increases significantly as the detection sensitivity increases. To profile the
metabolome as completely as possible, it is necessary to detect as many metabolites
as possible. The second benefit of increased sensitivity is to improve the identifica-
tion of metabolites from the spectrum. As discussed in Chapter 5, it is generally
insufficient to observe a compound in isolation; additional evidence within the spec-
trum is necessary to distinguish between alternatives. Therefore, the more detail
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in the spectrum, the more confidence that can be placed in compound identifica-
tion. The challenge this presents is to maximise sensitivity of FT-ICR MS, without
compromising mass accuracy.
2. Both variability and noise are present in the measurements. Variability occurs bet-
ween samples as a result of phenotypical variations in the biology of samples, for
example between two distinct fish samples. Noise is present in the signal as a result
of both random and systematic influences on the instrument. One effect of the va-
riability and noise is to reduce the reliable detection of real signal and increase the
false detection of non-real signal. The challenge is to distinguish signal from noise
without negatively impacting on the increased sensitivity discussed above.
3. Arguably the ‘holy grail’ of MS-based metabolomics is metabolic profiling — the
identification of metabolites from the data acquired by mass spectrometry. As shown
in Chapter 5, the signal is complex, noisy and, at ‘ultra-high’ resolution, extremely
dense in terms of the amount of information it contains. This presents a challenge
to the data mining process, which must relate this signal to unique metabolites
without being obfuscated by the noise in the signal, nor missing the low abundance
metabolites that are known to be prevalent.
All of these challenges need to be addressed in the context of high throughput analysis of
biological samples.
1.3 Research Aims and Objectives
The aim of this thesis is to present novel, improved methods for the processing and sub-
sequent analysis of metabolomics-based FT-ICR MS data. The objectives are three-fold:
1. To improve the signal from the mass spectrometer in terms of sensitivity, while
retaining mass accuracy and high throughput. This is important to maximise the
potential for extracting as much information as possible from the spectrum, and
subsequently, interpreting the data.
2. To reduce noise that is present in the spectrum and hence improve the data for the
subsequent interpretation stage.
3. To ‘profile the metabolome’ by extracting information relating to the metabolites




This thesis offers several novel contributions to metabolomics based FT-ICR MS data. The
first is an optimised signal-processing method named ‘SIM-stitching’ [18, 19, 20], described
in Chapter 3. Compared to the mode typically used to acquire spectra, SIM-stitching is
shown to offer a 5.3-fold increase in metabolite sensitivity and a 1.3-fold improvement in
mass accuracy. While such improvements typically require extended acquisition time, it is
shown that SIM-stitching facilitates high throughput experiments, with typical analyses
having a duration of 5.5 minutes on a standard desktop computer. The algorithm is
implemented in the MATLAB∗ mathematical programming environment. Together with
a graphical user interface (GUI), the software has been made publicly available, with
requests received from several international laboratories.
The second contribution is a novel noise-filtering method [21] that enables MS measure-
ment noise to be reduced. Often, a hard threshold is applied to the measured intensity
of metabolites in order to classify them as signal or noise. However in many experiments,
replicates of the same sample as well as multiple similar samples are measured. It is shown
in Chapter 4 that these inter -sample as well as intra-sample spectra are valuable in im-
proving noise filtering. The noise filtering algorithm is also implemented in MATLAB and
integrated with the SIM-stitch methods developed.
The third contribution offers the novel application of constraints satisfaction and opti-
misation methods to metabolic profiling. As shown in Chapter 6, using this approach
provides a framework for accurately capturing current knowledge about metabolic based
mass spectrometry data that is not currently possible. By applying the knowledge to
interpret the data in an optimal manner, the results show that the method yields accurate
information about the composition of a sample.
Two distinct stages in handling the FT-ICR MS data are presented, and so this thesis is
broadly split as outlined below:
1. Chapters 2 to 4 cover the processing of the raw data produced by FT-ICR MS. In
particular, Chapter 2 provides a description of the instrument, its theory of ope-
ration, methods used to process the data, including calibration and extraction of
the salient features from the spectrum. Chapter 3 discusses shortcomings in the
instrument manufacturer’s software that introduce additional noise in the data and
describes methods to overcome them. The rest of the chapter addresses the first
objective through the development and application of the SIM-stitching method to
the generation of mass spectra. In Chapter 4, the second objective relating to noise
∗MATLAB 7.4.0 (R2007a), The MathWorks, Natick, MA
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filtering is met through the use of a three-stage noise filter that incorporates cross-
replicate and cross-sample filtering as well as threshold noise filtering.
2. Chapters 5 and 6 relate to the mining of the FT-ICR MS data. In Chapter 5,
the relation between the measured data and the metabolic content of a sample is
explored, and it is shown how metabolites are identified in mass spectra. Chapter
6 meets the third objective by showing how constraints satisfaction methods can be
applied to the data mining problem described in Chapter 5.
3. Chapter 7 presents concluding remarks relating to both the above, and discusses
how the integration of these achievements contributes to the thesis aim.
1.5 Conclusions
The aim of this thesis is to improve metabolic profiling, which is the process of measuring
and identifying metabolites of a certain class within a sample. This can be achieved using
FT-ICR mass spectrometry, which is described in Chapter 2. It is important to maximise
the sensitivity of FT-ICR MS, and the SIM-stitching method is described in Chapter 3 that
achieves this without compromising mass accuracy. Furthermore, there is noise present in
the spectrum that can obscure the signal. Chapter 4 presents a three-stage noise filtering
method to reduce the spectral noise. Mining the data in the mass spectra is a difficult
task due to the complexity of the spectra, as described in Chapter 5. A new approach to




The first two objectives presented in Section 1.3 relate to improving the signal from the
mass spectrometer in terms of sensitivity, accuracy and the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).
In order to meet these objectives, it is necessary to understand the measurement process
right through from sample to signal, and at each stage identify opportunities for improving
the final signal. To this end, this chapter explores mass spectrometry (MS), its relevance
to metabolomics, the hardware and data processing associated with Fourier transform ion
cyclotron resonance (FT-ICR) MS, and concludes by highlighting the specific challenges
in the signal processing of metabolomics-based FT-ICR MS data which should be met.
In Chapters 3 and 4, novel data processing methods will be presented that significantly
improve FT-ICR MS data.
2.1 Mass Spectrometry as a Metabolomics Tool
A mass spectrometer is an instrument that resolves the exact mass of a substance’s consti-
tuent molecules [22]. The measured mass of the molecules, if observed with sufficiently
high accuracy and resolution, allows the empirical molecular formula, i.e. the chemical
composition, of the molecule to be deduced. In some cases isomers exist, which are mo-
lecules with the same composition but different structures, and so additional information
may be needed to identify certain compounds.
Common to the variety of mass spectrometry methods is an initial sample preparation
stage, in which the molecules of interest are isolated from other entities present in the
sample. This is followed by the process of ionising the molecules to form charged ions. The
ions are then detected to yield a spectrum plotting the quantity of each unique molecular
ion as a function of their mass-to-charge ratio, an example of which is shown in Figure 2.1.
In general, the quantity of each unique molecular ion is approximated from the magnitude
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of the current induced on a conductor. The mass-to-charge ratio is the ion’s mass number,
m, in units of Dalton (Da), divided by the number of elementary charges associated with
the ion, z [23]. 1 Da is equivalent in mass to 112 of a carbon atom; metabolites are small
molecules and have a molecular weight of up to ca. 1000 Da [6, 24, 13].
Figure 2.1: An example mass spectrum.
The mass spectrum allows the composition of molecules to be identified as a result of the
known exact masses of the elements that constitute them. As an example, consider the
case of a peak present in a spectrum at location 181.0739 m/z, as illustrated in Figure 2.2.
Small molecular ions measured using FT-ICR MS are almost exclusively singly-charged
[25], i.e. it is safe to assume that z = 1. This can be confirmed by inspecting the location of
isotope peaks, which will be at half the expected distance if z = 2, for example. Therefore,
the ions have a mass of 181.0739 Da. A search is carried out to identify all combinations of
the common elements present in biological samples that, when combined, form a molecule
of mass 181.0739 Da. In this case, one close match is the empirical formula C9H11NO3.
This formula is found from a compound database to be the molecule tyrosine, a metabolite
commonly detected in metabolic profiling experiments [26]. In general there are multiple
different combinations of elements that could correspond to a single peak in the spectrum,
and so additional information in the mass spectrum is required. Typically, this information
takes the form of peaks present in the spectrum that indirectly relate to other compounds.
This is discussed in more detail in Chapter 5.
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Figure 2.2: An enlarged portion of an example mass spectrum showing
a compound peak.
2.2 Fourier Transform Ion Cyclotron Resonance Mass Spectro-
metry
Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance mass spectrometry (FT-ICR MS) first appeared
in 1968, with a paper in the journal Science by Baldeschwieler [27] describing an instru-
ment with the same operating principles as modern FT-ICR instruments. Although not
Baldeschwieler’s main use for the instrument in his work, he noted that the instrument
could also be used as a “rather good” mass spectrometer. This was followed up in 1974 by
Comisarow and Marshall [28, 29], who promoted the use of FT-ICR MS and contributed
greatly to the early development of the instrument.
In FT-ICR MS, ions are held in a circular orbit by a strong magnetic field. Provided that
all ions have been given the same energy in the form of excitation by an electric field, each
ion will orbit with a frequency that is related to their mass-to-charge ratio. Smaller, or
more charged, ions will travel faster in the magnetic field than larger, or less charged, ions.
The frequency of the orbit, known as the ‘cyclotron’ frequency, is measured. A Fourier
transform, when applied to the signal from multiple ions of different mass-to-charge ratio,
allows the signal to be decomposed into a spectrum. From the frequency measurements,
the mass-to-charge ratio of the ions can be determined. The relationship between cyclotron
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frequency and mass-to-charge ratio is calculated from a calibration equation, as described
in Section 2.6.8.
Mass spectrometry consists of two main sequential components: an ionisation stage, in
which molecules are charged; and a detection stage, in which the mass and intensity of the
ions are measured. Figure 2.3 is a diagram of an FT-ICR MS, showing the electrospray
ionisation (ESI) part followed by the two detection components, which are separated by
an ion ‘gate’.
Sample
ESI source Linear ion trap Gate FT-ICR mass spectrometer
ICR cellDetector
Figure 2.3: FT-ICR MS block diagram
In Figure 2.3, the flow of molecules is shown with arrows. The sample enters the ins-
trument as a liquid and is simultaneously ionised and evaporated into a gas by the ESI
source, which is described in detail in Section 2.3. After ESI, the molecules are now ei-
ther positively or negatively charged ions, corresponding to the removal or addition of an
electron, respectively. The ions now enter the first detector stage, the ‘linear ion trap’,
which is a mass spectrometer in its own right. The principle of operation is similar to
that of the FT-ICR detector as discussed below, except that detection is destructive and
involves detectors positioned on the outside walls of the detector; the specific details are
beyond the scope of this thesis. Importantly, when not in detection mode, the ion trap
can be used as discussed in Section 2.4 to control the flow of ions, via the gate, to the ion
cyclotron resonance (ICR) cell for measurement.
In the ICR cell, each ion, travelling with velocity v, and having charge q, is subjected to
a strong magnetic field, B. Each ion experiences the Lorentz force F :
F = qvB, (2.1)
which according to the right-hand rule, acts in a direction perpendicular to the direction
of travel of the ion, thus causing the ion to travel in a circular orbit. Also acting on the
ion is the centrifugal force, of equal magnitude but acting away from the centre of the
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orbit, with magnitude mv2/r, and so
mv2/r = qvB, (2.2)
where m is the mass of the ion and r is the radius of the orbit. By combining equations
(2.1) and (2.2),
v = qrB/m,
and since the angular frequency of orbit ω = v/r [1], the relationship between ion cyclotron
frequency, mass and charge is revealed in equation (2.3), known as the ‘cyclotron equation’.
ω = qB/m (2.3)
This equation shows that ions with the same mass-to-charge ratio will exhibit the same
frequency of motion, notably independent of their velocity. The purpose of the ICR cell,
therefore, is to contain, excite and detect the ions so that the cyclotron equation can be
applied to determine their mass-to-charge ratios. A simple schematic of the cell is shown
in Figure 2.4, which is continuously vacuum-pumped to maintain very low pressure, and
therefore reduce the number of collisions between ions of interest and foreign matter.
Figure 2.4: Schematic diagram of an ICR cell [1].
On entering the ICR cell, ions of the same mass-to-charge ratio will initially be moving non-
coherently, i.e. with random phases [30], and in a small orbit. Without coherent motion,
ions would be undetectable since there would be similar amounts passing each detector
plate simultaneously, and hence there would be no net current induced in the detector
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plates. In order to excite ions of the same mass-to-charge ratio into a coherent orbit, a
radio frequency (RF) signal is applied with direction perpendicular to the magnetic field
B, i.e. along the x axis in Figure 2.4. Known as the excitation waveform, the frequencies
in this signal are important in determining the final radius of orbit of each ion [31], since
it adds energy to ions according to their resonant frequency. The excitation waveform is
shaped such that ions within a m/z range of interest are excited into a detectable orbit,
and any ions outside this range are removed by being excited into orbits beyond the cell
dimensions. One successful technique to achieve this ion selection and excitation is to
use a stored waveform inverse Fourier transform (SWIFT) waveform [31], where the time
domain RF waveform is created by inverse FT of the spectrum for the band-pass filter
required. The end result of this excitation is that ions will now be travelling in coherent
‘clouds’ of the same mass-to-charge ratio.
To prevent ions drifting along the length of the ICR cell, a further set of plates maintain
a low intensity steady electric field, known as the ‘trapping potential’, along the z axis, as
shown in Figure 2.4.
In order to measure the frequency of orbit of the ions, the ICR cell contains parallel
detector plates, positioned at opposite ends of the cell, as shown in Figure 2.4. When an
ion cloud passes close to either of the detector plates, a net image current is induced in
the plate [1]. By measuring the induced current in the detector, a time domain ‘transient’
signal is obtained. For the hypothetical case of an isolated ion cloud, the transient has the
form of an exponentially decaying sinusoid, as shown in Figure 2.5. This decay is due to
collisions of the ions with other molecules in the ICR cell, present since a perfect vacuum
is not possible within the cell. These collisions cause the ions to fall out of orbit at a
rate proportional to the number of ions still in orbit, causing an exponentially diminishing
signal from the detector plates. Hence, ions can be measured within the ICR cell for a
limited time of typically one second.
When multiple ion clouds are present in the ICR cell, by the Principle of Superposition
[32], the induced signal y(t) is the summation of the induced signals for each ion cloud, as




Ai sin (2pifitT + Φ) exp (−λtT ) , (2.4)
where N is the number of ion clouds in the cell; A and f are the observed ion cloud
intensity and cyclotron frequency, respectively; Φ and λ are the phase and decay constant,
respectively (both assumed constant and independent of ion mass); and T is the duration
of the transient sampling.
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Figure 2.5: The hypothetical transient signal for a single ion cloud.
As evident from equation (2.3), the cyclotron equation, the frequency of each component
i in equation (2.4) is proportional to the m/z of the ion cloud, and the intensity is pro-
portional to the number of ions in the cloud, assuming the orbit radii are equal. In this
way, the quantity and m/z of an ensemble of ions can be determined simultaneously from
a single transient [30].
2.3 Electrospray Ionisation
Electrospray ionisation (ESI) provides a short-term steady flow of charged molecules (ions)
to the ICR cell. Different types of injection and ionisation are available, with the sim-
plest being direct injection (DI-) ESI, in which the sample is constantly sprayed directly
into the mass spectrometer at a very low volume rate, while simultaneously being ionised.
Alternatively, chromatography, such as liquid chromatography (LC), can be used, where
ions are passed to the ESI source as they elute from a column [6, 26]. Chromatography
separates the molecules in the sample according to specific characteristics such as affinity
with the chromatography matrix, thus providing additional information about the mole-
cules according to the time at which they elute. However, this benefit is at the expense
of increased sample preparation effort and reduced throughput [6]. DI-ESI also offers a
simpler data set and a significantly more reproducible m/z axis [18] and is consequently
the injection method used throughout this work.
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Figure 2.6: Electrospray ionisation source, adapted from [2].
Ions are formed in stages [33, 23]. In the first stage, a potential difference (shown in
Figure 2.6) between a fine needle and a metal plate causes the molecules to leave the
needle. This creates a cone-shaped spray, known as the Taylor cone [34], which forms a
continuous jet. Next, the jet turns into a plume of droplets as it evaporates and breaks
apart. These small, charged droplets continue to break apart while travelling towards, and
into, the mass spectrometer. Finally, ions are separated from the droplets, either during
ion evaporation in which ions escape the droplets, or during solvent evaporation which
leaves ions behind. The total ion current (TIC) measures the total number of ions that
are being created, as shown in Figure 2.6.
As illustrated in Figure 2.6, the ions leave the tapered needle and form a Taylor cone.
The point at which the ions leave the needle can become ‘dirty’ as ions stick to the needle,
much like paint clogging the jet of a spray can, and consequently the needle must be
changed or cleaned frequently. One solution is to use disposable needles such as nanoESI,
as described below.
FT-ICR MS can operate in either positive or negative ion mode, corresponding to the ESI
source producing either positive or negative ions. This is achieved by providing a surplus
of protons or electrons, respectively, to the sample within the needle. Both modes have
their advantages and ideally both should be acquired [35].
ESI is a relatively ‘soft’ ionisation method, meaning that during the process, molecules
are less likely to fragment than with other techniques [33]. This results in ‘cleaner’ mass
spectra with less signal due to molecular fragments, which thus simplifies the interpreta-
tion of the spectra. It is for this appealing feature that John B. Fenn was awarded a share
of the Nobel Prize in Chemistry in 2002, “for their development of soft desorption ioni-
sation methods for mass spectrometric analysis of biological macromolecules” [36]. The
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overall process is not well modelled or understood and involves many processes including
evaporation, collisions, ionic interactions, thermal effects and some fragmentation. Two
competing models that attempt to explain the process are the ion evaporation model and
the charge residual model, discussed in detail by Kebarle [37]. Their discussion here is
beyond the scope of this thesis.
The effect of using ESI is that the population of ions formed does not accurately reflect
the sample molecular composition. While this leaves ESI FT-ICR MS poorly suited to
the quantitation of compounds, the use of ESI is highly suitable for the identification of
compounds, mainly due to the soft ionisation that occurs. Experiments reveal that during
the ESI process, up to four main classes of ion may be formed for a molecule [M]:
1. The molecular ion [M]± — resulting from the modification of the molecule by the
loss or addition of an electron;
2. (De-)protonated ion [M±H]± — the result of the addition to, or loss from, the
molecule, of a proton, which is a hydrogen atom minus the electron;
3. Adducts [M±A]± — the result of the addition of an element, or combination of
elements, to the molecule. These are referred to as adducts, and the resulting ion
may be positively or negatively charged;
4. Fragments — even with soft ionisation methods, the neutral molecule may fragment
into multiple smaller molecules, which subsequently ionise. This can occur while
still in solution, during ionisation or as a result of gas-phase collisions, and occurs
when the intra-molecular bonds break [38, 35].
A significant drawback with ESI is ionisation suppression, where ions that more readily
accept, or lose, electrons ‘steal’ charge from other ions. This results in incorrect relative
quantities of ions compared to the relative abundances of the molecules in the sample.
While chromatographic methods help to reduce ionisation suppression by presenting a
smaller number of different molecules to the ionisation system at once, the problem is still
significant.
An additional technique to reduce ionisation suppression, and yield a more accurate quan-
titation measurement, is by using a nano-electrospray ionisation (nESI) source. In nESI,
the needle has a bore of 1–4 µm diameter, compared to the 50 µm for conventional ESI.
This has the effect of reducing the initial droplet size from 1–2 µm diameter to <200 nm,
and consequently the sample is delivered with a flow rate as low as 20–50 nL/min [39].
The benefit of such a low flow rate is to provide a larger surplus of charge, which reduces
the preferential ionisation effects [40].
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2.4 Automatic Gain Control and the Ion Trap
The ion trap is an independent mass spectrometer that is located between the ion source
and the main ICR cell. One function of the ion trap is to facilitate fragmentation ex-
periments [41], where an ion of interest, the ‘parent ion’, is purposely fragmented. The
pattern of fragments that form is used to draw conclusions about the structure of the ion
that was fragmented, and thus help to confirm the identity of the parent ion. Since this
process is not suitable for high throughput experiments due to the time implications, it is
not considered further in this thesis.
Another important function of the ion trap is to filter the m/z range of ions that enter
the ICR cell for analysis [41], and thus reduce the number of unnecessary ions in the ICR
cell. The number of ions present in the ICR cell is a very important parameter in terms of
the quality of the mass spectrum. As the density of ions in the ICR cell increases, ions of
the same, and different, m/z interact and mutually alter their cyclotron frequency. This
has a negative effect on the mass measurement error [18, 42]. As well as filtering the mass
range of ions, the ion trap regulates the total number of ions passed from the ion trap to
the ICR cell. This is achieved with the use of an automatic gain control (AGC), which
controls the ion trap and allows a user-definable quantity of ions into the ICR cell. The
ion trap can detect ions by exciting them into detectors, and by integrating this signal the
AGC estimates the ion flow rate. From this, the AGC calculates the duration that the
gate to the ICR cell should be open, thus controlling the number of ions that enter the
ICR cell.
The result is that the number of ions can be controlled to some extent by varying the
gate-open time, although the exact number of ions is still not constant [43], most likely
because the flow rate from the ion source is prone to vary after the static flow sample is
measured by the ion trap.
2.5 Quantification Performance
The ICR cell itself is fundamentally linear in terms of measuring the abundance of ions
[44]; intuitively, the amplitude of the image current induced in the detector plates by the
passing ions is proportional to the total charge carried by the ions, which is proportional
to the number of ions in the cloud. Indeed, Marshall et al. have shown that, after determi-
ning the equivalent resistance and capacitance of the ICR cell, together with its internal
geometry, absolute quantification can be obtained if required [45]. However in practise,
it is unnecessary to determine the absolute number of ions in the ICR cell, due to the
ionisation suppression that occurs in ESI, as described in Section 2.3. This means that
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there is not a direct relationship between the abundance of molecules in the sample and
the number of ions that are formed in the instrument; the number of ions formed is also
dependent upon the ion species.
As a result, metabolomics experiments generally compare the relative abundance change
between the same metabolites across different samples. Inter-sample comparisons are only
valid when the overall composition of the samples is kept as similar as possible, which will
result in relatively consistent ionisation suppression effects across all spectra [46].
2.6 Processing of FT-ICR Data
Section 2.2 describes how ions are captured within the ICR cell, are made to orbit with a
frequency that relates to their mass-to-charge ratio (m/z) by the cyclotron equation (2.3),
and can be detected and quantified by a pair of detector plates. This section describes how,
in a standard FT-ICR MS experiment, the time domain signal from the detector plates
is processed into a frequency domain spectrum using a Fourier transform. The spectrum
quantifies the presence of ions at a range of orbital frequencies. Where a significant number
of ions are detected, i.e. a signal is measured above the noise, a ‘peak’ is observed at the
orbital frequency of the ion cloud. Thus, each peak, or ‘feature’, relates to a distinct ion
cloud. These features of interest are measured and their location in the frequency domain
converted into m/z measurements. The main stages of processing detailed in this section
are summarised in Figure 2.7, and listed below.
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transform
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Figure 2.7: Pre-Processing Data Flow
1. The analogue signal from the detector plates is sampled to produce a digital ‘tran-
sient’ time domain signal, y(t), as described in Section 2.6.1.
2. The time domain transient signal is converted into a frequency spectrum as a function
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of angular frequency, Y (ω), using Fourier transform methods. This is described in
Section 2.6.2.
3. Features, i.e. peaks, of interest within the spectrum are located, and required para-
meters of those features are quantified, including: peak frequency, fpk; peak ampli-
tude, apk; signal-to-noise ratio (SNR); and, if required, the resolution of the peak.
These parameters are described in Sections 2.6.3, 2.6.4, 2.6.5 and 2.6.7, respectively.
4. Each peak frequency is mapped to the m/z domain using a ‘calibration equation’,
to yield the peak m/z measurements, mzpk. The calibration process is described in
Section 2.6.8.
5. If appropriate, a second calibration stage can be used to further increase the accuracy
of the m/z measurements. This ‘recalibration’ process uses compounds which are
known to be present in the spectrum, and for which an exact m/z can be calculated,
to improve overall mass accuracy. The result is a more accurate set of peak m/z
locations, mz′pk.
Each of these stages is briefly reviewed below.
2.6.1 Transient Acquisition
As shown by the cyclotron equation (2.3), the mass-to-charge ratio of the ions in the ICR
cell is calculated from their frequency of orbit. As described in Section 2.2, the ions are
measured as they pass detector plates, inducing a small current. Figure 2.8 shows how
the signal is amplified by a low noise amplifier (LNA), digitally sampled by an analogue









Figure 2.8: Transient Generation
As discussed in Section 2.2, the transient signal decays exponentially, and consequently,
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the transient signal has limited duration, typically one second. One method to increase
the SNR without increasing the length of the transient is to average multiple transients
together [46, 47], and is possible by acquiring multiple transients of the same duration
and sampling frequency. By calculating the mean intensity across all transients on a
sample point-by-sample point basis, a ‘mean transient’ is generated that yields improved
SNR characteristics. The overall improvement in SNR is
√
n, where n is the number of
transient signals [48].
2.6.2 Conversion to Frequency Domain
As discussed above, converting the transient data to a frequency spectrum is necessary in
order to locate and measure the features of interest, where each feature relates to a specific
ion cloud. A Fourier transform (FT) can be applied to the transient data to achieve this. It
is important that the spectrum contains as few artefacts as possible, and one such artefact
present after FT of a signal of finite duration is Gibbs oscillations, which occur on either
side of a frequency-domain peak as a result of the abrupt start and end of the transient
signal [49]. These unwanted frequency components can be reduced by applying apodisation
(literally ‘removing the feet’). The transient signal has an envelope, i.e. an overall shape
of the signal, that abruptly starts and ends. It is these step changes in the envelope
that, after applying the Fourier transform, cause the oscillatory phenomenon either side
of peaks in the spectrum. By smoothing the envelope of the signal, the Gibbs oscillations
are reduced. This is achieved by multiplying the transient signal by a ‘window function’.
There are several different window functions, the most common of which is the Hanning
function [50] which has the form shown in Figure 2.9. Studies have shown that there is no
obvious ‘best choice’ for the window function, with the resultant mass measurement error
being very similar regardless of which window function is applied [50, 51].
The signal is then zero-filled [52], and a fast Fourier transform (FFT) applied. The zero-
filling simply increases the number of data points in the transient by padding the end of
the signal with zeros. This effectively causes the resulting spectrum to contain more data
points, which decreases the granularity of the data points in the spectrum, albeit without
increasing the amount of information contained. This increases the effectiveness of fitting
functions applied to extract feature information such as peak location and intensity. In
this work, a single zero-fill, i.e. a doubling of the length of the transient, yields the required
accuracy.
Since the location on the frequency axis of the points in the spectrum can also be controlled
by applying zero-filling, an interesting suggestion by Comisarow in 1979 [53] was, for each
peak, to increase the number of zero-fills until the data points in the spectrum coincide with
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Figure 2.9: The Hanning Window Function
the centre of the peak. While this has the advantage of allowing the precise frequency
location of any peak to be measured regardless of the shape of the peak, it was found
unnecessary in the experiments reported here due to the very high resolution of the raw
data acquired on modern instrumentation. A more recent method is reported by Savitski
et al. [34], which avoids increasing the number of data points in the FFT by repeatedly
constructing a frequency spectrum with data points shifted by a small, varying amount
. The full FFT is calculated for each value of , and by determining the optimal 
for each peak where the data points coincide with the peak crest, the frequency and
intensity of each peak is produced. Due to the large overhead associated with the many
FFT’s involved, this solution is not appropriate for a high throughput environment and
is not pursued in this thesis. However, optimisations in the FFT implementation, such
as hardware implementation, may merit investigation, but are beyond the scope of this
thesis.
The FFT yields a complex frequency spectrum with both real and imaginary components.
For the case of only two detector plates, the phase information is not required and so the
absolute, ‘magnitude-mode’, spectrum is used:
Y (ω) = |F (y(t))|,
where Y (ω) is the intensity in the spectrum as a function of frequency, ω, F is the Fourier
transform, and y(t) is the time domain transient signal. At a static magnetic field of 7T,
as present in the Finnigan LTQ FT instrument used in this work, the observed frequencies
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range between 107.5 kHz and 21.5 MHz, representing ions in the range 50–1000 m/z.
2.6.3 Peak Centre Frequency
The analytically-derived line shape Y (ω), resulting from the Hanning-apodisation and
Fourier transform of the transient signal, is described by a rather large formula [54]. It
is not feasible to find the best-fit of this line shape, and hence determine ω0, for each
peak due to the complexity and high degrees in the equation. An alternative to fitting
the exact line shape in the frequency domain is to fit, in the time domain, to ion signals
within the transient. This can be achieved, for example, by using an algorithm presented
by Umesh and Tufts [55], which has been successfully applied to NMR data [56, 57]. This
method is able to fit even when peaks overlap, and would obviate the need to process
a frequency-domain spectrum. However in exploratory experiments, it was found to be
untenable when applied to high resolution FT-ICR MS data due to the high number of
data points and number of peaks compared to NMR data.
Peak fitting, using empirically-proven functions, is therefore pursued as the viable alter-
native. Since the apodised line shape is symmetrical and approximately Lorentzian [58],
a good solution to locating the peak m/z centre, x0, and the method adopted here, is to
assume the parabolic function and apply quadratic interpolation from three data points
(x1, y1), (x2, y2), (x3, y3):






where ∆x is the spacing between the monotonic abscissae.
While other methods, such as Keefe and Comisarow’s exponent (KCe) interpolation [58]
and Goto’s generalised interpolation (GIα) [50], perform better under certain conditions
of apodisation window, decay constant and zero-filling, parabolic interpolation performs
comparably and with significantly less computational expense. Such interpolation has also
been shown to perform comparably with Lorentzian-based models [51]. Simple parabolic
interpolation of a once zero-filled spectrum introduces a systematic frequency error of
ca. 6.5% of the frequency spacing [58]. In the worst case, at 500 m/z and at a typical
frequency spacing of 0.651 Hz, this equates to a 0.0214 ppm error on the estimated m/z:
below the ca. 0.5 ppm random mass measurement error typically observed in an FT-ICR
MS experiment (see Chapter 3). This method is used here for the low-cost processing
advantage, however as the mass measurement error of FT-ICR MS instruments continues
to decrease, the additional processing cost will become justified.
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2.6.4 Peak Quantification
As discussed in Section 2.5, the measurement of ion abundance is relative in nature, and
is typically measured from peak height or peak area. While peak height provides a fast
estimate of quantity, it is peak area that is directly proportional to the initial amplitude of
the frequency component in the transient signal [59]. The area measurement accounts for
significant variation in peak widths [59], which arise as the result of ion-ion interactions,
discussed in Section 2.4.
An obvious approach to calculate the peak area is to numerically integrate the peak, howe-
ver this suffers from two major drawbacks. Firstly, an appropriate method of determining
the start and end point for each peak would need to be found that takes into account the
width of the peak [59]. Secondly, and more importantly, such a method would have to
take into account peaks that are overlapping other peaks; integration of the signal would
not return an accurate peak area.
An alternative approach is to measure peak area indirectly, by fitting the observed data
points to the theoretical peak shape in a manner similar to that described above for peak
frequency location, and then calculating peak area from the fitted parameters. This is an
approach adopted by Goodner et al. [60] ∗, who use a quadratic fitting function developed
previously by Keefe and Comisarow [58] to determine peak area from a least-squares fit
to each peak individually. The three data points nearest the apex of each peak are used
for the fit, thus reducing the effect of overlapping peaks on the area measurement. They
achieve superior average mass measurement error than three other peak area measures and
five peak height measures over zero to three zero-fills and with 1,100 and infinite scans.
Therefore it is the method adopted in this thesis.
2.6.5 Noise Level Estimation
There are many random and independent sources of noise in the acquisition and measu-
rement systems of the FT-ICR instrument, including electrical and thermal causes. The
central limit theorem states that the overall distribution of many independent and random
noise sources, when summed, is Gaussian [49]. The resulting Gaussian-distributed noise
is observed in equal measure in both the real and imaginary components of the frequency
spectrum, which is obtained after a Fourier transform of the transient signal. A common
measure of the noise level of Gaussian random variables [45, 61, 56], that is used in this
thesis, is:
∗Note an error on p1208 of Goodner et al. [60], equation 9: k = 4a/q is incorrectly printed as k = 4c/q
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noise level = standard deviation, σ, of the noise in signal-free region, (2.5)
and is applicable to the noise present in the real and imaginary components of the fre-
quency spectra only. When the magnitude-mode frequency spectrum is calculated, the
noise floor is not Gaussian, but Rayleigh-distributed [59, 45, 62]. Visually, this noise in an
FT-ICR mass spectrum appears to be a noise ‘floor’ that is present at all m/z’s, and is re-
latively constant throughout the spectrum. Consequently, low abundance peaks from real
signal are distorted or completely masked. The probability distribution function (PDF),
f(y), and cumulative distribution function (CDF), F (y), of the Rayleigh distribution are
shown in equation 2.6 and 2.7, respectively. Consequently, σ can be measured directly







F (y) = 1− e−y
2
2σ2 (2.7)
2.6.6 Signal-to-noise Level Estimation
The calculation of SNR is sometimes unclear and inconsistent, however the most common
is:
SNR =
height of signal peak in magnitude spectrum
noise level,
(2.8)
where calculation of the noise level is described in Section 2.6.5.
2.6.7 Resolution
The resolution of a peak is typically defined as mz0/∆mz, where mz0 is the m/z at peak
centre, found in the frequency domain as described in Section 2.6.3 and converted to the
m/z domain as described below in Section 2.6.8, and ∆mz is the m/z width of the peak
at some fraction of peak height [63]. A commonly used fraction is 50%, defining the full
width at half maximum (FWHM) resolution [23].
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2.6.8 Conversion to m/z Domain and Internal Recalibration
The frequency spectrum and peak features are converted to a mass spectrum measured in
m/z, by means of a mass calibration equation and associated parameters that are selected
to provide an accurate conversion. The most basic calibration equation is derived directly
from the cyclotron equation, equation (2.3), which can be rewritten as
(m/z) = a/f ,
where f is the observed frequency in Hz, m/z is the mass-to-charge ratio in Daltons, and





where e is the charge of an electron in Coulombs, B the magnetic field strength within
the ICR cell in Tesla, and µ is the weight of one Dalton in kilograms.
However, it was found that the magnetic field strength alone is insufficient to explain the
relationship between ω and m/z [22], and this is attributed to two main causes. Firstly,
the electrostatic field holding the ions inside the ICR cell perturbs the resonant frequencies
of the ions [22, 1]. Secondly, ion clouds, being charged and in close proximity to other
ion clouds, are subject to Coulomb interactions as the result of electrostatic forces that
repel clouds apart. The observed result is the ‘space-charge’ effect, which distorts the
observed frequencies, depending upon the proximity in frequency, and abundance of ion
clouds inside the ICR cell [22, 45, 64]. Such ion-ion interactions within an ICR cell, while
understood, cannot, to date, be modelled [30]. For these reasons, all calibration equations
to date are empirically formulated and many different calibration equations have been
proposed. However, there is currently no ‘gold standard’ for the calibration equation. An
informative review by Gross et al. [65] summarises their development.
The most significant improvement to the calibration equation is the addition of a second
term as shown in equation 2.10. First proposed by Ledford et al. in 1984 [64], it showed
significantly improved mass accuracy over a wide mass range, explaining its commonplace
use and adoption within this thesis.
(m/z) = a/f + b/f2, (2.10)
where the parameter a is defined in equation (2.9) above and b is defined as
b = −eGTVeff/2pi2,
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where e is the charge of an electron in Coulombs, GT is a factor depending upon the trap
geometry, and Veff is the effective trap voltage in Volts. The calibration parameter b
applies a correction for the offsets in observed frequency that result from the electrostatic
field, and also applies some correction for the space-charge effects. It is important to
note that all calibration equations to date are empirically derived [65], i.e. they are best-
fit solutions to observations, and not formed completely from theory. This is due to
an incomplete modelling of the physical processes inside the ICR cell. In practise, the
a parameter, being related to constants and the field strength of the superconducting
magnet, is much more stable than the b parameter, which can be used to take account of
variations including the total number of ions in the cell and even the cleanliness of the cell
[51]. Changes in the a parameter have the effect of ‘stretching’ the m/z spectrum, while
variations in b result in a near-linear m/z shifting of the mass spectrum.
Other forms of the equation have been proposed since, including reformulations of the
two-term equation and in particular a more statistically-correct form that shows a slight
improvement in measurement accuracy and precision as a result [66]. Of other suggestions,
the introduction of a third term, c, dependent upon the intensity of the peak appears the
most promising [42], and has been previously used [51]:
(m/z)i = a/f + b/f
2 + cIi/f
2, (2.11)
where a, b and f are as defined previously, (m/z)i and Ii are the m/z and intensity of peak
i, respectively. Masselon et al. observed that while small in comparison with the space-
charge effect (parameter b), the root mean square (RMS) mass measurement error of peaks
between 0 and 2000 Da can be reduced by between 35 and 47% (depending upon the radius
of the excited ions). Using this approach, several papers show a significant improvement
over the standard two-term equation [66, 67]. However, at least three reference peaks are
required to estimate the parameters a, b and c. Since there is generally a lack of reference
peaks in mass spectra, and three-term calibration is not routinely used, it is also not
adopted in this thesis.
Recently, attention has focussed on a more complete accounting for the space-charge effect
in the calibration equation. Masselon’s three-term equation has been developed by Zhang
et al. [65] to include additional terms to account for other factors relating to the ion, other
than its abundance. There is no empirical evidence that this equation is an improvement
on the three-term equation.
The parameters for the chosen calibration equation are either provided by the instrument
software, which is termed ‘external’ calibration [23], or are found by comparing the cal-
culated location of compounds known to be present in the spectrum with the observed
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location. This is known as ‘internal’ calibration [23], and the compounds used to calibrate
the spectrum are ‘internal calibrants’. The external calibration parameters are calculated
by the instrument during a calibration procedure, where a chemical standards mixture
is analysed and the measured spectrum is compared with the expected spectrum from
the standard. Such parameters do not account for instrument drift since the last calibra-
tion, or variations in the measured spectrum caused by the content of the sample being
analysed. Therefore, a significant improvement in mass accuracy can be achieved if in-
ternal calibration is used to correct for these variations. Actual gains depend upon the
number and spread within the spectrum of the internal calibrants; however, even with a
single calibrant, the absolute mean error has been shown to be reduced from 5.2 parts
per million (ppm) to 0.8 ppm, an improvement of 85% [51]. Eyler et al. [51] show that
multiple internal calibrants can further improve the absolute mean error to 0.7 ppm. The
calibrants are typically either ions that have been added to the sample for the sole reason
of calibrating, or they are peaks relating to compounds that are strongly believed to exist
in the sample under test, and for which an exact mass is known. It is preferable to avoid
adding compounds to the sample since this will inevitably result in increased ionisation
suppression and ion-ion interactions, both of which are detrimental to mass measurement
accuracy and quantification performance. Additionally, ‘background’ ions are present in
the ICR cell as undesirable, but unavoidable, contaminants. Background ions come from
the sample preparation method, carry-over within the cell itself or atmospheric contami-
nants that enter the cell with the sample. Since such ions can be expected to be largely
present in all samples, they have successfully been used as internal calibrants themselves
[68].
Other techniques to improve calibration, while avoiding the use of an internal calibrant,
use a step-wise approach [67], which effectively applies a better external calibration. Such
methods first use an internal calibrant, optimise the instrument parameters accordingly,
then inject the analyte and use the optimised calibration parameters to externally ca-
librate. This method is suitable when a narrow m/z range is being analysed, so that
the spectrum mass accuracy can be optimised over a small area. Otherwise, no benefit
would be seen over standard external calibration. An alternative approach to mitigate the
problems associated with the use of an internal calibrant is to use multiple ionisation tech-
niques simultaneously [51], or dual ESI sources [69], with the aim of isolating the analyte
and the internal calibrants from each other and so reduce the overall ion-ion interactions.
A new technique, which is applicable for a variety of calibration equations, is multidimen-
sional recalibration, proposed by Smith et al. [70]. Here, the calibration parameters of the
two-term equation are determined for a set of variable ranges, including peak intensity,
LC separation time and m/z. A model is empirically determined for the parameters as
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a function of those variables, and can comprise up to 200 discrete regions, each with a
unique range of variable values. The model is then applied to each m/z point, and Smith
et al. report a significant increase in mass accuracy. However, since it is statistical, over
100 potential calibrants must exist in each region, which makes this an unsuitable choice
for this thesis.
In a similar vein, Kearney et al. report a good estimate of systematic errors can be calcu-
lated by using a Bayesian approach [71]. Again, for this method, the number of potential
internal calibrants must be high.
2.7 Signal Processing Challenges
In order to meet the aim of profiling the metabolome using FT-ICR MS, several challenges
need to be overcome. These challenges relate to all data processing from the current
waveform detected in the ICR cell to the list of peaks detected (and quantified) in the
resulting spectrum. In particular, three aspects are currently targeted: optimised pre-
processing; maximised sensitivity; and noise filtering.
The particular challenges in each of these aspects are described below:
1. The processing of raw ESI FT-ICR MS data is not optimal when using the instrument
manufacturer’s software. It has been found, for example, that regions of the spectrum
contain ‘bursts’ of noise that appears above the nominal noise floor. Additionally,
methods used in the peak detection and parameterisation stages are unpublished
and not under the user’s control. These issues represent a need to implement a pre-
processing method that optimises the quality of the spectrum, which is addressed in
Chapter 3.
2. The sensitivity of the instrument describes the minimum number of ions required
to generate a detectable signal. One solution to the problem of measuring low
abundance ions is to inject more into the ICR cell. However, as discussed above, the
trade-off with analysing higher numbers of ions is an increase in ion-ion interactions,
which decreases the achievable mass accuracy. In order to allow sufficient quantities
of low abundance molecules into the ICR cell for detection, a method is presented
in Chapter 3 that allows higher numbers of low prevalence metabolites into the ICR
cell without overloading the cell or compromising mass accuracy.
3. The third challenge tackled is the problem of noise filtering. Even with the above
optimisations, the signal from some metabolite species will be at, or below, the noise
floor due to the hardware limitations of the instrument. A simple hard threshold
is common but not optimal. In many cases, multiple acquisitions of a sample are
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made, and in Chapter 4, it is shown how, by using this additional information, noise
filtering can be optimised, thus minimising the unnecessary loss of low intensity, but
relevant peaks.
2.8 Conclusions
This chapter has described the operation of FT-ICR MS and, in particular, the relationship
between the resonant frequency of orbiting ions and their mass to charge ratio, m/z. It
has described the ion trap, and how electrospray ionisation introduces the sample and
creates ions, ready for detection. Also discussed is the processing of the instrument data
from the time domain to a mass spectrum. The limitations of the instrument include
noise, and space-charge effects, which restrict the number of ions that can be present
in the ICR cell simultaneously. Furthermore, the software supplied by the manufacturer
does not remove regions of high noise, which could degrade the performance of subsequent
processing and interpretation stages. From these issues arise three specific challenges.
The first two challenges are to overcome the limitations in the manufacturer’s software
and the space-charge effects, while maximising sensitivity. These challenges are addressed
in the SIM-stitching algorithm presented in Chapter 3. The third challenge is to reduce
the noise level in the spectra, and Chapter 4 meets this challenge with the development
of a three-stage filter. Chapters 5 and 6 build on this work of optimising the spectra, by





The dynamic range of the metabolome describes the range of prevalence of metabolites
in a sample; a sample with a vast difference between the most and least abundant meta-
bolites has a high dynamic range. Therefore, one of the key performance parameters of a
mass spectrometer is the instrument’s dynamic range, which describes the lowest intensity
ion population that can be detected, relative to the intensity of the most abundant. A
typical value for the dynamic range of a FT-ICR mass spectrometer is 5,000 [72], i.e. for a
maximum signal intensity of 100%, the detection limit is 0.02%, below which ions cannot
be detected. Newer designs offer an improved dynamic range, and the benefit of this is
considerable in terms of the number of features observed and consequently the number of
low-abundance ions that can be measured; as discussed in Section 1.2, it is very important
to measure such low intensity ions, since they form a significant portion of any biological
sample. Additionally, many isotopes will exist with very low natural abundance, and the
ability to measure more of these will provide further relevant data with which to identify
the empirical formulae of ions.
This chapter describes a strategy for direct injection nano-electrospray ionisation (DI
nESI) FT-ICR MS that satisfies objective 1 in Section 1.3, by effectively increasing the
overall dynamic range of the instrument, thus increasing its sensitivity to low intensity
ions. The content of this chapter is mainly work originally published in 2007 [18] with
modifications and additions. The approach is based upon the collection of multiple narrow,
overlapping spectra (or ‘windows’) that are subsequently combined together using a novel
‘stitching’ algorithm.
Typically an FT-ICR instrument operates in ‘full scan’ mode [73], where a wide m/z
range is scanned (e.g. 50–1000 m/z) and all ions within that mass range are concurrently
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measured. The total number of ions that can be measured simultaneously is limited by
the automatic gain control (AGC) in order to mitigate space-charge effects, as discussed in
Section 2.4. Consequently, many ions of low intensity will not be detected. In the approach
adopted here, narrow spectral ‘windows’ of 30 m/z width are analysed using the selected
ion monitoring (SIM) feature of the mass spectrometry. Since ions beyond the window
boundaries are ejected by the ion trap, those within the window can be accumulated in
greater concentration than would otherwise be possible in a wide scan. Thus, ions of low
abundance that would be below the detection limit in a normal wide range scan become
detectable, without increasing the concentration of ions in the ICR cell. As discussed in
Section 2.4, to increase the number of ions in the cell compromises mass accuracy. The SIM
windows are then combined, with a 10 m/z overlap, as illustrated in Figure 3.1, to produce
a ‘SIM-stitched’ mass spectrum that covers a wide m/z range with significantly greater
dynamic range. This enables many more metabolites to be detected, and with higher mass
accuracy than is possible with existing methods. A similar acquisition strategy has been
previously reported by Venable et al. [74], although applied to the detection of peptides
and with the focus on liquid chromatography and fragmentation experiments.
Figure 3.1: Schematic of the optimized SIM-stitching method compri-
sing 21 adjacent 30 m/z SIM windows, each overlapping by 10 m/z,
covering a total scan range of 70–500 m/z.
Stitching the multiple SIM windows together to produce a single contiguous, wide-scan
spectrum is important for several reasons. First, the multivariate analysis of mass spectral
fingerprints using widely used methods in metabolomics, such as principal components
analysis, requires a single spectral fingerprint per biological sample. Second, methods
that search for characteristic peak spacings across the entire spectral range, for example
as used by Breitling et al. [75], also require one contiguous data set. Third, the stitching
algorithm is used to mass-calibrate SIM windows that do not contain internal calibrants.
Finally, stitching multiple data sets together substantially aids data handling, storage and




Given a set of SIM windows overlapping as described in Section 3.1, the aim is to produce
an optimally internally-calibrated single spectrum and list of features that the spectrum
represents. This is contained within a software named SIMStitch [18, 19, 20], which also
enables the user to configure many different parameters and establish a work flow by
defining the input and output files at each stage of the processing, including transient file
averaging, pre-processing, stitching and peak noise filtering (see Chapter 4).
The input to this stage is, for each overlapping SIM window spectrum, the frequency and
intensity data points of the frequency spectrum, together with the external calibration
parameters relating to the calibration equation (2.10). The work flow of processing on
these SIM windows is:
1. Correct the intensity values of each SIM window due to varying sample frequencies,
as described in Section 3.2.2.
2. Extract all peak features from each SIM window: peak center frequency, peak height
and area, noise level, peak SNR and peak resolution. The calculation of these features
is described in Chapter 2, Section 2.6. Details specific to this new method are to be
found below, in Sections 3.2.3 to 3.2.5.
3. Remove peaks that are identified as noise artefacts, as described in Section 3.2.6.
4. Apply intensity correction to each SIM window, as described in Section 3.2.7.
5. Recalibrate each SIM window where possible to obtain a new set of internal calibra-
tion parameters, as detailed in Section 3.2.8.
6. Align externally calibrated SIM windows with neighbouring and overlapping inter-
nally calibrated SIM windows, where applicable, to obtain adjusted frequency values,
as described in Section 3.2.9.
7. Adjust frequency values such that calibration parameters are uniform across all SIM
windows.
8. Remove edge effects, and concatenate SIM windows to give final spectrum frequency
and intensity values and associated list of features, as described in Section 3.2.10.
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3.2.2 Sample Frequency Intensity Correction
It was observed that the sample frequency, fs, of the instrument varied according to the
starting m/z of the SIM scan. This occurs since, according to Nyquist theory [52], the
sample frequency is required to be at least twice the highest frequency, corresponding to
the smallest m/z, being measured. The sampling frequency does not affect the decay rate
of the measured signal, since this is independent of the electronic measurement hardware,
and therefore the peak shape is also unchanged. However, the effect of the additional
data points in the time domain, as a result of the increased sampling frequency, is to
proportionally scale the intensities in the frequency spectrum post-FFT. Consequently, a
peak area estimation would be incorrect unless the correction in the following equation is
applied to intensity points Y for each SIM window:




where Ys is the corrected intensity values for the SIM window, fmax is the maximum
sampling frequency across all SIM windows and fs is sampling frequency for the SIM
window.
3.2.3 Noise Level Estimation
As discussed in Section 2.6.5, noise in a signal-free region of the magnitude-mode spectrum
has a Rayleigh distribution, and the standard deviation of the noise, or ‘noise level’, can
be measured directly from the magnitude-mode spectrum.
In order to discover a suitable signal-free region from which the noise level can be measured,
the degree to which the spectral range is signal-free is quantified by the fit of the data in
the range to the Rayleigh noise model. Yeh and Ro¨bel [76] adopted a similar approach,
by iteratively classifying peaks in the test region as signal, until the distribution of the
remaining peaks matched well with the noise model. However, in the case of high resolution
data, it is desirable to measure the noise using data points and not peak heights, in order
to maintain high throughput and reduce the impact of irregular peak shapes. Therefore,
the method adopted is to instead iteratively move and resize the test region until a signal-
free region is found, as shown in Algorithm 1. The mass spectrum data are generally
sufficiently sparse that several hundred consecutive signal-free data points can easily be
found.
To determine if a selected region can be classed as signal-free (‘Rtest’ in Algorithm 1),
firstly the estimated Rayleigh parameter σˆ of the range is determined by maximum li-
kelihood fit of the data distribution to the Rayleigh distribution (equation 2.6). Public
domain code [77] is used to determine the Rayleigh parameter estimate σˆ. Secondly, the
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maximum intensity permissible, ymax, within the range is calculated, based upon σˆ and
an arbitrarily low probability of any of the Rayleigh-distributed data points randomly
exceeding ymax [18]. If no data point has intensity above ymax, the test range is classed
as signal-free, otherwise it is classed as containing signal.
Algorithm 1 To locate signal-free regions within Rayleigh-distributed noise
istart ← 0 {starting index}
l← 10000 {test region length}
n← lengthof(input) {length of spectrum}
while Rtest(istart, istart + l) = false do
istart ← istart + l/100
if istart > n− 2 then
l← l/1.01
istart ← 0
if l < lmin then





The minimum number of data points for reliable estimation of the noise level lmin in the
algorithm was estimated from analysis of the variation of noise level as a function of the
number of data points used. The point at which the noise level measure stabilised was
taken as lmin and is typically ca. 5000.
3.2.4 SNR Estimation
The SNR definition shown in equation (2.8) is used. The noise level is calculated as
described in Section 3.2.3. The peak height is determined using an interpolation function
derived by Keefe and Comisarow, which they termed ‘KCe interpolation’ [58]. It is based
on parabolic interpolation of the line yˆ(ω), but with the addition of a constant exponent,
e, that alters the shape of the curve as shown in equation 3.1:
yˆ(ω) =
(
aω2 + bω + c
)e
, (3.1)
where the parameters a, b and c are to be found from the observed data, and this is

















2 + bω3 + c
)e
,
where y1,2,3 are the intensities of the data points corresponding to the maximum point
of the observed peak (y2), plus the data points either side of that maximum, and where
ω1,2,3 are the frequencies of the data points y1,2,3, respectively.
The constant e is selected to shape the function to the observed peaks, and is consequently
dependent upon the apodisation method [58]. For Hanning apodisation with 0 to 3 zero
fillings, Keefe and Comisarow find the optimal value of e to be ca. 5.5. Differentiating and




As described in Section 2.6.7, the resolution of a peak is defined as mz0/∆mz, where mz0
is the m/z at peak centre, found in the frequency domain as described in Section 2.6.3 and
converted to the m/z domain as described in Section 2.6.8, and ∆mz is the m/z width of
the peak at some fraction of peak height [63].
The peak width ∆mz can be found by solving equation 3.1 for the case of yˆ(ω) = yˆ0/2,
where yˆ0/2 is calculated from equation 3.2, to yield the frequency locations at each half
maximum point, ω1 and ω2, respectively. Application of the calibration equation described
in Section 2.6.8 yields the m/z difference, ∆mz, between ω1 and ω2.
3.2.6 Noise Artefacts
A significant anomaly of unknown origin has been observed in the mass spectrum obtained
from the Finnigan LTQ FT instrument used in this work, and occurs at specific (and
generally constant) locations on the mass axis [21]; an example occurring between ca.
101.8 and 102.0 m/z is shown in Figure 3.2. Since this signal occurs at much higher
resolution than ‘real’ peaks, it is not thought to be chemical noise but may be due to
unexpected and non-random noise on the power supply [78]. Whatever the cause, these
peaks should not be classified as real peaks, since they are certainly not the result of
ions inside the ICR cell, and should be identified and removed before further processing.
However, automatic detection based upon local peak density or the resolution of peaks
failed to provide a robust method of selecting these regions of noise. Instead, ‘exclusion
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regions’ are manually defined and automatically removed from spectra throughout the
data in this thesis. It is notable that commercial instrument software (Xcalibur v2.1.0,
Thermo Scientific, Bremen Germany) treats these regions as signal, thus falsely identifying
large numbers of peaks within these very narrow regions.
















































Figure 3.2: Noise artefact present at ca. 101.9 m/z. (a) Spectrum
over wide range. (b) A typical real peak in this region. (c) A series of
anomalies (N.B. identical abscissa scales for (b) and (c)).
3.2.7 Intensity Correction
Analysis of SIM windows acquired for the SIM-stitching algorithm revealed a systematic
error in the intensity measurements, where the intensity of a peak is dependent upon its
location within the SIM scan range being measured [21]. It is assumed this is a charac-
teristic of the instrument used in this work. To characterise and correct the intensity
error, a liver extract was analysed over a ‘sliding’ SIM window of fixed width 30 m/z and
starting location from 50 to 430 m/z in 2 m/z increments, i.e. a total of 191 staggered
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SIM windows were recorded. All available scans were used, regardless of the variation
in the number of scans the instrument acquired within the allocated acquisition time, as
described in Section 2.6.1. Peaks consistently present at high intensity in the range 80–430
m/z, and that did not neighbour other high intensity peaks, were selected. The distance
from peaks of high intensity was important in order to reduce mutual space-charge effects
on the measured peak intensities. As the SIM window was moved, the intensities of the
peaks of interest were tracked.
The intensity of peaks, relative to the mean peak intensity within the central 10 m/z,
is shown to vary as the SIM window location defining the m/z region being scanned is
varied, as shown in Figure 3.3. The figure clearly shows that the measured signal inten-
sity consistently increases as the peak moves across the SIM window. This instrumental
measurement error is large, with a measured peak area at the high m/z end of a SIM
window approximately 3 times more intense than if the identical peak is measured at the
low m/z end of an adjacent SIM window. To quantify this effect, the gradient of the trend
line, for example that shown in Figure 3.3, was measured for several different peaks over
the range 70–500 m/z, and the results are plotted in Figure 3.4. This reveals an albeit
noisy trend in the gradient, which is parameterised as a linear function in the figure, and
consequently allows the intensity of each peak in the mass spectrum to be corrected based
on its location from the start of the SIM window. Also evident in Figure 3.3 is the ‘edge
effect’, which is apparent as a significant decrease in peak intensity (or disappearance of
the peak altogether) as peaks near the extremities, particularly at the high m/z end of the
SIM window. A more complete experimental characterisation of these edge effects, which
are dealt with during spectral processing, is in Section 3.2.10.
3.2.8 Internal m/z Recalibration
The use of three-term instead of two-term calibration was investigated, over n=35 cali-
brants within a scan with range 70–500 m/z and with an AGC target of 5 × 105. The
sample consisted of polyethylene glycol (PEG), a compound that results in a series of peaks
present at known m/z values. The experiment was repeated three times. By comparing
the m/z values of the PEG peaks after calibration using both calibration equations, the
results in Table 3.1 show a slight improvement in mean measurement mass error of ca. 5%
and in root mean square (RMS) mass measurement error of ca. 4%. The maximum error
decreased by ca. 2%. These improvements are lower than shown by Muddiman et al. [66];
however, in that work the AGC setting was not defined, and assuming the number of ions
in the cell were higher than used here, space-charge effects would be more significant, thus
increasing the effect of the third term of equation (2.11).
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Position from start of SIM window (m/z)
Figure 3.3: The intensities of several peaks in the range 352–354 m/z
relative to their mean values within the central 10 m/z, measured
across multiple SIM window m/z ranges. Considerable variation in
peak intensity can be seen as the SIM window position moves across
the peaks. The broken line is a visually-placed trend line.





























Figure 3.4: The gradient of the measurement intensity error for a
selection of peaks located between 70 and 500 m/z. The line of best-
fit is shown.
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Statistic Experiment Two-Term Three-Term Improvement Overall Mean
(ppm) (ppm) (%) Improvement (%)
A 0.44 0.42 4.5
mean B 0.42 0.40 4.8 5.3
C 0.41 0.38 6.7
A 0.55 0.54 0.2
rms B 0.48 0.45 6.3 3.8
C 0.48 0.46 4.8
A 1.89 1.88 0.5
max B 1.02 1.01 1.0 1.7
C 1.25 1.21 3.5
Table 3.1: Two-term vs three-term calibration.
Where internal calibrants are provided, they are used to recalibrate the respective SIM
window(s). The two-parameter or three-parameter equations (equations (2.10) and (2.11),
respectively) are used, as selected by the user. In order to increase the robustness of the
recalibration stage, the inclusion in recalibration of the a parameter can be selected to be
dependent upon the total m/z range of the calibrants: this reduces the maximum error
that may be propagated due to the m/z distance from the calibrants. Additionally, peaks
used as calibrants are required to meet a minimum SNR level (typically 6.5), in order to
increase the likelihood of a correct assignment. Peaks are identified as calibrants based
upon their externally-calibrated distance from the exact mass of the calibrants.
The new parameters, bint and aint, are determined from a least-squares fit of the peak
frequencies to the calibrant exact masses using the appropriate calibration equation.
3.2.9 SIM Window Alignment
In the case of SIM windows where no calibrant features can be identified, adjacent and
overlapping SIM windows that have been internally calibrated are used to infer calibration
parameters. The assumption is that the overlapping portions of the SIM window are cali-
brated by virtue of the calibration applied to the entire window. Consider two overlapping
SIM windows s1 and s2 as shown in Figure 3.5.
Consider window s1 is internally calibrated and s2 is a SIM window with no identifiable
internal calibrants. Alignment is achieved by modifying the frequency points in s2 such
that the frequency of peaks in the overlap region have a minimal overall difference. The

























Figure 3.5: Two overlapping SIM windows
F ′p = mFp + c, (3.3)
or
F ′p = Fp + c, (3.4)
where Fp and F
′
p are the centre frequencies of the peaks in the overlap region of s2 before
and after alignment, respectively, and m and c are unknown multiplicative and additive
adjustments, respectively, to the frequency axis. Equation (3.3) is used where the range of
the overlapping peaks exceeds 20% of the SIM window width, otherwise equation (3.4) is





|Fp − F ′p|, (3.5)
where Fp is the frequencies of the common peaks in the overlap region. To determine the
optimal value of m and c, the simplex search method is used to minimise d using equations
(3.5), (3.3) and (3.4). In order to identify Fp, the externally calibrated forms of windows
s1 and s2 are used as the most non-biased estimate of m/z without internal calibration.
Also, to be labelled as common, peaks in both spectra are required to meet a minimum
SNR of 6.5 and have a m/z difference of better than 1.5 ppm.
Before combining the SIM windows into a single spectrum, a single calibration parameter
that can be applied to all SIM windows is required. This is achieved by simply converting
each SIM window to the m/z domain using its unique set of calibration parameters and
equation (2.10), then un-calibrating the m/z spectrum to a new frequency spectrum using



























Figure 3.6: The observed edge effect at the start of the SIM window
(shown in blue with diamond markers) and the end of the SIM window
(shown in green with asterisk markers). The representative edge effect
region selected at the start and end of each SIM window is a function
of the midpoint of the overlap with the adjacent SIM window, and is
shown as a broken line for both the start and end of the SIM window
(lower and upper lines, respectively).
3.2.10 Edge Effects and Concatenation
The results obtained during the previous section pertaining to the SIM window intensity
trend provide evidence of the ‘edge effect’ that manifests itself as the gross reduction or
disappearance altogether of peaks as they near the edge of the SIM window. The 19 trend
plots similar to Figure 3.3 were visually inspected, and the observed edge effect both at
the start and end of the SIM window was recorded. For example, in Figure 3.3, the start
of the edge effect is at 0 m/z in the SIM window and the end edge effect is at 5 m/z.
The results are shown in Figure 3.6, as a function of the location of the start of the SIM
window.
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The edge effect varies considerably between each case, depending upon the starting m/z
of the SIM window. This reflects the high variation in the trend observed between peaks
in the same vicinity, and the somewhat subjective nature of the classification of the edge
effect. However, there is sufficient evidence to extract a meaningful quantitation of the
edge effect as a function of SIM window location, as shown in Figure 3.6 and summarised
in Table 3.2.
Mid-point of SIM overlap at the Edge effect (start) Edge effect (end)
at the relevant SIM window edge, mp (m/z) (m/z) (m/z)
70 < mp ≤ 219 5 5
219 < mp ≤ 457 2 8
457 < mp ≤ 500 3 7
Table 3.2: Summary of observed edge effects
The boundaries ensure that an overlap of 10 m/z is required in all cases; this simplifies the
acquisition and removes the majority of the edge effect while retaining a high throughput.
Finally, the edge effect regions are removed from the SIM windows, which are then trun-
cated and concatenated to obtain a single spectrum. The SIM windows may still be
overlapping, and so the truncation point is moved towards the centre of the SIM window
such that the spectra are truncated in a signal-free region.
3.3 Results and Discussion
As described in Section 3.1, the stitching process provides two major benefits to the quality
of the mass spectrum obtained using a DI-nESI FT-ICR MS instrument: improved mass
accuracy and improved sensitivity. The benefits realised when analysing data obtained
from an actual sample are presented and discussed in this section.
3.3.1 Mass Accuracy
The mass accuracy of the spectrum obtained using the SIM-stitching method is compared
to that obtained using the leading commercial software package Xcalibur (Xcalibur v2.1.0,
Thermo Scientific, Bremen Germany). The sample used is a standard mix comprising two
polyethylene glycol and ten amino acids, ‘PEG&AA’, prepared using a standard protocol
[18]. This mix is designed to produce a spectrum with a number of peaks spread evenly
over the range 70–500 m/z. The peaks relating to ‘known’ compounds can be used either
as internal calibrants during the stitching process, or as features to validate the resulting
spectrum.
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The SIM-stitching method was assessed against wide scan range (WSR) mode to ensure
that high mass accuracy was being achieved. The optimised SIM-stitching method com-
prised of 21 adjacent 30 m/z windows between 70–500 m/z, each overlapping by 10 m/z to
facilitate m/z-based stitching and to remove deleterious edge effects. Each SIM window
was acquired for 15 seconds, with a single 15 second delay post electrospray initiation,
giving a 5.5 minute total analysis time; the AGC target was 1 × 105. The PEG&AA
standard was analysed in triplicate over the range 70–500 m/z by SIM-stitching and by
WSR mode using AGC targets of 1 × 105 and 5 × 105, the lower setting comparable the
SIM-stitching method and the higher comparable to the Thermo recommendation. A total
acquisition time of 5.5 minutes was used for all three methods. For the SIM-stitching me-
thod, transient data for the 21 SIM windows were acquired, processed and each internally
calibrated using a single calibrant. In total, 16 calibrants were used, with 5 used twice as
they occurred in adjacent windows, see Table 3.3. The SIM windows were then stitched
together along the m/z and intensity-axes. For WSR mode, transient data was acquired,
processed and internally calibrated using 10 to 14 of the 16 calibrants used previously. It
was necessary to use less calibrants due to the reduced sensitivity of WSR as shown in
Table 3.4.
The mass accuracy results summarised in Table 3.4 were calculated using all known non-
calibrant peaks, where a peak was only considered real if, within a sliding window of
1 ppm, exactly one peak appeared in each of the three spectra. Figure 3.7 shows, for a
single replicate, the errors associated with each non-calibrant peak as well as the location
of the internal calibrant peaks. Considering the three replicates for each method, SIM-
stitching yielded the smallest average RMS error, smallest maximum absolute error and
smallest average standard deviation. In WSR mode using an AGC target of 5× 105, the
largest errors were found, almost certainly resulting from increased space-charge effects
in the ICR cell. The small increase in error in the WSR method using an AGC target of
1×105 versus SIM-stitching could be due to the lack of calibrants. However, replicate 3 of
the WSR mode experiment with an AGC target of 1×105 and using 10 calibrants achieved
similar mass errors to replicate 1, which used 14 calibrants. This suggests that increasing
the number of calibrants above 10 has little benefit. Therefore it is unlikely that addition
of two more calibrants, to equal the 16 used in SIM-stitching, would further improve the
mass accuracy. This suggests that the algorithm used to calibrate SIM-stitched data could
be improving the mass accuracy. Each window comprising the SIM-stitched wide scan was
calibrated using unique calibration parameters allowing for precise correction of local m/z
shifts, whilst in WSR mode just one set of calibration parameters is used for the whole
spectrum, likely explaining the slightly higher mass errors of the WSR mode. The effect
of this can be seen in Figure 3.7, in which the post calibration mass errors associated with
the WSR mode spectra can be seen to vary considerably along the spectrum, whereas the
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SIM-stitched spectrum allows for a more stable mass error.

































Table 3.3: The identity, empirical formulae, type of adduct and exact
mass of the 16 internal calibrants used to calibrate the PEG&AA stan-
dard data.
3.3.2 Sensitivity
In this section, the effective dynamic range of the spectrum obtained using the SIM-
stitching method is compared to that obtained using the leading commercial software
package Xcalibur. The goal is to identify if the number of detected peaks and the dynamic
range could be increased using SIM-stitching compared to WSR. The sample used is a
liver extract from a wild-caught dab, a marine flatfish, and is prepared using a standard
protocol [18]. The sample was kindly provided by the Centre for Environmental, Fisheries
and Agricultural Sciences (Cefas, Weymouth, UK). As a complex biological sample, this
liver extract is representative of the type of material used in a typical environmental
toxicology study.
Six liver extracts were analysed using SIM-stitching, WSR mode with an AGC target
of 1 × 105 and WSR mode with an AGC target of 5 × 105 between 70–500 m/z and
acquired in triplicate. In each case the total acquisition time was 5.5 minutes, including a
15 sec data acquisition delay post electrospray initiation, to facilitate a direct comparison
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Summary
Scan Max Mean Max Mean
Type RMS Absolute SD of RMS Absolute SD of
(AGC Rep- NC NP Error Error Error Error Error Error
Target) licate (ppm) (ppm) (ppm) (ppm) (ppm) (ppm)
WSR 1 14 26 0.254 0.617 0.257
(1× 105) 2 14 26 0.199 0.461 0.194 0.234 0.617 0.228
3 10 20 0.248 0.613 0.232
WSR 1 14 35 0.612 2.041 0.593
(5× 105) 2 14 35 0.519 0.915 0.441 0.565 2.041 0.492
3 14 35 0.564 1.408 0.443
SIM 1 16 39 0.179 0.423 0.161
-stitched 2 16 39 0.193 0.459 0.181 0.181 0.475 0.165
(1× 105) 3 16 39 0.171 0.475 0.154
Table 3.4: Summary of mass errors for SIM-stitching and WSR me-
thods (with AGC targets of 1 × 105 and 5 × 105), determined from
analysis of the PEG&AA standard. Each method was characterised
in triplicate, and the numbers of internal calibrants (NC) and other
known peaks used to calculate mass errors (NP ) are shown.
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Figure 3.7: Location of internal calibrants and mass errors of all
known non-calibrant peaks as a function of m/z for one replicate of
the PEG&AA standard analysed by (a) WSR mode with an AGC tar-
get of 1 × 105, (b) WSR mode with an AGC target of 5 × 105, and
(c) SIM-stitching method. SIM-stitched data was calibrated using 16
internal calibrants, while the WSR methods were calibrated using 14 of
these; two were missing due to lack of sensitivity of the WSR method.
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between the methods. This m/z range of 70–500 corresponds to the highest density
of low molecular weight endogenous metabolites. For all methods, transient data was
collected and processed as described for the PEG&AA studies above, except that known
endogenous metabolites were used as calibrants, as shown in Table 3.5. Visual inspection
of the spectra, which were normalised to the largest peak, with a five-fold zoom along the
y-axis revealed that both WSR with an AGC target of 5×105 and SIM-stitching detected
a more dense spread of peaks throughout the entire 70–500 m/z range than WSR with
an AGC target of 1 × 105. A further 200-fold zoom within 355–360 m/z revealed that
SIM-stitching detects significantly more peaks than WSR with an AGC target of 5× 105,
whilst WSR with AGC target of 1× 105 failed to detect any peaks.


























Glucose, Fructose, Galactose or Mannose C6H12O6 [M+Na]
+ 203.05261










Inosine mono-phosphate C10H13N4O8P [M+H]
+ 349.05438






Table 3.5: The identity, empirical formula, form of ion and exact mass
of the internal calibrants used to calibrate the dab liver extract data
collected using the SIM-stitching method.
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For each method, the total number of peaks was counted between 70–500 m/z for each
of the six liver extracts as shown in Figure 3.8, and the dynamic ranges were determined.
The average peak counts for the six liver extracts were 3046 for SIM-stitching, 575 for
WSR mode with an AGC target of 1× 105 and 1719 for WSR mode with an AGC target
of 5 × 105. SIM-stitching detected on average 5.3 and 1.8 times more peaks than both
WSR methods with AGC targets of 1×105 and 5×105, respectively, even though each SIM
window received 21 times less signal averaging than the full scan WSR spectra. Even when
compared to an experiment, where five times as many ions enter the ICR detector cell (i.e.
WSR mode with an AGC target of 5×105), the SIM-stitching method still detected around
44% additional ion species. The relative standard deviation (RSD) of the number of peaks
detected across the six fish livers was 7% for SIM-stitching, 5% for WSR with an AGC
target of 1× 105 and 7% for WSR with an AGC target of 5× 105. This showed that each
method was able to generate consistent peak counts when analysing genetically different
fish from the same species, and highlights the reproducibility of all methods. RSDs of
peak intensities were calculated for all 22 known internal calibrants, as shown in Table
3.5, across triplicate analyses of one fish. This was repeated for each of the three methods.
The mean and maximum RSD values were 8.1% and 16.5% for the SIM-stitching method,
11.4% and 23.2% for WSR with an AGC target of 1×105, and 11.3% and 17.9% for WSR
with an AGC target of 5× 105. These results further emphasise the reproducibility of all
three methods, but more importantly highlight another advantage of the SIM-stitching
method, specifically that by acquiring the metabolic data using narrow SIM windows, the
reproducibility of the intensity profiles are increased relative to wide scan methods. The
mean dynamic range of 16,061 for the SIM-stitched data was ca. 22-fold greater than for
WSR with an AGC target of 1× 105, which achieved a measured mean dynamic range of
726, and ca. 4.3-fold greater than for WSR with an AGC target of 5×105, which achieved
a measured mean dynamic range of 3,684.
When acquiring data in a single large window (e.g. 70–500 m/z), which for a complex
biological mixture will comprise a large number of different ion species, a considerable
percentage of the AGC target value will be occupied by the most highly abundant ions,
and there is less chance that low abundance species will achieve the detection threshold of
ca. 200 ions [1]. However, when analysing a 30 m/z SIM window, only ion species within
the specified range are transferred to the ICR detector and all other ions are excluded by
isolation waveforms. This greatly reduces the number of individual ion species, meaning
that the AGC target value is no longer dominated to the same extent by highly abundant
ions, which in turn allows low abundance species to reach the detection threshold. In effect,
SIM-stitching allows more ions per nominal mass unit to transfer into the ICR detector;
e.g. when using an AGC target of 1×105 and scanning a 30 m/z window, ca. 3334 ions per
nominal mass unit are measured, whereas the higher AGC target of 5×105 when scanning
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WSR (AGC target = 1× 105)
WSR
(AGC target = 2× 105)
SIM-stitch
(AGC target = 1× 105)
Figure 3.8: Comparison of the total number of peaks detected in the
range 70–500 m/z for six different dab liver extracts using wide scan
range (WSR) mode with an AGC target of 1 × 105 ions and 5 × 105
ions, and the optimised SIM-stitching method with an AGC target of
1× 105 ions.
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70–500 m/z only ca. 1163 ions per nominal mass unit are measured. Therefore, compared
to WSR with an AGC target of 5×105, SIM-stitching increases the number of ions scanned
per nominal mass unit by ca. 3-fold. This yields greater sensitivity and dynamic range,
and consequently the number of peaks detected is increased by ca. 1.8-fold. The increase
is significantly larger when compared to using WSR with an AGC target of 1 × 105. In
this case, SIM-stitching increases the number of ions scanned per nominal mass unit by ca.
15-fold, yielding a ca. 5.3-fold increase in peak detection. The reduced signal averaging,
inherent to the SIM-stitching method, apparently does not offset this sensitivity increase
too significantly.
3.4 Conclusion
Objective 3 of this thesis was to improve the sensitivity and accuracy of the mass spec-
trum. In this chapter, it has been shown how a SIM-stitching method [18], never before
applied to metabolomics data, allows significant improvement to both sensitivity and mass
accuracy in mass spectra acquired using DI nESI FT-ICR. This is achieved by intelligently
combining several narrow spectra into a single, wide spectrum. Without the use of SIM-
stitching, a compromise is required between sensitivity and mass accuracy, whereas this
approach offers vastly improved sensitivity without reducing the mass accuracy obtained;
indeed, mass accuracy is also improved. Sensitivity is key to the complete analysis of the
metabolome since, as shown in Section 1.2, many metabolites exist with low abundance.
Without using the SIM-stitch method, it is inevitable that many metabolites are not de-
tected, and it is for this reason that the metabolomics community has shown substantial
interest in the published work, with 32 citations up to September 2010.
In order to maximise mass accuracy, the AGC target and hence ion count is kept low
at 1 × 105 ions, and by acquiring multiple, overlapping SIM windows, the sensitivity is
also optimised. The results have shown superior performance in both sensitivity and mass
accuracy when compared to spectra acquired using the typical WSR mode, even when
WSR acquisition is optimised for sensitivity with an AGC target of 5× 105 ions, or mass
accuracy with an AGC target of 1× 105 ions. By using SIM-stitching and the same AGC
setting, sensitivity can be increased by a factor of 5.3, and mass error can be decreased
by a factor of 1.3. If the manufacturer-recommended AGC setting is used in WSR mode,
sensitivity can be increased by a factor of 1.8 and mass error can be improved by a factor
of 4.3.
Using the instrument’s SIM mode, which allows spectra to be acquired over a narrow
mass range, detection sensitivity was enhanced by collecting the data as a series of nar-
row, overlapping windows of width 30 m/z. The increased detection sensitivity allowed
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ion transmission to the ICR cell to be reduced to 1× 105 ions, thus reducing space-charge
effects and allowing high mass accuracy. Mass accuracy was enhanced further by the cali-
bration method, where each of the 21 overlapping SIM windows was individually, internally
calibrated prior to stitching, which allowed correction of local m/z shifts. The maximum
absolute mass error was shown to be 0.48 ppm. When compared to conventional DI-ESI
MS methods, the SIM-stitching method can provide a significant increase in the number
of metabolites detected, thereby increasing coverage of the metabolome. In addition, it
maximizes the major strengths of FT-ICR MS, those of high mass accuracy and resolution,
thereby facilitating improved peak identification via the calculation of empirical formulae.
It has also been shown that regions of unusual noise artefacts exist in the spectrum, which
if ignored when using the manufacturer’s software, introduce large amounts of noise into
the resulting peak list. By setting exclusion regions, these peaks are removed, resulting
in a spectrum with fewer noise peaks. A further important characteristic of the FT-ICR
MS instrument revealed here is the non-linear quantification in SIM mode, demonstrated
by comparing the intensity of peaks as the scan region is varied. This has allowed this
problem to be corrected, and the spectra derived from similar instruments should be
carefully checked for this undesirable characteristic.
On a practical point, the collection of spectra in narrow SIM windows produces many files,
of much smaller size than comparable WSR mode spectra which can be unwieldy to access
and analyse. Additionally, the SIM-stitch technique has been integrated into a tool with a
graphical user interface, see Appendix A. Together with a user’s manual, this software is
used extensively in our lab, and beyond, to assist with organising and processing the sets of
data files created. The coupling of a NanoMate to the LTQ FT enables a fully automated
analysis in approximately 5.5 minutes per sample, which is conducive for high-throughput
analyses.
In summary, this SIM-stitching approach [18], which is being adopted locally [16, 79] and
by other laboratories [38, 80], has wide applicability to the measurement of any complex
chemical mixture by FT-ICR MS. In particular, for biological samples, this new method
has increased the quantity of metabolites detected, and enhanced the quality of metabolite
identification [81, 79, 16, 82, 83].
3.5 Future Developments
The method presented in this chapter results in significant improvements in the quality
of mass spectra obtainable using FT ICR MS. During the investigation, several areas of
further development were identified:
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1. It was observed that the noise level with the SIM windows varies as a function of
m/z. Analysis of this variation and multiple measurements of the noise level within
each SIM window would result in a slightly more accurate noise measurement, and
hence SNR value for peaks.
2. As shown in Figure 3.6, the edge effect is a complex phenomenon that would bene-
fit from more extensive characterisation to reduce the SIM window overlap where
possible, thus increasing throughput.
3. The density of mass spectra of even the most complex biological samples is not
consistent, with the result that some SIM windows contain fewer ions, reflected by
a lower total ion current (TIC). A further optimisation of the SIM-stitching method
would use data dependent analysis, where the width and location of the SIM windows
be dynamically configured depending upon the density of peaks, and their intensity,
in the mass spectrum. This would maximise the benefits of sensitivity and mass
accuracy that SIM-stitching brings by ensuring that each SIM window contains the
optimal number of ions.
4. Implementation benefits could be realised, in terms of the time required for the
SIM-stitching algorithm to process data from large experiments. Techniques such
as parallelisation using computing clusters, or on a smaller scale, the use of multi-





In Chapter 3, a new method to improve the sensitivity and mass accuracy of a mass
spectrum is presented. In this chapter, the challenge of objective 2, as described in Section
1.3, is addressed — that of reliably filtering the noise present in the mass spectra to
maximise the number of real metabolites detected by DI nESI FT-ICR MS, while retaining
the high-throughput characteristics of this approach compared with chromatographic-
based MS methods.
Sources of noise in nESI FT-ICR MS include:
1. Background chemical noise that arises as the result of compounds that interfere with
the composition of the biological sample entering the instrument. During analysis
of data collected for this thesis, a contaminant likely to have originated from air was
found with high abundance and high variability, in the spectrum of a sample of fish
liver extract. The compound, decamethylcyclopentasiloxane, is from the siloxane
family and is a known atmospheric contaminant [84]. As well as such gas-phase
contamination, liquid impurities can appear in the sample, e.g. as a result of sample
preparation methods.
2. Electrical and thermal shot noise [85], present in any sensitive electronic equipment,
increase the noise levels.
3. By far the most problematic contributor of noise in the spectrum is ionisation noise,
discussed in Section 2.3, and particularly ionisation suppression and enhancement
[2], which causes large variations in the observed quantity of molecules.
4. Once ionised, ions are affected by Coulombic interactions due to the large number
of ions present in a small space [42, 44]. The effect of these interactions is to modify
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the orbiting frequency of the ions in the ICR cell, adding frequency noise to the
spectrum.
5. The DI nESI FT-ICR MS used for this thesis is prone to the occasional loss of the
electrospray, most likely due to particulates blocking the spray nozzle (a ‘drop-out’).
When ‘drop-out’ occurs, the total ion current (TIC) of the signal temporarily drops
significantly, often to < 50% of typical values, and the resulting spectrum shows
elevated noise levels and is not representative of the sample composition [17].
6. FT artefacts such as Gibbs oscillations, while reduced by apodisation as described
in Section 2.6.2, are still present.
Some of this noise can be reduced prior to the measurement, for example by optimisa-
tion of the ICR detector cell parameters [44, 86], or after the measurement, during the
pre-processing stages [87]. As discussed in Section 2.6.1, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
of the mass spectrum can be improved by averaging multiple scans, where the theoretical
SNR gain, defined in equation (2.8), is
√
n (where n is the number of scans acquired). In
reality, the actual SNR realised is limited by other noise effects, including instrument pa-
rameter drift and changes in the sample composition, which can contribute to an increased
variability of measured ion intensities over time. Furthermore, these acquisitions are in
the context of a high throughput study, and as such there is a balance in achieving high
SNR, while minimising the number of scans acquired. Each scan takes approximately
one second; in a typical SIM-stitch study comprising 21 SIM windows, three replicates
and n scans per SIM window, each sample requires 63n seconds. Where a study contains
many samples, it is important to reduce n as much as possible without compromising
SNR excessively. Therefore, as part of the optimisation of signal quantification, the actual
benefit realised is measured as the number of scans is increased when analysing a liver
tissue extract.
Despite optimising the signal acquisition stage, ultimately a mass spectrum will contain
both signal and noise. Profiling the complete metabolome will necessarily require the
detection of low intensity metabolites, particularly as it has been shown that, at least
for NMR studies, the number of unique metabolites is inversely proportional to their
abundance [17]. The crucial step is in discarding noise while retaining and then measuring
real peaks. For a single spectrum, this is typically achieved by setting a peak area threshold
[88, 89] or a SNR threshold, and retaining only peaks that exceed this specification. SNR
thresholds used include 3:1 [90, 1, 91, 92, 42] (the often quoted ‘limit of detection’), 5:1
[93], 10:1 [94] (the ‘limit of quantification’) and higher.
However, a hard threshold technique such as this either results in many low abundance
ions not being detected, or many noise peaks being falsely counted as real. In addition, it
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can incorrectly remove ions with abundances that are intermittently reduced by adverse
effects during ESI. This potential loss of data has been discussed recently by Wilson et al.
[95], who developed an algorithm using liquid chromatography mass spectrometry (LC-
MS) data and proposed first applying a peak intensity threshold across all mass spectra
to generate one set of ‘real’ peaks. This matrix of peak intensities will contain multiple
missing values (i.e. zero intensities) since peaks present in some spectra will not be detected
in others, as they are below the detection threshold. This threshold is then removed, and
all the missing values are filled in by reintegrating the areas around every ‘real’ peak. The
problem of reliably detecting low intensity ions remains, however, since a hard threshold
must initially be used. Other means of filtering noise peaks in mass spectra include by
peak variance [96] or resolution [97, 98], and filtering by peak shape is used in LC-MS
[99, 94]. While using additional information such as peak resolution, shape or variance
will certainly provide further evidence for the existence of a ‘real’ peak, it has been observed
that in practise, noise does not appear sufficiently distinct from low intensity signal peaks
to differentiate solely on peak parameters or variance.
It is worth noting that ion capture and detection in FT-ICR MS is a discrete process, due
to the manner in which ions are collected and then ‘held’ by the magnetic field during
the detection period in the ICR detector cell. After detection, the ions are released and
a newly collected ion package is transferred to the ICR detector cell, and the process
repeats. It is therefore appropriate to use a ‘replicate filter’, where a single biological
sample is measured multiple times, and only those peaks common to a minimum number
of the replicates are retained; and/or a ‘sample filter’, where only those peaks common to
a minimum number of biological samples within a group (e.g. a treatment group) are kept
in the dataset. To date, these filters have been used empirically, and there is no consensus
on the optimal number of replicates or samples, or the filtering parameters. An example
replicate filter applied to DI FT-ICR MS data stipulates that each peak be present in at
least two out of three replicate analyses [80], and Quick et al. first applied this filter to
DI-ESI time-of-flight (TOF) MS data with the requirement that each peak be present in
all 3 replicate analyses [96, 46]. Example sample filters include requiring a peak to occur
in 50% [94], 60–75% [80] or 80% [88] of the total number of samples in the group.
In Chapter 3, a significant increase in detection sensitivity in DI nESI FT-ICR MS based
metabolomics has been demonstrated by recording each wide-scan mass spectrum as a
series of overlapping selected ion monitoring (SIM) windows. In this chapter, SIM-stitching
of DI nESI FT-ICR MS data is applied to both real and simulated data to assess the
performance of a three-stage filtering method, shown in Figure 4.1. This method requires
multiple samples to be acquired in triplicate, and applies a SNR hard threshold followed
by a replicate filter and a sample filter, to produce a filtered peak list that contains the
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intensity of each peak in each sample. The results are compared with one- and two-
stage filtering methods, thus showing how an optimal filtering method can be objectively
selected.
Figure 4.1: The three stage filtering schema, showing SNR threshold,
replicate filter with parameter r, and sample filter with parameter s.
4.2 Optimising Number of Scans
Consider a single scan in which a peak’s intensity is measured as a true signal component
µ, plus a noise component normally distributed with zero mean and standard deviation
σ; the peak intensity will therefore have a normal (µ, σ2) distribution. By averaging n
scans, each with true signal intensity µ and a similarly distributed noise component, the
mean peak intensity has a normal (µ, σ2/n) distribution [100], i.e. the standard deviation
(SD) is σ
√
n, and hence the relative (to µ) standard deviation (RSD) is reduced by a
factor of
√
n. However, as discussed previously, this benefit is limited by other sources of
noise. Since a series of replicate spectra are composed of many peaks, where each peak
has a RSD across the spectra, a median RSD value can be derived for the dataset. This
measure has recently been proposed as a valuable measure of spectral variability in a
metabolomics experiment [101]. Therefore, to determine the optimal number of scans, n,
that should be acquired for each spectrum, a sample was analysed for at least 95 scans
with the instrument configured in SIM scan mode and using three separate m/z range
settings: 110–140 m/z, 230–260 m/z and 470–500 m/z. For each m/z range setting, the
first five scans were discarded, then three sets of n (n from 3 to 30) consecutive scans
were averaged, e.g. when n = 4, scans 1–4, 5–8 and 9–12 were averaged to produce three
mean spectra. The locations of peaks common to all three spectra were then determined,
and the RSD values, calculated as the standard deviation relative to the mean intensity of
these peaks, were evaluated. The median RSD value was then taken as a representative
measure of spectral reproducibility in each case.
The results in Figure 4.2 show a rapidly decreasing median RSD with increasing n for all
mass ranges. Data was acquired three times during the same sample run, which reveals
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considerable variability between repeats, and this could be caused by slow fluctuations in
the electrospray process. The highest decrease in median RSD appears at around n = 5
scans, which shows an approximately two-fold improvement in median RSD of 5% com-
pared to n = 1 scan, and so n = 5 is used for the rest of the modelling presented in this
section. Beyond n = 5, the median RSD tends to decrease only marginally, potentially
due to longer-term variations which counteract the anticipated gain due to signal avera-
ging. The technical variation associated with the DI nESI FT-ICR measurement of a liver
extract, ca. 5% as shown in Figure 4.2, is comparable with the technical variation observed
in NMR studies [101].
4.3 Simulated Mass Spectra
Spectra simulated to quantify the performance of the filtering methods described here
must be realistic in terms of the distribution of peak intensities in a spectrum, the m/z
position of the peaks, the variation of peak intensities across technical replicates and the
amount of noise present. First, the transient signal y, at sample point n, as acquired
by FT-ICR MS at the point the ions are inside the ICR detector cell is modelled. The




A′i sin (2pifinT + Φ) exp (−λnT ) + bn, (4.1)
where n is the sample number; Nreal is the number of ‘real’ ion clouds in the cell during
acquisition; A′ is the observed ion intensity, including a random noise component; f is the
cyclotron frequency; Φ and λ are the phase and decay constant, respectively (both assumed
constant, and independent of ion species); T is the duration of the transient sampling; and
bn is a random additive noise. Frequency perturbations from Coulombic interactions are
not included in this model, since the filtering method presented here focusses on noise in
measured peak intensities.
The first stage in creating the model spectra, involves determining the parameters of the
statistical simulation from experimental mass spectral data, including the distribution
of A′, f and b. These three parameters are considered in turn. The intensity of each
simulated real peak is modelled as
A′i = Aic, (4.2)
where Ai is the true intensity of peak i (i.e. determined experimentally), and c (≥ 0) is
a random error associated with the intensity of that real peak. Since this is a statistical
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Figure 4.2: Median RSD of three spectra with mass ranges 110–140
m/z (a), 230–260 m/z (b), and 470–500 m/z (c) as the number of
scans averaged to form each spectrum, n, is increased. The experiment
was repeated three times each, shown as dotted lines, with the average
as a solid line. The maximum number of scans in the range 110–140
m/z is limited by the second experiment repeat, which produced an
insufficient number of total scans (66 obtained, 90 required).
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model with parameters based on measured data, it is necessary to determine Ai for each
i such that the measured and simulated spectra have matching distributions of real peak
intensities. To determine the intensity distribution of real peaks (Ai), the distribution of
noise is estimated and subtracted from the distribution of observed peaks, which contain
both signal and noise. The distribution of noise peaks is estimated from a simulated
spectrum containing only time-domain AWGN, as expected in real spectra (see Section
2.6.5). A spectrum with signal, as well as noise, will contain fewer noise peaks than the
simulated noise spectrum over the same mass range due to the masking of some noise
peaks by real signal. Therefore, in order to better match the number of peaks in the
simulated spectrum to the measured spectrum, 6000 peaks uniformly distributed on the
m/z axis are removed from the simulated noise spectrum. This number was determined
empirically and provides the best match between the peak intensity distributions of the
real and simulated spectra.
This process of creating noise distributions is repeated ten times. The distribution of ob-
served peaks is acquired from ten replicate measured spectra from the same sample. The
mean and range of noise peaks at a given SNR for the ten spectra is plotted in Figure 4.3,
together with the relative difference. A good match is seen at low SNR, with the diffe-
rence between histograms (for SNR<2.5) remaining within 0.3% of the number of peaks
in the measured spectrum, supporting the model. Since the relative difference between
the histograms is negligible below a SNR of 2.5, it is assumed that these peaks are noise
in the measured spectrum. Thus, the difference between distributions for SNR≥2.5 repre-
sents the population of real peaks in the measured spectrum, and an empirical cumulative
distribution function (CDF) can be formed, as shown in Figure 4.4, from the difference
distribution. By linearly interpolating over the empirical CDF, one can create a repre-
sentative population of peak intensities using inverse transform sampling. This residual
distribution is also used to estimate the number of real peaks in the model (Nreal).
To capture the noise associated with real peaks in the model, the parameter c should
be randomly distributed according to the intensity of noise seen in real measured peaks.
To this end, three mass spectra of the same sample were acquired and compared. Peaks
identified as common between all three spectra and with an arbitrarily high SNR of at
least 6.5 in the first spectrum were extracted, to represent peaks likely to be real. For
each of these peaks, the peak area, Y , relative to the mean peak area across the three
replicates (Ymean) was calculated. Taking the logarithm of this ratio allows a good, dense
distribution to be revealed and a histogram of the resulting values is shown in Figure
4.5. The histogram is parameterised as a normal distribution, with µ = −0.0024 and
σ = 0.0738, and used as the random model for parameter log10(c).
The model includes f , the peak frequencies, which are derived from real data to represent
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Figure 4.3: Mean (n = 10) histogram of peak SNR in measured
spectra (shaded bars) and simulated noise spectra (clear bars) and the
difference between these relative to the mean number of peaks in the
measured spectra, plotted as the thick line. The histograms show very
good correspondence at low SNR (< 2.5). The error bars represent the
range.
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Figure 4.4: Empirical CDF of the population of real peaks (estimated
from the difference between the simulated spectrum and the measured
spectrum) showing the probability that the SNR is below the correspon-
ding SNR on the x-axis. The broken line shows the linear interpolation
for all SNR values.
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Figure 4.5: Distribution of the intensity of replicate peaks relative to
the mean intensity of the peak across all replicates. A normal distri-
bution is shown fitted to the data. Two outliers, both at -1.4, are not
shown.
the varying peak densities across the spectrum and therefore any associated artefacts, such
as peak overlap. The empirical CDF of peaks in a measured spectrum with a minimum
SNR of 6.5 is firstly generated. The CDF is then used to determine the frequency fi of each
peak in the model by inverse transform sampling. Finally, noise b is modelled as Rayleigh
distributed random noise, with Rayleigh parameter σ selected to provide an average noise
level of unity in the frequency domain such that peak SNR as defined in equation (2.8) is
equal to peak height.
All components of the model are now known, with phase shift φ and decay constant λ
arbitrarily selected as 0 and 2, respectively. The number of data points M is set to the
number of data points in the measured spectrum. The transient signal is thus constructed
according to equation (4.1). The transient is then apodised using a Hanning function,
zero-filled once and Fourier transformed using the FFT algorithm. Note that multiple
scans per spectrum are not explicitly modelled, but the end effect of averaging multiple
scans is included by virtue of the fact that the set of peak SNR values is measured directly
from the (multiple scan) measured spectra.
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4.3.1 Assessing the Noise Filter
The spectrum model described above generates a mass spectrum with realistic peak inten-
sities and frequencies. It includes 4441 signal peaks, derived from measured spectra, and
random noise. By generating spectra using this model, the performance of the filtering
strategy can be assessed. A set of 30 random spectra is created, as described above, la-
belled 1a, 1b, 1c, 2a, 2b, 2c, ..., 10a, 10b, 10c, where (a, b, c) indicate the replicate spectra
and (1...10) the repeat experiments. After applying a filtering configuration, the resulting
peak list is compared with the ‘true’ signal frequencies, f . Those peaks common to f
to within 2.5 ppm are considered correctly identified, while the remainder are considered
noise. The 2.5 ppm error window allows for error in the frequency estimation caused by
noise-induced peak shape distortion while avoiding detection of neighbouring peaks. As
stated previously, one measure of filter performance is the number of real peaks identified.
This is added to the empirical probability that a detected peak is real, defined as shown
in equation (4.3).
P(detected and real) =
number of detected peaks which are real
number of detected peaks
(4.3)
4.4 Three Stage Noise Filtering
4.4.1 Method
Given a spectrum, containing signal and noise, the aim of any noise filter is to remove noise
while retaining signal. Therefore, to assess the performance of a noise filter it is necessary
to know which peaks are due to real signal, and which are due to noise. However, given a
spectrum acquired from a complex tissue extract, one cannot easily classify low intensity
peaks as signal or noise. To address this problem, a statistical model is developed, as
described in Section 4.3, that allows the realistic simulation of mass spectra, including
signal and noise. The simulated FT-ICR mass spectra are generated in the time domain
with signal and noise features distributed according to observations from measured data,
and provide a means of quantifying the performance of the three-stage noise filtering
method. The simulated spectra include random noise, both as additive white noise induced
by thermal effects, and as random fluctuations in the intensities of ‘real’ signal peaks across
replicate spectra caused by variations in the ESI process and ion detection.
Multiple simulated spectra are created, representing replicate spectra of multiple biological
samples (e.g. of the same phenotype and treatment group). These are then used as the
input to three different configurations of the noise filter, which, with reference to Figure
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4.1 are:
1. A SNR threshold filter applied to a single replicate spectrum, such that only peaks
with a SNR above a threshold are considered real;
2. A SNR threshold filter, followed by a ‘replicate’ filter, in which real peaks must be
present in at least r out of three replicates;
3. A SNR threshold filter, followed by both a ‘replicate’ filter and a ‘sample’ filter. In
the sample filter, each peak must be present in at least s% of the number of biological
samples.
By comparing the output (filtered peak list) with the signals used to generate the simulated
spectra, the performance of each filter can be quantified.
4.4.2 Results and Discussion
SNR Threshold Noise Filtering
This strategy attempts to reduce noise from the spectrum by applying a hard threshold
to the SNR of each peak such that only peaks with a SNR above a threshold are retained.
For this experiment, only the first replicate of each sample is used (1a, ..., 10a), giving a
total of 10 spectra. Each spectrum is filtered as described above. The results for typical
SNR thresholds of 3.0, 5.0, 8.0 and 10.0, for ten repeat experiments, are shown in Table
4.1. It is apparent that one can either detect many real peaks (at low SNR threshold) or
have high confidence that a detected peak is real (at high SNR threshold), but not both.
Since it is necessary to achieve both of these in metabolomics studies, SNR threshold noise
filtering alone is not recommended.
SNR threshold Nreal Nnoise Pd,r
3.0 3427 10987 0.238
5.0 2159 50 0.977
8.0 1298 14 0.989
10.0 1044 8 0.992
Table 4.1: Metrics for simulated spectra, filtered by SNR threshold
only: mean number of real peaks, mean number of noise peaks and
mean probability that a detected peak is real, based on 10 repeats.
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SNR threshold Replicate filter Nreal Nnoise Pd,r
3.0 2 out of 3 3413 807 0.809
3.0 3 out of 3 2332 29 0.988
5.0 2 out of 3 2023 29 0.986
5.0 3 out of 3 1573 10 0.994
Table 4.2: Metrics for simulated spectra, filtered by SNR threshold
and replicate filtered: mean number of real peaks, mean number of
noise peaks and mean probability that a detected peak is real, based
on 10 repeats.
SNR threshold Replicate filter Sample filter Nreal Nnoise Pd,r
2.6 2 out of 3 40% 3913 150 0.963
2.6 2 out of 3 60% 3646 50 0.986
2.8 2 out of 3 30% 3956 253 0.940
2.8 2 out of 3 50% 3753 62 0.984
3.0 2 out of 3 30% 3929 267 0.959
3.0 2 out of 3 50% 3659 56 0.985
3.5 2 out of 3 20% 3882 156 0.961
3.5 2 out of 3 30% 3705 96 0.975
4.0 2 out of 3 10% 3825 196 0.951
5.0 2 out of 3 10% 2857 84 0.971
Table 4.3: Metrics for simulated spectra and three stage filtering:
number of real peaks, number of noise peaks and probability that a
detected peak is real, based on a single repeat.
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SNR Threshold and Replicate Noise Filtering
In this strategy, firstly SNR threshold filtering is applied as described above, then all
remaining peaks are replicate-filtered with r = 2 (such that peaks must be present in at
least two out of three replicate spectra) and also r = 3 (peaks must be present in all three
spectra). The experiment is repeated over all ten samples. The results for typical SNR
threshold and replicate filtering with r = 2 and also r = 3 are shown in Table 4.2. Since
the replicate filter removes a large amount of the noise, it is now feasible to use a low SNR
threshold, e.g. with SNR=3.0, 80.9% of the peaks detected by the two-stage filter are real,
compared to only 23.8% using a SNR threshold alone, with both methods detecting just
over 3400 real peaks. However, there are still many noise peaks also being detected even
when a r = 2 replicate filter is applied. This is because the low SNR threshold still allows
many noise peaks to pass (Table 4.1), and consequently even with replicate filtering many
of these remain. While applying a three out of three replicate filter mitigates these effects,
many real peaks are also lost, and therefore this is not a good option. The third filtering
method aims to address this shortfall.
Three-Stage Noise Filtering
Here, results are presented using the three-stage filter (see Figure 4.1). During experi-
mentation, it was observed that occasionally, individual peak intensities ‘drop out’ below
the noise level, apparently disappearing. Therefore, an r = 2 out of 3 replicate filter is
selected as optimal, which reduces the loss of real peaks. The two-stage filter is applied
first, with a varying SNR threshold and r = 2, resulting in ten peak lists. The final
stage acts across these samples to retain peaks present in at least s% of the samples,
using s = 10, 20, . . . , 100%. The experiment uses all of the available simulated spectra
(1a, 1b, 1c, ..., 10a, 10b, 10c), where (a, b, c) indicate the replicate spectra, and (1 . . . 10),
the samples. An important assumption here is that the variation observed between re-
plicate samples also captures the variation between samples. While this is not expected
to be true in a real experiment since the concentration of metabolites will vary between
biological samples, no methods have been reported to model the general variation between
samples. Therefore, to maintain generality, the approximation is made that, as is often the
case, samples within one biological group will all be similar, e.g. the same phenotype. Ad-
ditionally, the assumption is that variations in metabolite populations will not be extreme,
i.e. all metabolites will be present across all samples, albeit in varying concentrations.
The results of the experiment with selected values of the SNR threshold, r and s, shown
in Table 4.3 reveal that no single solution can definitively be described as optimal. In
general, the compromise available is between high likelihood that a detected peak is real,
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which is achievable with high SNR threshold and/or high r and s; and a high number of
correctly detected peaks but also incorrectly identified noise, which is achievable with low
SNR threshold and/or low r and s.
It should be noted that approximations and assumptions are applied to the model and
therefore, emphasis should be placed on the relative performance of different filter confi-
gurations instead of absolute values such as number of peaks detected and likelihood that
a detected peak is real. To this extent, several configurations of the filter are compared,
which demonstrate the trade-off between these two metrics, as shown in Table 4.3. It is
apparent that selecting the optimal configuration may depend upon the data being filte-
red. If the samples are likely to be very similar, then a higher s is acceptable since it is
anticipated that a high number of peaks will be common across samples. In this case,
a lower SNR threshold of 2.6–3.0 may be used, yielding approximately 3800–3900 real
peaks with a likelihood of 0.940–0.986 that a detected peak is real. If more variability is
observed between samples, reducing s to 10% requires the SNR threshold to be raised to
4.0 to yield a comparable number of real peaks (3825) and probability of a detected peak
being real (0.951).
To help select the optimal set of parameters for an experiment, all results with r = 2
are presented as contour plots, as shown in Figure 4.6. The first plot shows that the
number of real peaks detected is optimal with low SNR threshold and low sample filter,
s, as represented by the lighter regions. The second plot shows the probability that a
detected peak is real, and is optimal with high SNR and high s. Thus, by considering a
third metric of the product of these first two metrics, the overall relative performance of
the filter can be visualised, as shown in the third plot. Using this plot, optimal parameter
sets are identified that encompass the lightest region. These are listed in Table 4.3, and
comprise of SNR=2.6, r = 2, s = 40 − 60%; SNR=2.8, r = 2, s = 30 − 50%; SNR=3.0,
r = 2, s = 30 − 50%; SNR=3.5, r = 2, s = 20 − 30%; and SNR=4.0, r = 2, s = 10%.
The optimal setting of SNR=5.0 is also shown in Table 4.3 for comparison with one-
and two-stage filtering, which are shown in Table 4.1 and Table 4.2, respectively. Three-
stage filtering has been successfully used with settings that favour higher probability of
a peak being real, i.e. SNR=3.5, r = 2 and s = 50%, as recently reported for an FT-
ICR MS-based metabolomics study of an aquatic invertebrate [16]. The effect of the
filtering stages in this study are reflected by these typical total numbers of positive and
negative ion peaks at each stage: 13979 peaks after the SNR threshold filter, 8532 peaks
after replicate filtering and 5447 peaks after sample filtering. Of these 5447 peaks, more
than one thousand metabolites were putatively identified [16]. Overall, this three-stage
filter shows significant improvement in either the number of real peaks detected or the




















































































Figure 4.6: Contour plots showing the quality of the simulated spec-
trum, after three-stage filtering has been applied for varying SNR thre-
shold and sample filter, and fixed replicate filter, and quantified in terms
of: (a) number of real peaks correctly identified, (b) probability that a
detected peak was real, and (c) the product of (a) and (b). 68
4.5 Conclusions
The second objective of this work was to minimise the noise present in FT-ICR mass
spectra. It has been shown that the number of scans acquired for each spectrum is an
important issue to be addressed, and that at least five scans are required for a median RSD
of approximately 5%. Having addressed this issue, a three-stage noise filtering method
was described, and through the use of a simulated spectrum, with known ‘real’ and ‘noise’
peaks, significant benefit was shown to the quality of the data, compared to single- and two-
stage filtering methods. The parameters of the filter should be chosen carefully to maximise
the metrics of interest, and optimal values for these parameters have been presented. While
the results presented here may vary as a result of the features of the particular empirical
data, experiments from a different type of biological sample (spectra of human cell line
extracts, with over a 2-fold increase in peak density) have yielded similar results. When
devising a data filtering strategy in FT-ICR MS experiments, the parameters should be
selected using a scheme such as this as a guide. Such an approach, while applied here to
DI nESI FT-ICR MS data, is likely to be relevant to any high resolution MS data where
there are significant numbers of low intensity peaks that would be lost if a simple hard
threshold was applied.
Thee methods developed in this chapter have been integrated into the SIMStitch tool.
The components of the tool are shown in Figure 4.7. The SIM-stitch method described
in Chapter 3, and the noise filtering methods presented in this chapter, can be readily
used by biological scientists. The graphical user interface shown in Figure 4.8 assists with
managing the input, intermediate, and output files necessary for an experiment.
4.6 Future Developments
Imposing hard constraints on any classification rarely represents the ‘real world’; instead,
a level of belief is associated with each classification — in this case ‘noise’ or ‘real’ peak.
Even when an expert mass spectroscopist is asked to indicate real peaks, they will make
a judgment based on how ‘likely’ they believe it is that a certain peak is real, given the
information available. Considering the presence of the peak in other samples has been
shown to improve the quality of the judgment. Therefore, a future development of this
filtering process would be to quantify the belief in the peak classification so that down-
stream operations are provided with a list of peaks, and an associated likelihood that
each is real or noise. One approach that would benefit from this is a Bayesian model,
as described by Rogers et al. [102], where the likelihood that a peak is real could be
included as an additional term in the model. Also, this information could be included
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Figure 4.7: The schema of SIM-stitch. The red boxes represent essen-
tial files, while the purple boxes represent temporary and output files.
The ‘.dat’ files are the transient files generated by the instrument. The
’.raw’ files are also generated by the instrument and contain essential
information regarding the transient files, and instrument configuration.
The stages in processing are shown, from summation (averaging) of
the transient files, Fourier transformation, SIM-stitching and finally
the three-stage filter. A separate module allows the spectral results at
most stages of the processing to be viewed.
as an additional continuous metric to the constraints based profiling method, presented
in Chapters 5 and 6, to further enhance the quality of the search for sample metabolic
content.
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Figure 4.8: The SIM-stitch graphical user interface.
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CHAPTER 5
INTERPRETING THE MASS SPECTRUM
5.1 Profiling the Metabolome
Chapters 3 and 4 have focussed on the process of accurately and sensitively extracting
the molecular weight and intensity information of ions present in a mass spectrum. As
discussed in Chapter 1, the ultimate goal of mass spectrometry is to establish the content of
a sample in terms of the compounds present, commonly referred to as profiling. Therefore,
in this and the subsequent chapter, an approach to making this final step in identifying
compounds is presented. This chapter introduces metabolic profiling from mass spectra, in
terms of the available information present in the spectrum, how it can be used to identify
metabolites, and the issues that arise during the process. The chapter includes a review
of current available methods for metabolic profiling, and finally discusses a novel strategy
that can improve on existing methods. This new approach is discussed further in Chapter
6.
As has been shown in preceding chapters, FT-ICR MS provides a breakdown of sample-
derived ions by their m/z and intensity. Assuming that the ion charge, z, can be identified,
the ion mass can be determined. From this mass measurement, it is trivial to establish
one or more possible empirical formulae that match the observed mass. For example, an
observed mass of 342.29648 Da in a biological sample could be the naturally-occurring
molecule with empirical formula C12H22O11. However, it quickly becomes clear when one
searches for this formula in a compound database, such as PubChem [4], which returns
506 hits, that C12H22O11 corresponds to several different compounds including sucrose,
lactose and maltose. Called isomers, such compounds are commonplace in nature and
have the same elemental composition but different structures. Two examples of an isomer
are shown in Figure 5.1.
Consequently, an empirical formula alone is typically insufficient to identify compounds
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Figure 5.1: Structural diagram of isomers sucrose (ID C00089) and
maltose (ID C00208), as present in the KEGG database [3].
and so other ‘axes of information’, in addition to molecular mass, are required to fully
profile the metabolome by FT-ICR MS [23]. The types of information have been classified
into four groups, as shown in Figure 5.2. The use of accurate mass, structural information
and biological a priori are discussed in the subsections below. Two additional analysis










Figure 5.2: Information sources of compound identification using MS.
5.1.1 Accurate Mass
The first axis of information, used in this work, is the m/z and intensity of ions in the
spectrum and the subsequent interpretation of this as empirical formula and abundance
of a compound. For example, given an observed mass m, the relationship to the empirical
formula expressed as CcHhNnOoPpSs is shown in equation (5.1).
m = 12.000000c+ 1.007825h+ 14.003074n+ 15.994915o+ 30.973763p+ 31.972072s−me
(5.1)
The coefficient of each variable is the exact mass of each element (in Daltons), and the
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subtraction of the electron mass me implies a positive-ion mode mass spectrum. Equation
(5.1) can be solved as a combinatorial problem, to yield one or more possible empirical
formulae.
The mass accuracy and resolution of the DI nESI FT-ICR instrument are very high and
because of this, in certain cases, ions at low mass can be measured with such precision
that, by application of equation (5.1), a single empirical formula can be assigned. Such
an assignment is not conclusive, for example, if there may be additional elements present
that are not considered. However, if the elements likely to be present in the sample are
known, an empirical formula can be assigned with high confidence.
Beyond ca. 138 Da and even with instrument mass accuracy as low as 0.5 ppm, it is
insufficient to assign empirical molecular formulae based solely on accurate mass, since
multiple formulae exist with matching mass due to the higher number of possible element
permutations [103]. In this case, additional information found within the spectrum should
be used. As described in Section 2.3, the ESI process results in ions that typically belong
to one of four classes: molecular ions, (de-)protonated ions, adducts or fragments. Each of
these forms is a modified molecule, with the original, neutral ‘parent’ molecule being the
unknown compound. Additionally, any ion may be present in naturally-occurring isotope
forms, which contain varying numbers of neutrons but identical numbers of protons and
electrons. Each of these types of ion can be used to help identify a parent molecule: the
more ions related to a particular molecule, the stronger the case for that molecule existing
in the sample. A formalisation of this is presented by Rogers et al. [102]. As discussed,
ion fragments are not included in this work due to the use of a ‘gentle’ nESI ion source.
Thus, aside from the ionised form of the metabolite [M ]+, the features that are considered
to be present in the spectrum are adduct peaks, including for simplicity, protonated and
de-protonated forms; and isotope peaks.
Adducts
Adducts represent forms of the molecule, where not only an electron is lost (or gained),
but where additional elements have been lost or gained. For example, a common feature
is the protonated form of the molecule, i.e. [M + H]+, where a hydrogen atom less its
electron (i.e. a proton) have become joined with the metabolite. Other forms include
[M + K]+ and [M + Na]+ — where components from the sample matrix react with
the metabolites [38]. Together with their isotope forms, these adducts account for over
40% of the spectral peaks [38]. The presence and abundance of each adduct form is, at
present, mostly unpredictable when using direct injection MS. This is evident from the
wide variety of adduct forms described in published material [89, 104, 38]. Recent work
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has begun to identify some trends for certain sample types [105, 106], and, in general, at
least the protonated [M + H]+, sodiated [M + Na]+ and potassiated [M + K]+ adduct
forms are expected to be present within the mass spectra of natural organic material
[16]. Despite this uncertainty, the presence alone of one or more adducts aids molecular
formula assignment by allowing patterns to be discovered. For example, if a peak is
found corresponding to [M +H]+, and another corresponding to [M +K]+, and a further
corresponding to [M+Na]+, this is strong evidence that these are the correct assignments
over any other unrelated empirical formulae that could be assigned to these three peaks.
Metal ions arising from salts, such as sodium or potassium, form particularly useful ad-
ducts. This is because most metabolites in natural organic matter will not contain these
metals bound covalently. Therefore, formulae containing metals can be readily identified
as adducts in a spectrum, for example [M +K]+ and [M +Na]+.
Isotopes
The second type of feature found in a mass spectrum is isotopes peaks. These arise as
a result of naturally-occurring forms of the elements with different numbers of neutrons
[23]. Most elements present in organic matter have one or more isotopes. The expected
naturally-occurring abundance of each isotope form is well known. Therefore, for a parti-
cular metabolite, one can predict the combinations of element isotopes that will be seen
for a certain molecular formula. The set of combinations results in an ‘isotope pattern’,
unique to each molecular formula. As well as the presence of isotope peaks indicating the
presence (or absence) of a particular element being in the molecular formula, the intensity
of the peaks relative to each other reflects the quantity of those elements in the formula.
For example, an isotope occurring with relatively high abundance is carbon-13, which
has an additional neutron compared to the monoisotopic form carbon-12. As carbon-13
peaks are readily located in mass spectra, many published profiling experiments consider
only carbon-13 isotopes when searching for isotopes — three examples are readily located
[90, 107, 103]. Carbon-12 has a relative natural abundance of 0.989, compared to 0.011
for carbon-13. Therefore, an abundance of 0.0110.989 = 0.0111 for the carbon-13 peak relative
to the carbon-12 peak would indicate the presence of a single carbon atom in the mole-
cule. By extension, the number of carbon atoms can be deduced from peak abundance.
However, other isotopes are also present, and while generally at low abundance even when
compared to the carbon-13 isotope, they are predicted to be observable in the high dyna-
mic range mass spectra produced using FT-ICR MS, and therefore should be used. For
example, as shown in Table 5.1, the compound proline with empirical formula C5H9NO2
and nominal mass 116 Da has a total of 8 isotope peaks that are theoretically measurable
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in a mass spectrum with dynamic range 1 × 104, assuming the monoisotopic peak is the
most abundant, and so has relative abundance of 100%. Generally, only the carbon-13
peaks (rows in Table 5.1 with relative abundance 5.56% and 0.12%) would be considered





14N 16O2 -e 1.0000
1H9
12C5
15N 16O2 -e 0.0037
1H9
12C4
13C 14N 16O2 -e 0.0556
1H9
12C5
14N 16O 17O -e 0.0008
1H8
2H 12C5
14N 16O2 -e 0.0014
1H9
12C4
13C 15N 16O2 -e 0.0002
1H9
12C5




14N 16O2 -e 0.0012
1H9
12C4
13C 14N 16O 18O -e 0.0002
Table 5.1: Proline and all naturally-occurring isotopes with relative
abundance over 0.01%. Isotopic elements are underlined.
5.1.2 Structural Information
Information about the structure of the compound allows potential formulae to be filtered
to those with a matching structure. Structural information can be acquired by several
means, the most common of which are chromatography and fragmentation [23].
Chromatography involves coupling a column to the mass spectrometer, through which
the sample passes before being ionised and detected. The column contains either a liquid
solvent for liquid chromatography (LC), or a gas for gas chromatography (GC), and sepa-
rates the compounds along the additional axis of elution time, which is the time taken for
the compound to pass (‘elute’) through the column. The recorded elution time depends
upon their structural characteristics [26] and consequently compounds will appear in spec-
tra within different time frames. This additional information about each compound can
be used to mediate between candidate compounds where m/z alone is insufficient.
In fragmentation, ions are forcibly separated into their constituent parts, thus providing
evidence about the structure of the parent, or ‘precursor’ ion [1], from which the frag-
ment came. Fragmentation can occur in a single stage or in multiple stages, referred to
as MS/MS and MSn, respectively, and is achieved using a variety of methods including
collision-induced dissociation (CID) in which the ions are collided with neutral molecules.
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In this work, neither chromatography nor fragmentation are used, because both methods
increase acquisition time significantly and are consequently unsuitable when using DI-ESI
FT-ICR, in order to meet the high throughput requirements of this study outlined in
Section 1.3. While some fragmentation of fragile molecules can naturally occur during the
ionisation process [38, 35], the nESI source used in this work is sufficiently ‘soft’ that very
little fragmentation occurs [23].
5.1.3 Biological Information
A further way in which compounds can be more certainly identified using DI FT-ICR MS is
by combining mass measurements with biological information. This includes information
that describes how compounds interact within biological organisms. It has been shown
that by using such knowledge, certain compounds can be anticipated to be present in
the sample, based upon the presence of other compounds [108]. Such knowledge sources
are typically compound databases such as KEGG [3] and the PubChem database [4].
Currently, such databases are relatively general, containing many compounds that would
not be expected to be present in all species, however as they become more complete and
specific, more accurate interpretation of mass spectra can be afforded. As well as being
general, such databases also suffer from containing errors and being incomplete, with
the result that reliable identification using such sources becomes difficult. This issue is
compounded by the presence of biological and non-biological contaminants in the sample
that would have to be considered separately, since they would be present in such databases.
5.1.4 van Krevelen Diagrams and Kendrick Mass Defect Analysis
van Krevelen diagrams are a means of classifying empirical molecular formulae by their
elemental composition [109]. In particular, by plotting the oxygen/carbon element count
ratio against hydrogen/carbon element count ratio, the compound class of a molecular
formula of interest can be estimated based upon its spatial position. Such a diagram is
useful as a visual aid when describing the composition of a biological sample, however
there is little evidence to suggest that all compounds with the prescribed area belong to
the compound groups, or to what class those outside any group belong. Furthermore, the
boundaries of the classes are somewhat inconsistent [110, 109]. Therefore, it is difficult
to use van Krevelen diagrams as a means of quantifying the relative likelihood of mul-
tiple possible molecular formulae, and so they are not pursued as a means of identifying
molecular formulae in this study.
Kendrick mass defect (KMD) analysis uses the offset of exact molecular mass from nominal
mass to identify ions belonging to a homologous group. Ions belonging to the same group,
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for example differing by CH2, have the same Kendrick mass defect, which is calculated as
shown in equation (5.2), in which m is the peak mass in Daltons [109].
KMD = observed nominal mass− 14/14.01565m (5.2)
Thus, the KMD can be used to arbitrate between two possible molecular formulae for a
peak, since the one that belongs to a group present in the sample can be preferentially
chosen. Such an approach is particularly useful where large, homologous groups of com-
pounds can be expected to exist, for example in crude oil [111]. This study is focussed on
general natural organic matter for which Kendrick mass defect analysis is of limited use
[34].
5.2 Search Strategy
Presented so far in this chapter, is the information that is available when searching, within
a mass spectrum, for the metabolic content of the sample. The way the information is
used and how the solution is found are key to obtaining a good answer to the problem in
terms of the sample content. In this section, current strategies in solving the problem are
explored, and key shortfalls that should be addressed are identified. The following section
presents a new approach with the aim of tackling these shortfalls.
5.2.1 Current Solutions
One technique that captures the philosophical approach adopted by most laboratories was
recently published by Fiehn and Kind in 2007 [104]. Labelled by the authors as the ‘golden
rules’, they describe how seven rules and checks are used step by step to generate, prune
and rank potential molecular formulae corresponding to peaks in a mass spectrum. Peaks
are analysed individually, and each peak is presented in a tabular format. Within the
table, each row represents a unique empirical formula generated using the constraints on
formulae to limit the starting list, and the columns contain the results of the rules, i.e.
pass or fail. Each rule effectively applies a constraint to the solution space in order to
derive a smaller set of solutions. The remaining solutions are ranked according to a score
indicating the match between observed and calculated isotope patterns. The final stage is
to search for all alternatives in the PubChem database and to select the highest ranking
of these as the solution. Fiehn and Kind demonstrate the approach on an FT-ICR mass
spectrometer using two substances with nominal mass 765 Da and 854 Da. In both cases,
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the algorithm resulted in several alternative compounds, from which the correct one was
selected after looking-up each empirical formula in compound databases.
Such methods are suitable for simple spectra, where there are relatively few peaks that can
be analysed individually. However, as spectra are acquired at increasing mass resolution,
and many thousands of peaks are detected, this process becomes infeasible. Furthermore,
as more peaks are detected, the number of peaks that have conflicting assignments in-
creases. For example, a peak at a particular location could represent the isotope of one
compound, or the adduct of a different compound, or the fragment of yet another com-
pound. The methods described above do not allow the ‘best’ assignment to be made.
Rather, the peak will be assigned to the first compound that is considered, and the peak
will then no longer be considered as a potential peak for any other compound. It seems
pertinent to determine which compound the peak is most likely to belong to.
A second but equally important shortfall seen in such search implementations to date, is
that with the exception of the isotopic pattern score, the rules themselves are all ‘hard’,
in the sense that they define rigid boundaries for particular characteristics. For example,
defining an acceptable range for the ratio of hydrogen to carbon atoms in a molecular
formula is a good approach where only the most common compounds are expected to be
present in the sample, but fails to capture outliers. For example, the ratio of hydrogen to
carbon elements in a formula (‘H/C ratio’) is one indicator that the formula represents a
real compound [104]. Fiehn and Kind use the H/C ratio as one indicator to decide if a
potential formulae is ‘real’ or not, i.e. whether or not it exists in a compound database.
In order to do this, they count the number of compounds in the database as a function
of the H/C ratio. They then define boundaries of 0.8–2.8 for the ratio, within which a
molecular formula is classed as having an acceptable H/C ratio, and beyond which the
formula is rejected.
However, the H/C ratio of known compounds is not discrete, for example many more exist
with ratio 0.8–1.0 than 2.6–2.8 [104]. In Fiehn and Kind’s approach, a molecular formula
with H/C ratio of 0.9 is as likely to represent a compound in the sample as one with
H/C ratio of 2.7, all else being equal, and so although the first molecular formula is more
likely to be a real compound than the second, this is not considered when arriving at the
solution. This is a shortfall of their approach, which is similar to other element count rules
frequently found in profiling literature [110, 112, 113].
Fienn and Kind have shown that 0.6% of a test set of formulae taken from the PubChem
database did not pass all the tests, and therefore valid compounds would have been exclu-
ded from the solution space. Considering that PubChem confirms that there are at least
several million unique compounds, this equates to a large number of compounds missed
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from the solution space. The boundaries of the tests could be altered, however as they are
extended they become less effective at reducing the search space and useless if 100% of
compounds are to be included, at which point the ranking by isotope pattern is the sole
filtering mechanism.
Particularly key is the exact mass, which is often filtered according to a hard threshold
that defines an allowable range of values. For example, a metabolite is typically considered
as ‘allowed’ if the m/z distance is in the order of < 1 ppm from where the true mass is
expected to lie [113]. The measured error is dependent upon the instrument and acquisition
parameters, and since FT-ICR MS is effectively providing a continuous measurement of
mass, the error measured is also continuous in nature. Applying a hard threshold does
not capture this information, resulting in the loss of potentially useful information. For
example, a peak that is present with 1.1 ppm m/z error will be discarded from the set
of possible solutions, even though it is almost as likely as a peak with 1.0 ppm m/z
error. Consider also that a peak assignment with a m/z error of 0.8 ppm is less likely to
be correct than a peak assignment with 0.4 ppm error, due to the normally-distributed
nature of the mass measurement error [18]. Hence there is also a loss of fidelity information
that would indicate how much confidence could be placed in an assignment. Therefore,
such a hard threshold should not be used unless it can be relaxed to include the vast
majority of expected errors, while allowing the ‘nearness’ of the measurement to ideal to
be captured, such that alternative solutions to the measurement can be ranked. Since the
information contained in the observation is useful and important, it should be included in
the metabolite assignment decision process.
The example above is one example of additional information that could be used in the
identification of metabolites from mass spectra, and this idea is developed in the rest of
this chapter.
5.2.2 Model-Based Approaches
Approaches based on models use knowledge about the mass spectrum, to determine the
‘best’ solution of the identification of peaks. The benefits of such approaches over those
described in the previous sub-section are that the knowledge about the spectrum can be
more systematically and rigorously combined. Ultimately, any models used should allow
all available knowledge about the spectrum and measurement system to be included and
represented completely, for example mass error should be represented as a continuous
parameter.
The following are four of the main criteria that should be included in a model:
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• The mass measurement error;
• The isotope pattern accuracy;
• The presence of adduct peaks;
• The likelihood that the molecular formula exists in any biological sample.
Use of mass measurement error should consider the continuous nature of the measurement
when determining the ‘quality’ of the measurement. Instead of the current approach of
considering hard boundaries, as described in Section 5.2.1, a wider window should be
allowed to exist, and the proximity of the measurement to ‘ideal’ within that window used
as an indication of the quality of the match between molecular formula and measured
m/z.
The isotope pattern accuracy should continue to be used in a way that assigns a value
to the match between theoretical isotope pattern and the pattern observed [104]. The
number of isotopes considered in the pattern should be extended beyond low numbers of
carbon-13 isotopes to include all isotopic elements that could potentially be observed in
the mass spectrum. Given the high dynamic range of ESI FT-ICR MS (see Section 3.1),
there should exist many isotope peaks, as discussed in Section 5.1.1, which should be used
wherever possible.
As many adduct peaks as possible should be considered in the search for the metabolome,
and more importantly, the number of adducts present should be used as a criteria to
establish the quality of the molecular formula assignment. As described in Section 5.1.1,
the more adducts present, the higher the chance of a correct molecular formula assignment.
Where possible, evidence to suggest the likelihood of certain adduct patterns being present
should be taken into account when calculating the overall figure of merit.
The likelihood of the molecular formula existing in the sample should be calculated in a
manner similar to that adopted by Fiehn and Kind, and discussed in Section 5.2.1, but
with the key difference that instead of using a set of rules to decide whether or not a
molecular formula exists, certain characteristics of the formula are used to quantify the
likelihood that the formula exists. As has already been noted, a small portion of molecular
formulae existing in compound databases do not meet Fiehn and Kind’s rules, and relaxing
the rules would lead to a vast increase in the number of potential formulae, including many
that would not exist naturally.
These four criteria should be combined in a manner that reflects their value to the mass
spectroscopist as indicators of a compound existing in a sample. Given the incomplete and
noisy information available from mass spectrometry, as discussed in Chapter 2, the aim is
to find the solution that best fits the observations. It should also be possible to include
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additional information in the search as it becomes available. For example, should the
behaviour of adducts become predictable, for example by means of a continuous probability
distribution dependent upon parent formulae, the system should permit such information
to be represented accurately. The remainder of this section describes an existing Bayesian
approach, and a new constraints-based approach, to solving this problem.
5.2.3 Probabilistic Methods
One model-based approach to solving the problem of extracting molecular formulae from
mass spectra is the use of Bayesian probability to identify the optimal solution, as reported
by Rogers et al. [102]. In their work, Rogers et al. use statistical models to determine the
probability of a peak being assigned to a compound, given the observed peaks. The model
includes the mass measurement error and a set of potential biochemical transformations
that suggests related compounds. A Gibbs sampling scheme is used to determine the
posterior probability of the assignment of peaks to formulae. The model is also extended
to include isotope information, and allows additional information to be included in the
form of additional terms in the model.
An advantage of the probabilistic method is the probabilities of the assignments quantify
the probability that the assignments are correct. This allows relative comparisons to be
made between assignments and possible alternatives in a way that is easily understood. A
further benefit of using Bayesian probability as described by Rogers et al. is the efficient
estimation of posterior probabilities using a Gibbs sampling scheme. In their work, they
calculate the posterior probabilities of 379 potential formulae being assigned to 446 peaks
in approximately four minutes.
A disadvantage of this approach is that the information that is included in the model
must be described as a probability distribution. It may not always be possible to quantify
accurately and precisely the information, for example if there is insufficient experimental
data to calculate a distribution. Furthermore, identified compounds must exist within a
compound database, limiting the opportunity of discovering new compounds.
5.2.4 Constraints Optimisation Methods
A novel approach to the assignment of molecular formulae to peaks is by modelling the
problem as a constraints optimisation problem (COP). The model describes the informa-
tion that can be found in the spectrum, such as isotopes, as a set of constraints. These
constraints are ‘soft’ since instead of defining a criteria that must be met, they define a
value that is a function of the degree to which the constraint is met. For example, a higher
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value would be placed on an assignment where an isotope peak was also observed, than if
no isotope was observed. By combining the soft constraints into a single value, the goal
of the COP search is to maximise this overall value.
This method is similar to the probabilistic method described in Section 5.2.3, in that the
each molecular formula assignment in the solution has an associated value quantifying the
degree of confidence in that assignment. Also, both methods use statistical uncertainty
where it is available, for example in measured mass error.
The constraints and probabilistic methods differ in that the COP method does not require
information to be described as a statistical distribution. This is due to the soft constraints,
which can contain any function to place value on an assignment, and may be based on
qualitative descriptions as will be shown in the following chapter. The benefit of such
flexibility is that the qualitative experience of the expert mass spectroscopist can be much
more easily captured where statistical data is insufficient. For example, there is little
information regarding the occurrence and abundance of adducts that appear in spectra,
however experiments may demonstrate an increased abundance of some adduct types over
others, and this can be incorporated in a constraints model.
This method therefore requires a value to be placed on information, and more accurate
results will be obtained when these values more closely represent the real world. It may be
undesirable to place value on information for which good statistical models are available.
For example, the classification of peaks as real or noise, as described in Section 4.6, could
be developed to yield a belief value for a peak being real. Assuming that the probability
distribution of the classification is known, it might be preferable to use Bayesian methods
[102] when including this information in the model.
A difficulty with the constraints approach is the efficient implementation of the search.
Whereas Bayesian models can be sampled to estimate the solution, as shown by Rogers
et al. [102], no such method is obvious for the constraints search.
5.3 Challenges
The constraints solution strategy outlined above presents several challenges that will be
addressed. The first is that a continuous search space contains infinite solutions. To over-
come this issue, it will be shown in Chapter 6 that the search space can be segmented
by discretising the individual variables. This improves the feasibility of the search while
still avoiding the problem of hard thresholds imposed using current solutions. The quan-
tity and location of values in each variable domain should be selected carefully so as to
maximise capture of the continuous nature of the variables.
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The second challenge is how to assign relative weighting to the variables so that they can
be combined to find the optimal solution. Again, in Chapter 6 it will be shown how Utility
Theory [114] can be used to achieve this.
The third major challenge is how to efficiently search for the solution given the vast
search space that will be created - even with discrete variables. However, in this work
the emphasis is on demonstrating the validity of the approach, rather than dealing with
practical issues, which can be solved in time.
5.4 Conclusions
As outlined in Chapter 1, ‘metabolic profiling’ implies interest in all metabolites within
a certain chemical group related to the sample preparation techniques used. Of interest
are both the identity and concentration of the metabolic composition in a sample, and
the biologist is likely to be interested in both. While signal intensity does not directly
represent metabolite concentration, and is a largely unsolved problem, the focus will be
on the identification of metabolites, since this is by far the biggest challenge, not least
because many metabolites are as yet unknown. The problem is made more complex
by the necessary presence in the spectrum of adducts [M+A]±, where M is the neutral
molecule and A represents one or more elements that become attached to the neutral
molecule during ionisation. Without such element exchanges, many neutral molecules
would not be observed as ions. Furthermore, molecules may fragment, both in solution and
in the gas-phase. As discussed in Section 5.1.1, naturally occurring molecular isotopes are
present, where one or more of the constituent atoms are present with an unusual number
of neutrons. Together with contamination within the sample from the atmosphere and
other noise sources, these issues create a highly complex spectrum that it is not easy
to interpret. As has been shown, solutions to identifying metabolites from a complex
spectrum are evolving rapidly, but one common drawback is the limited use of the data
available. This limitation is imposed by the use of hard thresholds when filtering solutions.
The opportunity in this challenge is therefore to make use of all available data when making
decisions about the sample composition, specifically by capturing the continuous nature
of features. Chapter 6 describes a computational approach, using constraint satisfaction
methods, to achieve better metabolic profiling.
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CHAPTER 6
PROFILING THE METABOLOME AS A
CONSTRAINTS OPTIMISATION PROBLEM
6.1 Introduction
Chapter 5 describes how profiling the metabolome identifies and quantifies the metabolites
in a biological sample, from the mass spectrum. As described in Section 5.2.1, current
methods search for certain patterns within the mass spectrum, and apply a series of tests
to filter out unlikely solutions. Section 5.2.4 describes a new approach that, by calculating
an overall figure of merit for solutions, allows the optimal solution to be found. This
approach encompasses more outliers in the set of possible solutions, and includes multiple
criteria in the determination of the best solution. Several challenges are described in
Section 5.3 that arise from this method.
The method adopted here to profile the metabolome is through the use of constraints satis-
faction methods. A constraints satisfaction problem (CSP) is one that is described in terms
of the goal and the rules of the problem, rather than specifying the method that should
be used to find the solution [114]. Therefore, the focus is on an accurate and complete
description of the problem, rather than getting overly involved in mechanisms to solve the
problem. Providing the CSP is accurately and well described, existing search methods can
very efficiently find the solution, given only minimal essential problem specification [114].
An example is the n-queens chess problem, in which n queen pieces must be placed on a
chessboard of size n by n so that none of the pieces are under attack [115]. The problem is
described as a CSP by n, the attack pattern of the queen and the criterion that no queen
must be under attack. In order to find a solution, standard search methods can be applied
to the CSP. Using constraints methods, both discrete and non-discrete constraints can be
included [115], and by using Utility Theory [114], a meaningful, systematic and qualitative
weighting can be applied to the find the optimal solution. Additionally, a scalable method
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will be demonstrated that can accommodate future constraints as the knowledge becomes
available.
6.1.1 Constraints Satisfaction
A constraints satisfaction problem S, can be formally represented as [115]:
S = 〈X,D,C〉 , (6.1)
where X is a set of variables that describe the problem, D is the domain of each variable
in X and C is a set of constraints that apply to the variables X and describe acceptable
assignments to each variable. The solutions of S are the solutions to the problem. Solving
a CSP is not dissimilar to solving any search problem, where the assignment of one or
more variables is sought, given a domain and some conditions that limit the values that
can be assigned to each variable.
The significant value added by CSP solvers is in limiting the search space through the use
of constraint propagation [114], which aims to ensure that, at every stage of the search, the
remaining un-searched solutions are viable. This is achieved by applying inference [114] to
restrict the domain of variables, by using the constraints and the domain of variables to
limit the domain of other variables in the problem. For example, suppose variable x has
domain dx = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}; variable y as domain dy = {3, 4, 5, 6}; and a system constraint
c is x > y. Before finding the solution to the problem, constraint propagation enables
the domain of x and y to be reduced by inferring the additional constraint x > 3. This
removes the impossible solutions to x, and the domain of x become dx = {4, 5}. Constraint
propagation is key to solving a CSP efficiently, since there are typically many variables
with large domains and consequently a vast space of potential solutions.
6.1.2 Constraints Optimisation
A constraints optimisation problem (COP) extends the concept of a CSP by finding the
optimal solution, as described by some optimisation function fopt of the variables, and is
defined as [115]:
So = 〈X,D,C, fopt〉 . (6.2)
The optimisation function maps each solution (in terms of the variable assignments) to a
numerical value [115]. In the example in Section 6.1.1 above, there are eight solutions for
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(x, y), namely 4, 3; (4, 4); (4, 5); (4, 6); (5, 3); (5, 4); (5, 5); and (5, 6). If, for example, some
of these solutions are more preferable than others, the problem can be extended to a COP
by adding an optimisation function, for example fopt = x + y. The optimal solution is
defined as the one that minimises (or maximises) fopt. Calculating fopt for each solution
yields the optimal, single solution that minimises fopt, x = 4 and y = 3.
It will be shown how constraints optimisation can be applied, together with a suitable
optimisation function that places suitable value on a metabolic profiling solution, to a
mass spectrum to identify and quantify the metabolites within the mass spectrum.
6.2 From Sample to Metabolite ID: a Model
In order to describe the problem of profiling the metabolome from the mass spectrum as
a COP, the first stage is to abstract the main stages in measurement of the molecules.
This will allow the variables, domains and constraints to be distilled to form a suitable
constraints optimisation problem.
The stages in measurement, from molecules in the sample through to a list of metabolites,
as described in Chapters 2 and 5, is represented as a flow of data, as shown in Figure 6.1,
















Ions in adduct form
with isotopes
Figure 6.1: Representation of the system as a data flow diagram. The
asterisk (*) indicates the stage at which the peak list is generated.
By considering each process as a transformation of the input, the goal is to estimate each
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transformation together with the unknown input to the system, i.e. the metabolites. The
measurements that are available are the peaks from the mass spectrometry, representing
the output of the system. If the system input and transformations can be determined,
such that the system output matches the observed output, then the complete system is a
good match to the observations. The individual stages captured by the system are:
1. Neutral molecules, including metabolites, exist in the sample. The sample is prepa-
red in a form suitable for mass spectrometry [18].
2. The ionisation process creates charged ions consisting of neutral molecules combi-
ned with an adduct, or neutral molecules with a proton loss or gain (see Section
5.1.1). The naturally-occurring isotope forms of elements result in multiple ions
being present, representing the different isotope forms of the ion (see Section 5.1.1).
In Figure 6.1, the ionisation stage is represented as two separate processes that create
adduct ions followed by isotopes; as described in Chapter 5, this is a simplification,
since isotopes are present from the start, but the end result is the same.
3. Ions are separated by m/z, and are detected by the instrument to produce a mass
spectrum, as described in Section 2.6, which is then processed and filtered to produce
a peak list as described in Chapters 2 to 4.
4. Metabolites are identified, using the peak list, to produce the metabolite composition
of the sample. This is the stage required to be solved.
The first transformation shown in Figure 6.1 is the formation of adduct ions during the
ionisation stage, as described in Section 5.1.1. Adduct ions form either from the combi-
nation of molecules in the sample with adducts, which are subsequently ionised during
ionisation, or they are formed during the ionisation process itself. Beginning at the input
to the system, let the set of molecular formulae in the sample (including metabolites)
be defined as mf = {mf1,mf2, . . .}. Also consider a given set of potential adducts,
adduct = {adduct1, adduct2, . . .}. Then it follows that the set of adducted ions that











where adion = {adion1, adion2, . . .}.
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Secondly, the isotope forms of each adducted ion are present, as described in Section 5.1.1.







where isoion = {isoion1, isoion2, . . .}, and in which the function ‘isotope pattern’ returns
the one or more isotope peaks present for a given monoisotopic molecular formula. Since
the presence of these isotopic ions is being measured using mass spectrometry, as described
in Section 5.1.1, one expects to observe a series of peaks, mz, that may be expressed as
mz = mass(isoion),
where mz = {mz1,mz2, . . .}, and the function ‘mass’ returns the mass of each isotopic
molecular formula in isoion.
The relationships between mf , adion, isoion and mz can be represented graphically,
as shown in Figure 6.2. The nodes, from top row to bottom row, represent the sets of
potential sample molecular formulae (mf), adducted ions (adion) and isotopic forms of
adducted ions (isoion) together with the observed peak m/z(mz). The vertices indicate
a transformation, from one form to another. The graph describes the complete set of
transformations that may occur, for instance in the example in Figure 6.2, mf1 may be
expressed as up to six peaks.
6.3 The Constraints Satisfaction Problem
6.3.1 Viewpoint and Variables
There may be multiple valid perspectives from which a problem can be viewed, and these
are known as viewpoints [115]. The viewpoint adopted will result in a specific set of
variables, domains and constraints that describe all valid solutions to the problem; different
viewpoints describe the same problem and so yield the same solution, but use differing
variables and therefore domains and constraints [115]. Some viewpoints can be expressed
and solved more efficiently, depending on the objects and functions available in the solver,
and so a viewpoint is selected with the aim of finding the optimal solution to the COP as
quickly as possible.
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Figure 6.2: Representation of mass spectrometry measurement as
a series of transformations between components: molecular formulae,
mf ; monoisotopic ions plus adducts, adion; isotopic ions plus adducts,
isoion; and mass spectral peaks, mz.
The viewpoint selected here is to implement the system structure as described in Section
6.2, and use the binary matrix variables A and F to indicate the presence (binary ‘1’) or
absence (binary ‘0’) of each transformation. A represents the transformations from mf
to adion, and F the transformations from adion to isoion. Hence, A and F are the
same size as adion and isoion, respectively. If A and F are determined, the complete
solution to the COP is known; no other variables are required. This can be understood
by observing that, given A and F, each mz can be related to one mf , and from this, the
quantity of each mf in the solution can be determined. The allowable assignments for
A and F that represent valid solutions will be implemented by a set of hard constraints
as described in Section 6.1.1. The optimisation function will be specified in terms of the
system variables, as described in Section 6.4.1.
The solution will indicate which molecular formulae mf satisfy the hard constraints of
the system and also result in the highest optimal value for the optimisation function. The
abundance for each mf can be calculated from the system as the sum of the set of mz
intensities that contribute to the mf , and depends upon A and F.
6.3.2 Constraints
As described above, the system connectivity will be represented as hard constraints that
must be satisfied by any solution. In addition, other constraints should be included.
The first hard constraint imposed on the system is that there must exist exactly one
isotopic ion per peak — in other words, peaks are due to a single ion formula only.
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Thus, the assumption being made is that instrument resolution is sufficient to resolve
ions with different molecular formulae. This is a reasonable approximation, since the
instrument has extremely high resolution, as described in Chapter 2. In theory, this
constraint could be relaxed, or removed, to represent the finite resolution of the instrument,
and so consideration is lent to the possibility that peaks are overlapping and are not fully
resolved in the spectrum. This would, in the current implementation, have an excessively
negative impact on the time needed to find a solution. This first hard constraint can be
expressed, for each mz, as∑
i
fi = 1,
where i are the indices of F that are linked to each mz, and fi is the i
th element of F.
The second hard constraint is that each monoisotopic ion plus adduct, adion, present in
the solution must be linked to exactly one neutral molecular formula, mf . This means that
detected ions are the adducted form of a single molecular formula only. This assumption
reduces the search space considerably by requiring that each mz be the product of a
single mf only, meaning that molecular adducts are distinct. For example, a peak cannot
represent the identical molecular formulae [M1+H]
+ and [M2]
+ simultaneously; it is either
from M1 or M2, but not both. Again, this constraint could be relaxed at the expense of
search time. The constraint can be expressed, for each adion, as∑
i
ai = 1,
where i are the indices of A that are linked to each valid ion plus adduct, adion, and ai
is the ith element of A.
6.3.3 Solution Search
Before the system can be solved, the graph that describes all possible scenarios is created,
including all nodes and vertices. Firstly, the set of isotopic ions, isoion, is generated for
each observed peak. This is achieved by describing a CSP in which the variable is the
count of each element and the constraint is that the total mass is within a 0.75 ppm
window of the peak m/z. This window should capture the maximum expected error of
the instrument, however a conservative approximation is necessary here to achieve feasible
search execution times. Within this CSP, an additional hard constraint is the element
base set from which the molecular formulae are constructed: here, this is limited to the
elements C, H, N, O, P, S, Na and K, these being the elements typically present in natural
organic matter and the salts that are added to the sample in order to encourage ionisation
[16].
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Next, the monoisotopic ions plus adducts, adion, are generated by simplifying the isotopic
ion into its monoisotopic form. Finally, the potential adducts are removed, where possible,
from each adion to yield the set of neutral molecular formulae, mf .
An example is shown in Figure 6.3, in which a peak at 230.0892 m/z is observed in the
mass spectrum, resulting from the presence of sodiated tryptophan. Tryptophan, with
molecular formula H12C11N2O2, is shown as the highest node in the graph. In the first
stage, the molecule is shown to combine with a sodium atom to form the sodiated form of
the compound, variable adion1. One of the many isotopic forms of this sodiated molecule,
with three carbon-13 atoms, is shown as variable isoion1, from which the mass 230.0892
m/z is derived, as shown for variable mz1.
Figure 6.3: Example of representing the presence of tryptophan in a
compound via a sodium adduct transformation, showing in full the pre-
sence of the [M+3] carbon-13 isotope and resulting in a peak occurring
at 230.0892 m/z.
Having established the graph with all potential transformations, the objective is to solve
the system in terms of F and A, and hence determine which mf were present in the
sample, given the observations mz, and certain a priori.
The assumption when solving the system is that the system is correctly described both in
terms of the variables and the relationships between those variables. Once F and A are
found, the solution is indicated by the mf that are active, i.e. those that are connected in
the system, via transformations, to an observed mz.
The form of the graph in Figure 6.3 can be inverted to obtain a more natural visualisation
of the system, where the ‘input’ is mz at the top, and the output is mf at the bottom.
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This is shown for the example in Figure 6.4, in which a mass spectrum of the unknown
sample has been obtained where only mz1...4 are present.
Figure 6.4: An example system graph, showing four observed peaks,
and three potential molecular formulae.
From inspection of the graph in Figure 6.4, it would be a good hypothesis that the sample
contains mf1, but not mf2 or mf3, since mf1 is linked to each mz, meaning that mz1
and mz2 are isotopes of one adduct form, and mz3 and mz4 are two additional adduct
forms of the molecular formula mf1. This is strongly suggestive of the presence of mf1 as
a compound in the sample. If one wished to solve this computationally, the problem could
be expressed as a CSP, as described above. In this case, with reference to Figure 6.4, the
constraints to ensure that the transformation variables F and A are fully connected are:




a5 = f7 ∨ f4.
The constraints that ensure that each peak mz is represented in the solution are:
f1 = mz1 = 1
f2 ∨ f4 = mz2 = 1
f3 = mz3 = 1
f5 ∨ f6 ∨ f7 = mz4 = 1.
There are several solutions to these constraints, since the observed peaks could be result
of mf1 alone, or a combination of mf1 with mf2 and/or mf3. An optimisation function
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(see Section 6.4), together with a COP search is therefore required, to find the most likely
solution. In addition, other factors should be considered, such as whether or not mf1 is a
‘possible’ molecular formula.
6.4 The Constraints Optimisation Problem
In this section, it is shown how the model of the system presented in the previous section
can be expressed as a COP, which can then be solved. There are three facets to this
COP. The first is the set of variables are required to describe the problem. The second
is the hard constraints that describe all valid solutions, and which should implement the
structure and connectivity of the system based on the graph constructed, for example as
shown in Figure 6.4. The third facet is the optimisation function that places value on each
solution and allows the optimal solution to be determined.
6.4.1 Optimisation Function
As stated previously, one would assume that in the example in Figure 6.4, the optimal
solution would be mf = (1, 0, 0), since one would expect that the presence of multiple
adducts suggests the presence of the ion mf1 over mf2 and mf3, which only appear to
be present with a single adduct ion each. Logically, it is tempting to define the optimal
solution to the COP as the solution with the smallest number of mf ’s, i.e. the solution
where the smallest number of molecular formulae can explain the observed peaks. However,
this approach would introduce a bias against the inclusion of additional m, even if such
an additional mf is highly likely to exist in the sample. For example, if mf2 was present
with a good isotope pattern but a single adduct, it would still be expected that mf2 was
present in the sample, in addition to mf1.
The proposal for the optimisation function is to instead determine a value v for each
mf that captures ‘how well’ that mf itself is explained by the observed spectrum. For
example in Figure 6.4, mf = (1, 0) might have value vector V = (50,−), where each
element in V is the value of the corresponding mf , and a value of ‘−’ signifies the absence
of the corresponding molecular formula. Compare this with the case where mf = (1, 1)
in which, say, V = (20, 60), where the value of mf1 is lower due to fewer adducts present
in the solution of mf1. The overall mean value is higher in the second case, therefore the






where nmf is the number of valid molecular formulae in the solution, F and A are the
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transformation vectors, and V is the vector of values for each mf .
By taking the mean value over all ‘valid’ elements in V as the overall solution value, one
calculates that the first and alternate solutions have fopt = 50 and fopt = 40, respectively.
The first solution is therefore preferable. If, however, a good isotope pattern was measured
for mf2, the value vector for the second solution could become V = (20, 90), giving
fopt = 55 and indicating that the second solution is preferable to the first.
The challenge is to derive a function that places a realistic and quantitative value on
each solution, and this will necessarily include the aspects of the system that have been
identified as contributing evidence for the existence of a certain molecular formula. The
system aspects, identified in Section 5.2.2, that may provide evidence for a molecular
formulae include:
1. Mass measurement error, as defined by the difference in the observed peak m/z and
the expected m/z of the isoion assigned to the peak;
2. The presence of multiple adducts;
3. The presence and intensity accuracy of an isotope pattern;
4. The likelihood of the molecular formula existing in the sample by virtue of its formula
characteristics.
The four aspects above are important in placing confidence on the identification of ion
molecular formulae to peaks in a spectrum, and must therefore be captured within the
optimisation function. In order to achieve this, the aspects must be expressed quantitively
and they should be combined in such a way as to yield a single numerical value indicating
the overall value of the solution.
The following section describes how utility theory can be used to quantify and combine
the value of each aspect.
6.5 Optimisation - Metrics and Utility Theory
In this section, the four metrics listed in Section 5.2.2 that will contribute to the optimi-
sation function are considered in turn. The aim is to specify the metrics in such a way
that they can be combined. However, since the metrics are orthogonal, they cannot be
combined directly, so utility theory is used to design the overall value of the solution, as
a function of each metric.
To avoid excessive complication, the metrics will be defined on a ‘per molecular formula’
basis, i.e. each molecular formula will be assigned utility, in terms of each metric, and the
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overall value of the solution will be calculated as an average over all mf , as described in
Section 6.5.5.
6.5.1 Mass Measurement Error
The mass measurement error (MME) is typically measured in parts per million (ppm),
and is defined as shown in equation (6.3) [23]. It is the measurement error that is observed
for an ion population hypothesised to exist, under the assumption that the peak being




× 1e6 ppm (6.3)
As discussed in Section 6.2, each isotopic ion formula, isoion, is derived from a single
peak (mz) in the measured spectrum, and consequently there is a MME associated with
each isoion in the solution. A single value is required to quantify the overall MME for
a particular mf , and if equal weighting is placed on all isoion’s for a particular mf , the
mean is adopted in this work as representative of the overall MME. Therefore, the mean
MME for each mf , over the isoion’s linked to that mf , is mmemf :
mmemf = Σmmeisoion/nisoion,
where mmeisoion is the mass measurement error across the related set of isoion’s and
nisoion is the number of isoion’s related to mf .
It is generally the case that the mass measurement error probability density function
(PDF) is normally distributed, and this may be attributed to the central limit theorem
[32], which states that the sum of independent random variables has a normal distribution.
The theorem can be extended to this case, in which many noise sources, such as thermal
noise and electrical noise, can be expected to be random and independent, as described in
Section 2.6.1. In order to remove the dependence of the MME on the instrument or sample,
the MME is expressed as a standard error, se, defined as shown in equation (6.4) [49]. A
random variable standardised in this way has zero mean and unity variance. Intuitively,
a variable expressed as a standard error describes the number of standard deviations the
variable is from its expected value, and therefore in the case of MME, indicates a measure
of the likelihood that the relationship between the hypothesised measurement, mz, and






In equation (6.4): x is the normally-distributed dependent variable, in this case MME;
and µ and σ are the mean and standard deviation of x, respectively.
6.5.2 Isotope Pattern Accuracy
As described in Section 5.1.1, while it is expected that each molecule in the sample is
present in every isotope form possible, the number of isotopes observed in a mass spectrum
will depend on the concentration of the compound in the sample and the dynamic range
of the measurement. The peaks expected to be seen in a spectrum for a compound are
known collectively as the ‘isotope pattern’ for that compound.
In the system presented here, each mf is associated with one or more adion, and each
adion is associated with one or more isoion. The isoion form the observed isotope pattern,
and by comparing this observed isotope pattern with the expected isotope pattern, the
objective is to obtain a metric describing the quality of the match of these two patterns. In
order to quantify the accuracy of the match between the measured and expected isotope
patterns, isotopes will be considered in pairs. This allows a simple expression for the
accuracy of the measured isotope ratios compared to the expected isotope ratios, and by
considering the mean value over multiple pairs, an overall measure for isotope pattern
match can be calculated. This approach yields a figure that is independent of the number
of isotopes, but a function of each isotope ratio observed.
The accuracy of the isotope ratio, isoacc, for a single pair of isotopes is described in terms
of the measured ratio (mr) and the expected ratio (er) for the pair:
isoacc = (1− |ϕ|)× 100%,
where ϕ = mr−erer for mr ≤ 2er, otherwise ϕ = 1 and where mr, er > 0.
This yields a measure of the accuracy of the isotope ratio for a single pair of isotopes,
where isoacc = 100% represents a perfect match, and isoacc = 0% a poor match. A
threshold of me = 2er defines the ‘worst case’ accuracy, beyond which isoacc is 0% to
indicate an accuracy beyond interest. The isotope pattern accuracy function is illustrated
in Figure 6.5 below.
Having defined an accuracy measurement for a single pair of isotopes, the measurement
is extended to the case where more than two isotopes are present. This is achieved by
calculating the mean accuracy value over each isotope ratio in the pattern. For example,
consider three isotopes that are observed for an adion as shown in Figure 6.6.
























Figure 6.5: Isotope pattern accuracy, isoacc, for a peak pair as a






Figure 6.6: Example isotope pattern consisting of three peaks
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where na and nb are the natural abundances of the isoion associated with peaks a and b,
respectively, and ya and yb are the measured abundances of peaks a and b, respectively. A
similar result is obtained for pairs (a, c) and (b, c). The accuracy for this adion, isoaccadion,




The overall accuracy for this molecular formula, isoaccmf is then the mean accuracy over





where nadion is the number of adion linked to neutral molecular formula mf . In the case
that no multi-peak isotope pattern is observed, isoaccmf = 0.
6.5.3 Presence of Adducts
As discussed in Section 5.1.1, it is currently not possible to accurately predict which
adducts will be present in a mass spectrum obtained using FT-ICR MS. However, there
are a set of ‘common’ adducts that are present in positive mode FT-ICR MS experiments
and that appear to form more readily than others: [M]+, [M+H]+, [M+K]+ and [M+Na]+
[38]. These correspond to the ionised, protonated, potassiated and sodiated forms of
the molecules, respectively. The abundance of each of these forms depends upon the
availability of the adducts within the sample. For example, a ‘salty’ sample containing
a large amount of potassium and sodium would be expected to contain a large number
of potassiated and sodiated adducts in the mass spectrum, compared to the ionised and
protonated forms.
In order to capture the approximate expected relative quantities of each adduct, three
groups are defined to describe combinations of adducts that appear in the spectrum. The
groups are labelled ‘likely’, ‘somewhat likely’ and ‘unlikely’. The description of these
groups, and the adducts belonging to each, is based upon observations made during an
environmental toxicity study [16]. The groups are therefore applicable to this work, which
is based upon similar samples and sample preparation methods. While the group des-
criptions are vague and qualitative, it is the relative likelihood that is being captured.
When the formation of adducts is better understood and can be modelled, a more directly
quantitative approach can be adopted.
By observing the prevalence of adduct patterns found in research by Taylor et al. [16], the
combinations of the four main adducts are classified as follows:
The adduct group for molecular formula mf , adductgroupmf , is assigned by looking up
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Group Qualitative Likelihood Adduct pattern
of Being Observed
A Likely [M+H]+, or
the set {[M+H]+,[M+Na]+,[M+K]+}




C Unlikely all other combinations
Table 6.1: Adduct pattern classification.
in Table 6.1 the adducts for the set of adion that relate to the mf .
6.5.4 Likelihood of Molecular Formula
The fourth and final optimisation criteria considered is the likelihood that the molecu-
lar formula mf exists in the sample. This should be determined without making any
assumptions about the sample, such as its composition. As outlined in Section 5.2.1,
one commonly adopted approach is to extract, from the existing body of knowledge, cer-
tain ‘rules’ about the composition of molecular formulae from databases. As discussed
in Section 5.2.2, an improved method is to determine the trends in molecular formulae
composition, using large databases of compounds. For example, instead of stating that
x% of molecular formulae have a ratio of hydrogen to carbon atoms of between a and b,
the distribution of the logarithm of the hydrogen to carbon ratio is calculated, which is
seen to be approximately normal as shown in Figure 6.7.
This clearly shows the continuous nature of the feature, and suggests that one could assign
a continuous value to the ‘likelihood’ of a molecular formula existing, based on that feature
alone. As well as yielding accurate likelihoods for those molecular formulae that are known
to exist, this allows extrapolation of the characteristics to as yet unknown compounds.
In this way, the problem of assigning ‘unusual’ formulae as impossible is avoided, while
also offering the benefit of capturing how ‘typical’ a formula is, compared to the database.
Furthermore, it is discovered that Fiehn’s other rules can also be described as continuous,
approximately normal distributions. By assuming independence between these n features,
one can calculate an overall likelihood measure based upon the distance in n-dimensional
space of a single formula from the ‘ideal’ formula. The Mahalanobis distance, d2mf , is
used to achieve this as shown in equation (6.5) [116], in which seg is the standard error of
feature g, calculated using equation (6.4).
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Figure 6.7: Ratio of hydrogen to carbon atom count for appropriate
compounds with unique molecular formulae in index range 00000001 to






N/C + . . . (6.5)
The Mahalanobis distance requires the independent variables to be normally distributed
such that the standard error values are comparable, and so the molecular formula features
that yield such a distribution are measured from the PubChem database [4], and are
shown in Table 6.2. The process to select the molecular formulae is as follows. The unique
molecular formulae for the first 10,000,000 compounds are extracted from the database,
and then filtered based on the following criteria: they must contain at least one hydrogen,
nitrogen, oxygen, phosphorus or sulfur atom; they must contain at least one carbon atom;
they must not contain any Silicon atoms.
These features are plotted below for appropriate compounds with unique molecular for-
mulae in index range 00000001 to 10000001 in the PubChem database [4].
Therefore, the Mahalanobis distance dmf of a molecular formula from the ‘typical’ mole-
cular formula is calculated as shown in equation (6.6), in which µ and σ are the mean and






+ . . . (6.6)
In order to validate this measure as representative of the likelihood of the molecular
formulae, a set of formulae from the PubChem database was extracted and dmf calculated
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log(Feature) Condition Formula µ σ
Count
log(H/C) H > 0 156,032 0.301996 0.374198
log(N/C) N > 0 131,014 -1.803085 0.853849
log(O/C) O > 0 141,439 -1.388731 0.854676
log(P/C) P > 0 16,944 -2.083101 0.708180
log(S/C) S > 0 72,728 -2.206890 0.771069
log(N) N > 0 131,014 0.784755 0.623614
log(O) O > 0 141,439 1.241222 0.737060
log(P/m) P > 0 16,944 -5.570163 0.400399
log(S/m) S > 0 72,728 -5.419571 0.581384
Table 6.2: Summary of molecular formula features.
Figure 6.8: Feature distributions of all unique molecular formulae in
index range 00000001 to 10000001 in the PubChem database [4].
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for each using equation (6.5), and the results are shown in Figure 6.9. The feature dmf is
approximately normally distributed and therefore indicates that the measure is capturing
the desired likelihood of the formula existing.
Figure 6.9: Mahalanobis distance for appropriate compounds with
unique molecular formulae in index range 10000001 to 10025001 in
PubChem database [4], giving a total of 11,467 unique molecular for-
mulae included.
6.5.5 Placing Value on a Molecular Formula Assignment using Utility Theory
Described in Sections 6.5.1 to 6.5.4 are four metrics that can be used to place a confidence
value on the assignment of a particular molecular formula for a measured mass. With the
exception of the presence of an adduct pattern, the metrics are quantitative, but cannot
be used together since they are not normalised and represent orthogonal aspects of an
assignment. Ultimately, a single value is required to represent the value on each molecular
formula assignment, and so a method is required to combine both quantitative metrics and
the grouped adduct pattern metric, and scale them such that a meaningful comparison
can be made between two values for two different assignments. Utility theory was chosen
to achieve this, and place a single value on a molecular formula assignment, given the
outcome of the four metrics described above.
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The fundamental premise of utility theory is that different metrics are assigned a numerical
value, as a function of the metric value or group, that credits that metric with a ‘utility’,
as follows:
1. Ume, the utility of the mass measurement error;
2. Uir, the utility of the isotope ratio pattern;
3. Uap, the utility of the adduct pattern;
4. Uml, the utility of the molecular ‘likelihood’.
The utility should represent, on a common scale, the desirability of the metric, and has
roots in economic decision-making, where un-quantifiable parameters were assigned a uti-
lity based upon the experience and intuition of the manager making the decision [117].
Utility theory is thus able to capture the preference of the expert in making decisions
where no mathematical model exists to precisely calculate the preferred solution. There
is a formalised approach to deriving the utility functions [118] that also establishes the
relative contribution of the different metrics to the overall utility.
In the interests of creating a working solution as a basis for further refinement and optimi-
sation, a set of utility functions are proposed that capture the most significant differences
between the solution metrics. Following the procedure outlined by Moore and Thomas
[118], and applying knowledge and experience of interpreting mass spectra gleened from
experts in the field, the graphs shown in Figure 6.10 illustrate the utility functions, which
map a metric such as the MME to a utility value.
The following four general statements summarise the criteria that were used to determine
the utility functions and their relative value:
1. An accurate isotope ratio pattern is highly valuable;
2. The MME is only valuable if it is very low;
3. The adduct pattern and MME are less valuable than isotope ratio pattern and
molecular likelihood;
4. A high molecular likelihood is more valuable than either MME or adduct pattern.
Using these individual metric utilities, the utility for each molecular formula, Um, is simply
the sum of all utilities:
Um = Uir + Ume + Uml + Uap,
where Uir is the utility of the isotope ratio pattern, Ume is the utility of the MME, Uml is
the utility of the molecular likelihood and Uap is the utility of the adduct pattern.
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Figure 6.10: Utility graphs for measurement mass error; isotope pat-
tern; molecular likelihood and adduct pattern.
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The overall utility of the solution, U , is taken as the mean of the n individual molecular
formula utilities:




Intuitively, by setting U to be the optimisation function of the COP, the solution will
identify the molecular formulae with the highest average utility, or ‘quality’. In the case
where a solution could be explained by multiple molecular formula assignments, additional
molecular formulae will only be considered part of the solution if they increase the average
utility: i.e. if they are ‘better’ than the worst 50% of the assignments.
To facilitate efficient optimisation branching as discussed in Section 6.6.1, two auxiliary
variables are required. Auxiliary variables are not essential to solve the COP, but help
implement the problem, for example by describing some intermediary quantity that enables
constraints to be expressed more succinctly [115]. The auxiliary variables are Mcount and
Usum, which represent the number of valid molecular formulae and the sum of the utility









The overall utility for a solution, the real variable U , can then be calculated as shown in
equation (6.7) below. Since U is a positive real number representing the continuous value
of mean utility, is is not readily represented as a finite domain integer variable. Therefore,
it will not be stored as a variable directly, and instead Mcount and Usum will be used to






This section describes the methods used to solve the problem that have been defined in
the previous section in terms of a COP. Firstly, the search method adopted is detailed,
which is followed by some of the key optimisation methods adopted.
6.6.1 Branch and Bound Search
Having established the variables, domains and constraints that will model the COP, it
remains to describe the search method that will find the optimal solution. There are
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several search methods, arguably the most common of which is the depth-first search, in
which variables are assigned values starting from the first variable and moving to the last.
At each stage of a partial solution, i.e. where some, but not all, of the variables have
been assigned a value, a check is made that the domain of the unassigned variables is
still consistent with the constraints [115]. In the event that a ‘dead end’ is reached, i.e.
a variable assignment precludes any of the subsequent variables being assigned a value
that satisfies the constraints, the algorithm un-assigns the most recent assignments until
a potential solution exists again. This process is known as ‘backtracking’ [119].
The branch and bound search is an extension to the depth-first search method. In branch
and bound, solution subsets are excluded from the search by estimating the upper and
lower bounds of the optimisation quantity. For example, a COP consists of system variable
X = (x1, x2),
and the constraint is
(x1 + 2x2) ≥ 2.
The steps in the branch and bound search can be represented as a constraints graph,
shown in Figure 6.11.
Figure 6.11: Representing a COP search as a constraints graph, for
a simple example consisting of variable X = (x1, x2). The numbers
in parentheses indicate the assignments at each node to the two va-
riables. Nodes where the variables are not yet fully assigned are shown
as circular; ‘failed’ nodes in which the full or partial solution does not
satisfy the constraints are triangular; and complete, valid solutions are
represented by squares.
Initially X is unassigned. The first branch a assigns x1 = 0. Subsequent branching
attempts to assign x2 = 0 and then x2 = 1. Only when the constraint is satisfied is a
solution found. The right-hand branch b assigns x1 = 1 and subsequent assignments follow
the same pattern as the left-hand branch. At each partial solution state, the constraints
will be re-propagated, i.e. checks will be made to ensure that the domains of each variable
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is consistent with the constraints, given the domains of all other variables. Where variable
domains have changed, and the domains of other variables is altered as a consequence,
new variable constraints are created to improve the efficiency of the search. This process
is termed ‘constraint propagation’ [120], and is important to reduce the solution space as
far as possible.
The order of choosing the variables, the ‘branching order’, can have a significant impact
on the efficiency of the search. For example, if the branching order was instead {x2, x1},
the search could be illustrated by the constraints graph in Figure 6.12.
Figure 6.12: The search assignments when the order of the search
variables is changed.
At branch a, the value 0 is assigned to x2 and as the constraint is propagated, it is found
that the constraint cannot be met regardless of the value of x1. Compared to the search in
Figure 6.11, this search contains fewer nodes, and so highlights the importance of selecting
a suitable order of branching. The variable order finally chosen, for search of the solution
to the profiling problem addressed here, is shown in Table 6.3. The value order (e.g.
minimum to maximum, or vice-versa) for assigning variable values is also shown. These
were chosen after experimentation of the search method as the variable order is changed.
It is important to note that the solution of the search is not affected by this choice, since
the COP being described is unchanged.
Variable Order of value assignment
U max. to min.
Usum max. to min.
Mcount min. to max.
mf 1 then 0
A 1 then 0
F 1 then 0
Table 6.3: Variable search order and order of value assignment.
The target mean utility U is selected first. Since this is an integer variable representing
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the positive real value Usum/Mcount, the integer value of U represents multiple value as-
signments of Usum and Mcount. For example, the result of U = Usum/Mcount = 10/2 and
11/2 both yield the integer result U = 5. In order to address this issue, the resolution
of U is increased by instead branching on U × 1000, defined as U1000 = Usum × 1000/n.
Next, the mf variables are assigned, corresponding to the presence of molecular formulae.
Having selected M, the adion variables are selected (A) followed by the isoion (F).
6.6.2 Partitioning
Since this is a combinatorial search problem, a method of reducing search time signifi-
cantly is to split or partition the problem into completely independent sub-problems. The
solutions to these sub-problems can then be directly combined to yield the overall solu-
tion. The advantage of this approach is that partitioning enforces independence between
the variables that form each sub-problem, and consequently the search space is reduced
considerably.
Figure 6.13: Example search space split into two independent parti-
tions A and B.
In the example shown in Figure 6.13, partition A is found to be independent of B, and
the problem is solved as two sub-problems. An added advantage of this approach is that
each partition can be solved as a separate process in a multi-processor environment, and
with unlimited processors the solution time is limited to the maximum search time across
all partitions.
6.6.3 Redundant Constraints
As their name implies, redundant constraints do not affect the solution space of the COP,
but allow implicit constraints to be explicitly stated. If selected carefully, such constraints
can significantly reduce the search space by allowing inference by propagation that would
otherwise not occur. In this case, a redundant constraint imposed on the solution is that
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the sum of the utility, Usum must be less than the maximum utility possible, given the
number of active molecular formulae, Mcount. This is determined by summing the top





where U ′ is the utility of the molecular formula, Um, ordered by decreasing magnitude.
6.6.4 Dominance
Dominance is the concept that partial solutions of a subset of the variables can be removed
from the search space where an alternative solution of the same subset of variables is
guaranteed to improve, or at least not make worse, the overall value of the solution.
There are two occasions where this can be used to reduce the search space in this COP.
The first application of dominance rules applies for molecular formulae, mf , connected
to the same ion plus adduct, adion, and removes unnecessary mf from the solution. For
example, consider the partial system shown in Figure 6.14.
Figure 6.14: A sub-graph showing two alternative potential solutions
in mf1 and mf2: dominance rules can eliminate one of these solutions.
Since both mf1 and mf2 are connected only to adion1, the optimal solution may include
valid mf2 but will never include valid mf1 since (Uml)2 > (Uml)1.
The second application of dominance rules also removes unnecessary mf and is applicable
in the case that a mf is associated with a single m/z. Any other mf that are similarly
associated with the same m/z (i.e. single isotope, single adduct) are ‘parallel’ options in
which the selection of either branch is independent of any other variable in the system
and thus branches with a lower Um can be removed from the search space. For example,
in Figure 6.15, three parallel options exist in which the two outer options, mf1 and mf3
can be removed from the search since they return a lower utility than mf2.
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Figure 6.15: A sub-graph showing three alternative parallel solutions
in mf1, mf2 and mf3, with molecular likelihood utility x1, x2 and x3,
respectively. In the case that x1, x3 < x2, dominance rules can again
be used to eliminate the two solutions containing mf1 and mf3 from
the search.
6.7 Results and Discussion
The COP detailed above was implemented in C++ using Gecode libraries [121]. An
object-oriented approach was adopted to generate and store the elements, formulae and
COP system.
Validation of the system was carried out in two stages. Firstly, simulated data was used
to verify the performance of the search in case of noise-free and noisy data. Secondly, data
from non-biological samples of known composition was used to investigate performance
under realistic conditions. Thirdly, data from real biological samples was used to validate
the technique by comparison with existing methods. Finally, further validation of the
effect of noise on the method is performed.
6.7.1 Simulated Data
The objective of the COP solver was to elucidate the neutral molecules present in the
sample, by interpreting the spectral artefacts such as adducts and isotopes, while being as
robust to noise as possible. Therefore, the first stage is to assess the performance of the
system in the ideal case, using simulated spectra without noise. This allows the validation
of the utility functions that have been described above. Secondly, noise is introduced,
both on the original peaks and as a source of new, purely noise peaks.
The simulated data is created from a pure hypothetical sample consisting of the common
metabolites and selected adducts, as shown in Table 6.4.
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Glutamic acid C5H9NO4 [M+H]




+, [M+Na]+, [M+K]+ 89.0
Leucine, Isoleucine C6H13NO2 [M+H]
+, [M+Na]+, [M+K]+ 82.9
Lysine C6H14N2O2 [M+H]
+, [M+Na]+, [M+K]+ 77.7
Arganine C6H14N4O2 [M+H]
+, [M+Na]+, [M+K]+ 72.6
Phenylalanine C9H11NO2 [M+H]
+, [M+Na]+, [M+K]+ 68.5
Tyrosine C9H11NO3 [M+H]
+, [M+Na]+, [M+K]+ 63.0
Tryptophan C11H12N2O2 [M+H]
+, [M+Na]+ 57.2
Ophthalmic acid C11H19N3O6 [M+H]
+ 52.3
Table 6.4: Simulated spectrum composition. The total abundance
was split approximately equally between the adducts.
The peaks generated include isotopic forms of the elements carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen,
oxygen and sulphur, however peaks are limited to those theoretically observable given an
instrument dynamic range of 1×104, i.e. with relative abundance ≥ 0.01%. The 250 peaks
generated include adduct and isotope peaks and are plotted as a mass spectrum in Figure
6.16.
The COP system was used to extract molecular formulae from the peak list. It was quickly
found that the solution search is very intensive and in order to obtain practical run times,
it was necessary to impose limitations on the number of adducts and isotopes that are
represented in the system. Therefore, only the adduct compounds [M+H]+, [M+Na]+ and
[M+K]+ were included, together with the isotope forms that include only carbon-13 or
potassium-41, or both.
Using the COP system described above, a total of 94 unique molecular formulae were
identified as being present in the sample. The molecular formulae of all 12 simulated
compounds were identified, as shown in Table 6.5. In each case, all adducts present in the
peak list were correctly identified, as well as the carbon-13 and potassium-41 isotopes. The
difference in measured abundance can be explained by the missing contribution from the
hydrogen, nitrogen, oxygen and sulphur isotope peaks to the total abundance. Instead,
these peaks have been assigned to the 82 additional identified molecular formulae that
were not present in the simulated sample, but have been identified as molecular formulae,
as shown in Figure 6.17. These additional molecular formulae, however, are identified
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Figure 6.16: Simulated spectrum (noise-free), including isotopes.
by the system as quite distinct from the sample compounds, as shown by comparing the
abundance and overall utility of the formulae. Figure 6.17 shows that the 12 correctly
assigned compound formulae are identified with significantly higher abundance than all
others, and generally with higher utility. This demonstrates that the system discriminates
components of the solution that are noise.
In each case, the utility for mass error and isotope ratio are assigned maximum values
of 2 and 5, respectively (see Figure 6.10. Thus for this simple example, the adduct pat-
terns and molecular formula likelihood are the factors that affect the overall utility. In
the case of methionine and tryptophan, the adduct pattern consisting of the protonated
and sodiated forms of the molecule, i.e. [M+H]+ and [M+Na+], results in lower utility.
Histidine, phenylalanine, arganine, tyrosine and ophthalmic acid have molecular formulae
with characteristics that result in a reduced utility of 2. Tryptophan (H12C11N2O2) has a
reduced molecular formula utility of 1, reflecting the non-centric composition as described
by the database profiling in Section 6.5.5.
The above has shown that the COP solver is robust to partial a priori, i.e. when isotopes
are present in the spectrum that the search does not include. Shown in Table 6.5 are the
results obtained for the simulated spectrum that included the following noise components:
1. Random m/z measurement noise in the form of zero mean Gaussian additive noise
with standard deviation σ = 0.165, as observed in Section 3.3.1. This effectively
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Metabolite Measured Abundance Utility Um
Abundance Error (%) (In Noise)
Threonine 104.5 -1.2 12 (12)
Proline 100.4 -1 12 (11)
Glutamic acid 97.4 -1.4 12 (11)
Methionine 89.8 -5.8 11 (10)
Histidine 87.5 -1.6 11 (10)
Leucine, Isoleucine 82.1 -1 12 (11)
Lysine 76.6 -1.4 12 (11)
Arganine 71.1 -2 11 (10)
Phenylalanine 67.9 -0.9 11 (10)
Tyrosine 62.3 -1.2 11 (11)
Tryptophan 56.5 -1.3 9 (8)
Ophthalmic acid 50.8 -2.8 11 (10)
Table 6.5: Simulated spectrum profiling results.



















Figure 6.17: Utility and abundance of all molecular formulae identified
as present in the simulated spectrum, showing the effect of including
only carbon-13 and potassium-41 isotopes in the solution search.
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adds an m/z measurement error to each peak.
2. Additional noise peaks uniformly distributed by m/z with intensity at the minimum
level of detection as determined from the instrument dynamic range of 1 × 104.
The number of noise peaks is calculated from the results in Chapter 4, where a
recommended filter setting of SNRthresh = 3.5, r = 2 and s = 30% yields a predicted
real and noise peak count of 3705 and 96, respectively. Applying the same ratio of
noise to real peaks (2.6%) results in a prediction of 7 noise peaks in this case.
It can be seen in Table 6.5 that when noise is introduced into the system, the utility of each
assignment tends to decrease slightly while the abundance remains unaffected, as shown
by the utility values in parentheses in the table. The effect on utility can be attributed
to the reduced measured mass accuracy that has been applied, and the abundance shows
that the same set of peaks have been identified for each compound.
The assignments made to the seven additional noise peaks are shown in Table 6.6. In three
cases, no assignment could be made, and while potential molecular formulae were found
in each case, the hard constraints on the system eliminated the assignments during the
‘pruning’ process, and effectively identified the peaks as random noise and not attributable
to an allowable molecular formula. In the case of the remaining four peaks, the combination
of isotope ratio pattern, adduct pattern, molecular likelihood and measurement error
results in a very low utility and abundance: such peaks are easily identifiable as noise.
Noise Peak Peak Assignment Molecular Abun- Utility




















32S]+ H44C10N2O2S 0.0001 6
Table 6.6: Simulated spectrum noise peak assignments
These results demonstrate that at the anticipated levels of noise, no significant degradation
of the results is observed where good adduct and isotope patterns are present.
6.7.2 Measured PEG Data
In this section, the aim is to validate the performance of the COP solver using real,
measured data.
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Polyethylene glycol (PEG) is a common polymer that is often used in validation experi-
ments since it provides a mass spectrum with a distinctive peak pattern. Being a polymer,
PEG is constructed of a series of repeating structures, and is available in different lengths,
according to structural equation (6.8).
HO−CH2−(CH2−O−CH2−)n−CH2−OH, (6.8)
where n indicates the number of repetitions of the central structure.
Data was collected∗ in triplicate for a sample containing only PEG compounds PEG-0
to PEG-11, corresponding to n = 0 to 11 in equation (6.8). A ‘blank’ sample containing
only the solvent and prepared in the same way as the PEG sample was also analysed in
triplicate. Data was acquired in SIM windows of width 30 m/z over the range 70–540
m/z and combined using SIM-stitch, as described in Chapter 3. During this stage, peaks
were required to have a SNR≥ 3.5. PEG peaks with SNR≥ 10 and present in the form
of [M+H]+, [M+Na]+, [M+39K]+ or [M+41K]+ ions were used for internal calibration. In
total, 61 peaks over the whole m/z range were used for internal calibration.
Following SIM-stitching, each set of three replicate spectra were combined using an r = 2
out of 3 filter, as described in Chapter 4. In order to remove background peaks occurring
as a result of the sample preparation method, peaks were removed from the PEG spectra
where a peak in close proximity also appeared in the blank spectrum. In order to reduce
the possibility of sample carry-over causing peaks to falsely appear as background peaks,
peaks were only removed from the PEG spectra where the corresponding intensity in the
blank spectrum was at least 33% of that for the PEG sample.
Spectral peaks analysed were limited to the range 70–300 m/z so that the COP could
be solved in reasonable time. From a total of 372 peaks after removing noise regions,
196 unique molecular formulae were identified. The PEG molecular formulae located are
shown in Table 6.7. Reassuringly, PEG polymers PEG-0 to PEG-4, present within the m/z
range, are detected. However PEG-5, while detected as a potential molecular formula with
utility Um = 9, is assigned zero abundance, i.e. is not included in the solution. This is the
result of the falsely detected molecular formula H20C11N7O2, present as a protonated ion at
mass 283.175124 Da having the same utility as PEG-5 of Um = 9, present as a protonated
ion at mass 283.175131 Da. A close inspection reveals that PEG-5 has slightly preferable
molecular formula likelihood and isotope ratio patterns, however the quantisation effect
of the discrete utility effects masks this difference. Additionally, were the mass spectrum
to be extended beyond 300 m/z, an overall higher utility could be expected for PEG-5 as
the [M+Na]+ and [M+K]+ adducts would be within the m/z range of the spectrum.
∗Thanks to Ralf Weber for this data
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PEG-n Formula Nominal Number of Adduct Peaks Abun- Utility
Mass (Da) +H +Na +39K +41K dance Um
PEG-0 H6C2O2 62 1 0.0003 4
PEG-1 H10C4O3 106 1 1 (1) 1 0.0102 9
PEG-2 H14C6O4 150 1 (1) 1 (1) 1 (1) 1 (1) 0.5566 11
PEG-3 H18C8O5 194 1 (1) 1 (1) 1 (1) 1 (1) 1.0117 12
PEG-4 H22C10O6 238 1 (1) 1 (1) 1 (2) 1 (1) 1.5985 12
PEG-5 H26C12O7 282 * (*)
Table 6.7: Identification of PEG compounds in control sample. The
table shows the number of peaks for each different adduct type obser-
ved. For example, values in the column ‘+H’ indicate the number of
[M+H]+ ions found. The number in parentheses indicates the number
of isotope peaks, with (1) representing a single carbon-13 isotope and
(2) a double carbon-13 isotope. An asterisk (*) indicates that the peak,
while present, has been assigned to a different molecular formula.
The use of the mass spectrometer to generate the data from which the above results
are drawn introduces a significant level of complexity to the spectrum. This includes
noise sources previously discussed, such as chemical noise from the sample preparation,
which although are minimised by acquiring and filtering peaks also present in a ‘blank’
spectrum, are still present as additional compounds in the spectrum. There is also a degree
of variability in the measurement of the PEG compounds that the filtering process aims
to reduce but that will also cause some ‘real’ peaks to be incorrectly filtered out. This is
apparent from the low abundance found for PEG-1. However, despite these confounding
factors, four of the nine identified molecular formulae with utility measure Um > 8 are
PEG peaks, including three of the four with Um > 10. This demonstrates that the system
is capable of achieving accurate results in terms of molecular formula and corresponding
utility.
The results are expressed graphically in terms of Um and abundance in Figure 6.18. The
presence of large numbers of other molecular formulae in the figure emphasises the impor-
tance of the utility measure in placing a confidence score on the many assignments that
are unavoidable in such a complex spectrum containing hundreds of peaks.
6.7.3 Measured Biological Data
Data collected using DI nESI FT-ICR MS analysis of cancer cell line samples [32] was
used to validate the COP system as an approach for identifying molecular formulae of
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Figure 6.18: Utility and abundance of all molecular formulae identified
as present in the spectrum of PEG sample.
complex biological samples. These samples form part of a study into the metabolic effect
of treatment drugs on acute myeloid leukaemia cell lines. The significant challenge with
analysing biological samples such as this arises from the complex, uncertain and noisy
nature of the data, resulting in a lack of a ‘golden’ solution for comparison. The closest to
such a standard is partially achieved by using NMR spectroscopy data. NMR is renowned
for being a highly reproducible and quantifiable instrument capable of reliably detecting
the presence of metabolites in a sample [17, 122]. As such, 18 biological samples of human
K562 actue myeloid leukaemia cell extract were analysed using 1H NMR as previously
reported [32]. Five of the cell extract samples were also analysed more recently by our
lab† using positive-mode FT-ICR MS, SIM-stitching [18] and filtering [21]. In the filtering
stage, the following settings were used: n = 3 (triplicate) samples; r = 2 (out of three)
replicate filtering; s = 50% sample filtering and peaks also present in the blank sample were
removed providing their intensity in the blank was no greater than 33.3% of the sample
intensity. A total of 1354 peaks remained, with 610 existing with mass < 300m/z. The
sample was recently analysed in a similar fashion by Weber et al. during the comparison of
a novel metabolite identification method [108], and in which 1947 peaks with mass < 300
Da were used. The data used here is based on a more recent FT-ICR MS measurement
and data analysis, and a more conservative filtering method, although the cell extract
sample is the same and thus valid comparisons can be made.
†Thanks to Ralf Weber for this data
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Application of the constraints-based profiling method resulted in 96 peaks being removed,
as no molecular formula could be assigned, leaving 514 peaks from which 378 molecular
formulae were found, together with the utility measure and abundance of each. The
distribution of the utility and abundance of the formulae identified is shown in Figure
6.19.




















Figure 6.19: Utility and abundance of all molecular formulae identi-
fied as present in the biological sample. Molecular formulae previously
identified in the sample are distinguished from those that are unknown.
The empirical formulae of ‘known’ compounds that have previously been found in similar
data by Weber et al. [108] are indicated in the figure, and are listed in Table 6.8. Note
that this work is concerned with the molecular formula identification: the compound iden-














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Of the top 20 molecular formulae potentially present in the sample, as identified by Weber
et al., 17 were found. The three remaining formulae relate to the compounds lactate,
succinate and ethanolamine phosphate. A manual check confirmed that of these, neither
lactate nor succinate were present in the spectrum in [M+H]+, [M+Na]+ or [M+K]+ forms.
However, ethanolamine phosphate (empirical formula C2H8NO4P and mass 141.01910 Da)
was found to be present in [M+39K]+ adduct form at mass 179.98227 Da. The reason that
this adduct was not included in the solution is that the molecular formula [C4H4N4S], with
mass 179.98226 Da has higher molecular likelihood, expressed as a greater Uml, and so
the peak was attributed instead to this unknown compound. If another adduct or isotope
of ethanolamine phosphate were found, the overall utility associated with the compound
would be increased and the peak would be correctly assigned.
Interestingly, the results reveal that isotopes are readily identified, however occasionally,
the more abundant monoisotopic forms are not assigned to the solution. For example, in
the case of valine, the [M+39K]+ adduct is identified only in the carbon-13 isotope form.
The carbon-12 form is present, however the peak, located at 156.04214 m/z is instead
assigned to the ion [1H11
12C3
14N 16O4
31P]+, even though this ion has a mass error of 3.75
standard errors (equivalent to 0.62 ppm), compared with a mass error of 0.065 standard
errors (0.01 ppm) for the true assignment. This assignment can be explained by observing
that the unknown molecular formula H10C3NO4P has also been found in [M+Na]
+ and
[M+K]+ adduct forms, and with the additional [M+H]+ form, the adduct pattern is in
utility group A as apposed to group B, and therefore the overall utility is increased. Were
the peak assigned instead to the molecular formula of valine, no improvement in the utility
for that molecular formula which is already at maximum utility of 12, would be made, and
consequently the overall mean utility U would decrease. These results demonstrate that
the system works as designed, however as more analyses are made, the utility functions
will likely require optimisation. For example in this case, since a good carbon-13 and
potassium-41 isotope pattern is observed, the monoisotopic peak becomes unimportant in
confirming the presence of valine and so it is assigned to a different formula that appears to
deliver higher value. This could be resolved by introducing an increase in the overall utility
as the number of isotope peaks associated with a compound is increased. This would result
in an ‘isotope-greedy’ solution that would tend more to place peaks in isotope patterns
rather than considering just the mean isotope pattern accuracy, as described in Section
6.5.2.
An additional observation is that certain adducts are not assigned to known molecular
formulae, instead being attributed to unknown formulae. For example, while the [M+Na]+
adduct ion for Glutamine, mass 169.05833 Da, is present in the spectrum as a peak
at mass 169.05834 m/z, it is not assigned to Glutamine in the solution. Instead, the
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peak is assigned to [1H10
12C 13C 14N5
16O2
32S]+, identified as the carbon-13 isotope
to the [M+H]+ adduct of H9C2N5O2S, an unknown compound not present in the KEGG
database. This compound has an overall utility of 5 — the same as Glutamine. Were the
peak assigned to Glutamine, the utility for the Glutamine molecular formula assignment
would decrease to 4, since the adduct pattern would be group C instead of the more
favourable B. This would have the effect of reducing the overall mean utility U — a
consequence of the adduct pattern groupings and utility assignments, which in this case
undesirably place higher value on a single [M+K]+ peak being observed over both [M+K]+
and [M+Na]+ peaks. As new information regarding the formation of adducts becomes
available, it is expected that such shortcomings would be removed and the solution found
by the COP system match more closely the expert eye of a mass spectroscopist.
Overall, the results obtained by the COP solver are an excellent match to those expected
to appear in the spectrum. Whereas typically, a ‘target’ list of metabolites is searched
for within the spectrum, or specific biomarkers of interest are identified, the COP method
returns a list of all molecular formulae found within the spectrum together with a score
for each. As Figure 6.19 and Table 6.8 show, the scores for the 17 formulae previously
identified in the sample range from 5 to 12. The majority of formulae have high utility
(≥ 10), however several are assigned low utility values. This is largely because in each
of these cases of low utility, the isotope pattern is not observed. The peak list used for
this experiment was heavily filtered and consequently it is expected that many of the low
intensity isotope peaks will not be present in the final spectrum. Indeed, only 610 peaks
with mass below 300 m/z are used, compared to 1947 in the dataset used by Weber et al.
in which 20 unique molecular formulae with mass < 300m/z are found. The lack of isotope
pattern has a significant effect on the overall utility of the molecular formulae, largely due
to the decision taken that a molecular formula with no isotope pattern present in the
spectrum has zero isotope ratio pattern utility, i.e. Uir = 0. It is therefore expected that
a more complete mass spectrum would increase the overall utility for these compounds
known to exist in the sample, reflecting the general truth that the more information
provided to the system, the more accurate the solution.
6.7.4 Robustness to Noise
As previously discussed, the mass spectrum inevitably contains noise as well as signal. In
order to understand the effect of this noise on this novel approach in falsely identifying
metabolite empirical formulae in mass spectra, it is beneficial to observe the outcome when
the algorithm is executed using a simulated spectrum consisting solely of noise, with no
consistent information pertaining to metabolites. This information will give an indication
of the false positive rate (FPR) of this method.
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The spectrum simulated was designed to match the biological spectrum used in Section
6.7.3 in terms of the number of peaks (610) and the overall m/z range (70–300 m/z). The
distribution of intensities was designed to match as closely as possible a realistic spectrum
with dynamic range 1e6, and intensity values were calculated using the formula
Y = 10Z ,
where Z is a set of uniformly distributed random real numbers with range [−4, 2].
After pruning, there remained only 391 ‘valid’ peaks in the spectrum and 768 potential
molecular formulae. In this case, the partitioning process was particularly effective in
simplifying the subsequent data mining since many of these formulae are, as expected,
unrelated and consequently a large number of partitions (385 in total) were created. The
execution time after this stage was negligible, a result of partitions falling into the category
of being small, or containing straight-forward solutions that require minimal arbitration.
The search identified 389 unique molecular formulae. The most interesting result from the
random data is the distribution of the utility values of the solution as shown in Figure 6.20.
Such a trend is perhaps surprising, in that there are very few molecular formulae with low
utility such as 1, until one recalls that the algorithm is designed to maximise the overall
mean utility of the solution. To this extent, it could be expected that in a given mass
spectrum, there will be large numbers of molecular formulae with low utility corresponding
to random noise peaks as shown in Figure 6.20. The distribution of utility values for
molecular formulae in a real biological sample is therefore expected to follow a similar
pattern. Figure 6.21 shows the molecular formula utility assignments for the biological
sample results described in Section 6.7.3. As expected, a large number of utility values
exist in the range 1–7, which are expected to correspond to the random noise component of
the spectrum. However, the distribution in Figure 6.21 is slightly offset to the right when
compared to Figure 6.20. One should be careful to avoid over-analysing these observations
since they are based on a single experimental run, however the shift of the distribution
could be attributable to the presence of ‘real’ molecular formulae assignments which would
be expected to be associated with a higher utility than the noise.
The observation of the second feature in Figure 6.21 from Um = 10 is strongly suggestive
of a significant number of molecular formulae assignments that are made with confidence
well above that expected from a random spectrum. Within the random spectrum, none
of the 389 molecular formulae had a non-zero Uir, compared with 52 of the 378 (13.5%) in
the biological spectrum, and it is this contribution to the overall utility that is necessary
for utility values greater than 7.
With this in mind, and while comparing Figures 6.21 and 6.20, it seems reasonable to sup-
pose that those assignments with utility above 7 are highly likely to be from non-random
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Figure 6.20: Histogram of utility values Um for molecular formulae
assignments, random data.












Figure 6.21: Histogram of utility values Um for molecular formulae
assignments, biological data.
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features. Furthermore, the algorithm has found the most appropriate combination of
peaks, that together yield the molecular formula assignment, assuming the utility func-
tions are optimal. In the case of biological data, a total of 51 assignments meet this
criteria.
This is an encouraging result: 12 of the 17 compounds (71%) known to be in the biological
sample and identified by the algorithm are present with utility > 7. The low utility of the
other 7 compounds (where no isotope pattern is found) is due to missing isotope peaks
that are below the level of noise and hence discarded at the filtering stage. The filtering
used in this example is relatively conservative in order to reduce the number of peaks input
to the algorithm and hence maintain a feasible execution time. Further optimisation of
the algorithm and implementation would help to increase those compounds with observed
isotopes, and consequently increase the number of assignments with utility above 7.
6.8 Conclusions
This chapter has shown how constraints optimisation and a COP solver can be used to find
the best solution to a mass spectrum in terms of molecular formulae present in the sample.
The metrics of mass measurement error, isotope pattern accuracy, and the likelihood that
molecular formulae exist in the sample are considered as continuous variables, although
for practical reasons are discretised in implementation. Together with the adduct pattern,
these four metrics are combined using utility theory into an overall ‘utility’ value for
each molecular formula, that is a meaningful quantification of how well the formula is
represented in the spectrum. The optimisation function maximises the average utility for
all molecular formulae within the spectrum, and so determines the optimal solution to the
spectrum.
In the case of a simulated spectrum, the COP solver correctly identified all the molecular
formulae in the sample, and in the presence of noise proved robust. The utility measure
for each molecular formula enabled the ‘true’ molecular formulae to be easily distinguished
from the incorrect molecular formulae, assigned to noise peaks, or those not recognised by
the solver.
For a real sample containing PEG compounds, the more complex spectrum resulted in
many additional molecular formulae being identified, unrelated to PEG. Despite this, 5
of the 6 PEG compounds present in the spectrum were identified with high (> 8) utility
in 4 of these cases. Both the PEG identified with low utility PEG-0, and the unidentified
PEG compound PEG-5, are caused by missing peaks located beyond the m/z limits of
the spectra acquired.
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When applied to a real complex biological sample, the COP solver identified 17 of the 18
compounds known to be present in the spectrum, a true positive rate (TPR) of 94% for
this subset of compounds. 12 of these compounds were identified with high utility (> 7),
confirming the relevance of the utility to the quality of the molecular formula assignment.
A spectrum containing purely random noise reveals no molecular formulae assignments
with utility above 7, and a pattern of low utility values that corresponds with that obtained
during analysis of the biological sample. This shows that molecular formulae with high
utility values are likely to be the result of real compounds present in the sample.
This work has shown how a COP solver together with a set of metrics can elucidate
the molecular formulae of compounds present in an ultra high mass spectrum. As more
knowledge is gained concerning the expression of compounds by FT-ICR MS, the concept
of using continuous measures of metrics such as mass measurement error combined with
a search method such as the COP solver promises to deliver consistent and quantitative
profiling results.
6.9 Future Developments
The ultimate goal of metabolic profiling is to establish compounds rather than molecular
formulae, and so an important next stage would be to include more biological information
in the COP solver by means of a compound database. This would allow the output to
be compounds rather than molecular formulae, although the work so far completed is still
applicable since each compound is associated with a molecular formula.
The necessary discretisation of the metrics in this work does limit the performance of the
COP solver in terms of the solution quality. Ideally, finer or even no discretisation would
be necessary - this would ensure that the best solution is chosen where multiple options
exist with similar overall utilities.
Refinement of the utility functions for the metrics would improve the solution. For
example, the three adduct groups A, B and C do not always accurately reflect the li-
kelihood of the adducts being present in the spectrum. The advantage of the COP solver
however, is that such functions can easily be updated to reflect current knowledge, and
the solution found will reflect the optimal solution, given this a priori.
The use of constraints methods for metabolic profiling has been applied here to positive
mode MS. Applying the methods to negative mode MS is an extension that would yield
the benefits of constraints methods, shown in this chapter, to both modes. Indeed, if
spectra are acquired in both positive and negative mode, the constraints model could be
expanded to include both spectra simultaneously. This would potentially further increase
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the quality of the profiling, by providing yet more evidence to support each metabolite
assignment.
Finally, the method described in this chapter could be further enhanced by providing
alternative solutions. While a single solution offers the best optimisation of the constraints,
it is heavily dependent upon accurately capturing the value of each metric during the
application of utility theory. To help mitigate this, alternative, ‘next best’ solutions could
be presented together with an overall utility for each solution. One way that this could
be implemented is by iteratively re-running the COP search with the most recent optimal




The aim of this thesis was to address the challenges and shortfalls in current methods
for the analysis of mass spectrometry-based metabolomics data. It has been shown how
rigorous, methodical and novel methods have been applied to the problem in order to
successfully achieve this goal.
Profiling the metabolome, in order to identify the metabolic profile of a sample, is a
complex process. It consists of locating features within a dense, incomplete and noisy
mass spectrum, and attributing those features to known metabolites. It is imperative
that the mass spectra are of the highest quality before accurate profiling results can be
obtained. FT-ICR MS produces high quality spectra, but with limitations in terms of the
noise present in the spectra, and the quantity of ions that can be analysed simultaneously.
Arguably, the most important features of the spectra are mass accuracy, sensitivity and
noise. Therefore, the first two objectives of this thesis are to optimise the mass spectra in
terms of these features, and within the limitations of the instrumentation. This is achieved
through the development of novel approaches to the processing of the instrument’s data.
The first, SIM-stitching, increases the sensitivity and mass accuracy of the spectrum by
intelligently ‘stitching’ together many smaller spectra into a single, wide spectrum. This is
done in a manner that makes optimal use of internal calibrants, known substances within
the sample, without compromising throughput. By allowing an optimal number of ions
into the detection cell, mass accuracy is maintained, while at the same time increasing
sensitivity over five-fold. The result is that more metabolites can be detected, and com-
pounds can be detected more reliably. As a result of developing methods to meet this
objective, unexpected noise was discovered in the mass spectra. The noise appears in the
form of artefacts that occurred at consistent locations within the spectrum, and cannot be
definitively attributed to a source. These regions were removed during the SIM-stitching
process, an essential stage in avoiding spurious results and many false signal features that
would otherwise occur.
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Having optimised the sensitivity and mass accuracy of the spectrum, the second objective
was to reduce the noise present in the spectrum. This was achieved through the use of
a three-stage filter. In this approach, and in contrast to methods currently used, spectra
from multiple samples are used to greatly improve the quantity and reliability of the
features present in the mass spectrum. The filter was applied to both simulated and real,
biological data. It is shown to yield significant benefits to the quality of the resultant
spectrum. Additionally, the optimal number of scans necessary for reproducible results
was found. Without knowing this, it is likely that analyses will either acquire insufficient
scans for a consistent results, or will be longer than necessary. The first scenario will
lead to significant degradation of the quality of the quantification data, while the latter
results in unnecessary additional costs, which can be significant when using FT-ICR MS
technology.
The work flows and tools that have been developed to meet the first two objectives are
being used as a standard within Dr Mark Viant’s laboratory at the University of Bir-
mingham [81, 79, 16, 82, 83], and the national NERC Metabolomics Facility, also at the
University of Birmingham. Both the SIM-stitch process and the three-stage filter have
been integrated into a single tool, with a graphical user interface and user’s manual, to
assist scientists in using the methods developed. The tools have been made freely avai-
lable, and have been requested by several key international laboratories. The SIM-stitch
[18] and three-stage filtering methods [21] have, up to 22 April 2011, attracted 27 and 4
citations from non-involved authors, respectively.
The final objective of this thesis was to profile the metabolome, using the optimised mass
spectra generated in the previous stages. A completely novel application of constraints
optimisation methods and utility theory are combined to achieve this. FT-ICR mass spec-
tra contain many derivatives of the compounds in the sample, including adducts, isotopes
and fragments. As a result, the spectra are highly complex and densely populated. Histo-
rically, the interpretation of spectra was a lengthy manual process. Many computational
methods currently used rely significantly on user intervention for decision making, and
arbitration between multiple possible solutions. They are also often based upon a limited
subset of spectral information. In this work, constraints optimisation methods have been
developed that determine the combination of metabolites that best explain the observed
spectrum. Four types of information are included in the solution search: adduct peaks,
isotope peaks, mass accuracy and molecular likelihood. Using constraints optimisation
enables easy addition of further information to the model, which will improve the quality
of the result. For the first time, utility theory is used to combine these different types of
information into a single score. This enables the experience of a mass spectroscopist to be
captured and applied in a systematic manner. By applying utility theory and constraints
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optimisation methods in this way, the optimal set of metabolites is found, based upon the
mass spectrum. This approach is applied to both simulated and real data, and succeeds
in both cases to correctly and robustly identify the molecular formulae of the compounds
in the sample.
The application of constraints optimisation to metabolic profiling has been shown to offer
benefits to the metabolomics community over some current techniques. One notable be-
nefit is that the method is autonomous, requiring no user intervention beyond expressing
preference for the utility of spectral features. By so doing, utility theory allows the mass
spectroscopist to apply suitable weighting to each type of information in a methodical
and consistent way. A further benefit is the easy integration into the constraints tool of
additional information about the mass spectra. As more is understood about the mass
spectrometer, and particularly electrospray ionisation, more patterns may become appa-
rent in the spectra. Due to these benefits, the profiling part of the thesis is currently in
preparation for publication under the working title ‘Improved Interpretation of FT-ICR
Mass Spectra using Utility Theory and Constraints Optimisation’.
Finally, this thesis has demonstrated a successful interdisciplinary collaboration between
electronic, electrical and computer engineering, and the discipline of biological sciences.
Measurements from biological organisms are no different from those obtained in other real-
world scenarios, and so engineering principles should be applied. This thesis has adopted
this attitude when processing FT-ICR mass spectra, to the benefit of many biological
scientists.
7.1 Future Developments
Due to the availability of data, there are some consistencies in the type of data used du-
ring this work. For example, all data analysed is positive mode FT-ICR MS. Therefore,
the SIM-stitch, filtering and profiling methods have all been developed based upon these
conditions. However, there are benefits in using alternative configurations of the instru-
ment, which can yield additional information. For example, negative mode FT-ICR MS
results in a different set of adducts from positive mode, and can therefore allow compounds
to be detected that do not readily ionise using positive mode. A future development of
these methods could cater for the needs of negative mode ionisation, with relatively little
modification. Additional value would be gained by including both positive and negative
mode spectra in the profiling stage. In this case, the presence in both positive and negative
mode spectra of peaks related to a compound increases the likelihood of that compound
being present in the sample. This could be captured through the use of utility theory. A
further example of a different instrumentation application is the use of chromatography
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MS, which provides a second axis of information, and is therefore of benefit during the
profiling stage.
During development of the SIM-stitch algorithm, certain characteristics of the SIM win-
dows were discovered to be inconsistent. The process would benefit from a rigorous analysis
of SIM windows, and allow any subtle variations to be characterised and corrected. One
enhancement to the algorithm would be a data dependent variation of the SIM window
position and width. A key factor is the number of ions in each SIM window, which should
ideally be constant. Allowing the SIM windows to be moved would maximise the benefit
obtained by SIM-stitching, regardless of the distribution and intensity of peaks in the
spectrum. Currently, the SIM-stitch process is computationally intensive, and in large
experiments may become a bottleneck in the processing. This is mainly due to the large
number of Fourier transform operations required. The users would therefore benefit from
optimisation of this process.
Classifying peaks in the spectrum as signal or noise is a difficult task. While a signifi-
cantly improved three-stage filter has been proposed, common to this and other published
methods is the binary classification of peaks as either signal or noise. Since in reality it
is impossible to classify peaks with 100% accuracy, significant benefit would be gained by
instead quantifying the likelihood that each peak is signal or noise. This better captures
the reality of the noise filtering process, and the additional information could prove a
useful input to the profiling stage. The measure of belief that a peak is signal would form
part of the decision process, by being an additional constraint in the search.
Profiling the metabolome using constraints optimisation methods is a new area that offers
many opportunities for future development. It has been shown how constraints can be
used to identify metabolic formulae present in the sample. Metabolic profiling aims to
identify compounds, i.e. molecular formulae and structures. Therefore, the next stage in
developing the constraints methods would be to extend the search to compounds. This
could be achieved by including biological information in the COP, such as a compound
database. Since several compounds often share the same molecular formula, methods
would need to be developed to infer structural information. The use of fragmentation or
chromatography would potentially meet such a need. One current area of research interest
is the potential relationship between the adduct patterns observed for a compound, and
the structure of that compound. As any such relationships are established between adducts
and compound, they can be used as further constraints in the profiling method presented
here. In terms of implementation, the constraints methods presented here leave space for
optimisation. The high computational cost of searching such a large space is reflected
in the long program run times, which has made several approximations necessary, for
example a limited number of elements. If the search strategy and implementation is
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